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PREFACE.
The p ro b lem , s e t  a t  t h e  b e g in n in g  o f  1 9 5 3 , was t o  c o n s tr u c t  
and b r in g  in t o  o p e r a t io n  a  c y c lo t r o n  w h ich  w ou ld  be s u i t a b l e  a s  
an  i n j e c t o r  f o r  t h e  C anberra p r o to n  sy n ch ro tro n *  The m ain c o n te n t  
o f  t h i s  t h e s i s  i s  co n cern ed  w ith  work w h ich  h as been  done to w a r d s  
t h e  s o l u t io n  o f  t h e  problem *
At t h e  t im e  a c h o ic e  o f  m ach in e  f o r  i n j e c t i o n  was made t h e  
re q u ir e m e n t t h a t  t h e  i n j e c t i o n  en erg y  sh o u ld  be in  t h e  r e g io n  o f  
8 Mev r u le d  o u t  C o c k c r o ft-W a lto n  and e l e c t r o s t a t i c  g e n e r a to r s *
Thus t h e  c h o ic e  was b etw een  a  l i n e a r  a c c e l e r a t o r  and a  c y c lo t r o n .  
As t h e  r e s o u r c e s  o f  t h e  la b o r a to r y  w ere  t o  b e h e a v i ly  com m itted  
in  b u i ld in g  t h e  p r o to n  s y n c h r o tr o n  i t s e l f  i t  w as f e l t  t h a t  i t  
w o u ld  b e b e t t e r  t o  a v o id  su ch  an u n d e r ta k in g  a s  t h e  c o n s t r u c t io n  
o f  a  l i n e a r  a c c e l e r a t o r  i f  a  c y c lo t r o n  co u ld  m eet t h e  s i t u a t io n *  
H aving  on  hand a  m agnet w h ich  w as u se d  f o r  t h e  m od el e x p e r im e n ta l  
h om op olar g e n e r a to r ,  and w h ich  w as s u i t a b l e  f o r  a 30 in c h  
c y c lo t r o n ,  f u r t h e r  su p p o r ted  t h e  s e l e c t i o n  o f  t h i s  m achine*
G e n e r a lly  t h e  e x t r a c t io n  o f  beam from  a c y c lo t r o n  i s  
i n e f f i c i e n t ,  and t h e  e x t e r n a l  beam s u f f e r s  from  e x c e s s i v e  
h o r iz o n t a l  d iv e r g e n c e .  H ow ever, i t  was c o n s id e r e d  t h a t  t h e s e  
d is a d v a n ta g e s  o f  t h e  m a ch in e  m ig h t be r e d u c e d , o r  rem oved, by 
p ro p er  u n d e r s ta n d in g  o f  t h e  beam o r b i t s ,  and t h e i r  c o n t r o l ,  
d u r in g  t h e  e a r ly  p a r t  o f  t h e  a c c e l e r a t i o n ,  a t  sm a ll p a r t i c l e  
r a d i i ,  su p p o r te d  by c a r e  i n  t h e  e x t r a c t io n  p r o c e s s *  I t  was 
d e c id e d  t o  b u i ld  w hat m ig h t be term ed  a s im p le  m a c h in e , w ith  
n o th in g  m ore c o m p lic a te d  th a n  w ould  be n e c e s s a r y  in  o r d e r  t o  
a c h ie v e  a  beam* T hen, when t h e  m ach in e was w o r k in g , some 
m o d i f i c a t i o n s ,  p r o p e r ly  b a sed  on an u n d e r s ta n d in g  o f  t h e  m a c h in e ’ s  
o p e r a t io n ,  m ig h t be in tr o d u c e d  in  o r d e r  t o  im p rove t h e  beam 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s *
The c y c lo t r o n  w h ich  w as d e s ig n e d  and c o n s tr u c te d  i s  d e s c r ib e d  
in  C h ap ter V* M ethods u se d  f o r  d e s ig n  c a l c u l a t i o n s ,  and th e  
m eth od s o f  m aking R .F . m easu rem en ts a x e  g iv e n .  The a p p a r a tu s e s  
u se d  f o r  m ea su r in g  t h e  m a g n e t ic  f i e l d  a r e  d e s c r ib e d  in  A ppendix I*
The d i s c u s s io n  o f  t h e  m a c h in e 's  o p e r a t io n ,  in  C h ap ter V I, 
f o l l o w s  r o u g h ly  t h e  c h r o n o lo g ic a l  o r d e r  o f  p r o g r e s s *  In  t h i s
//■
chapter are discussed three new techniques which bring about 
considerable improvement in the cyclotron beam.
(a) * It is shown how the beam characteristics were 
improved by replacing the more conventional type of ’’feeler” by 
a plate on the dee facing the ion source, the plate having a 
rectangular hole in it through which the ions pass into the 
field free region of the dee after travelling only about a an. 
from the ion source. As well as increasing the electric field 
at the ion source this arrangement substitutes a useful spacial 
bunching of ions for the phase bunching which occurs in cases 
where the electric field is extensive.
(b) . In order to define the beam orbits, as well as 
to cut down the amount of waste beam accelerated, defining slits 
were introduced on the early revolutions« The defining and 
restricting of the beam in this manner greatly facilitated the 
measuranents of the positions of orbit centres, leading to 
greater extraction efficiency* A discussion of the measurements 
of orbit centres is given in Appendix II*
(c) . The fraction of beam which survived to large 
radii was increased several-fold following the fitting of slits 
giving vertical focusing at the early dee gap crossings.
Without vertical focusing, which has only recently been 
introduced, extraction efficiencies have varied from about 
50 percent with 250 micro-Amp. extracted to 100 percent when 
accelerating about 20 micro-Amp. of beam.
Of the earlier chapters of the thesis the first two are 
quite general. A sketch of the history of high energy acceler­
ator development is given in Chapter I, while some theory of 
acceleration is presented in Chapter II.
Although the theme of Chapter III is "injection”, some 
general remarks are offered concerning proton synchrotrons 
to illustrate the desirability of such an undertaking as the 
Canberra air-cored synchrotron. This machine is briefly described.
Chapter IV provides some discussion of ion motion in 
cyclotrons.
The quadrupole focusing lenses, discussed in Appendix III, 
have so far been used with only small external beams of tens 
of micro-Amp*
In Appendix IV the investigation of the B ^ ( p , V ) C ^  
reaction is described. One reason for doing the experiment v/as
to determine the value of the cyclotron in this type of work, 
when the machine was operated with a very restricted beam 
which was completely extracted and then refocused by quadrupole 
lenses«
The Canberra cyclotron is about to be moved to a site 
more adequately shielded against radiation where consistent 
operation with larger beams will be possible. When the machine 
has been reassembled after the move attention will be devoted to 
the examination of possible means of improving the characteristics 
of large external beams« In particular the optical problems 
of bringing particles through the cyclotron's fringing magnetic 
field without loss of beam quality will be investigated.
CANDIDATE'S CONTRIHJTION TO PROJECT.
The design, construction and operation of the Canberra 
cyclotron has been essentially a joint project. The candidate 
has worked alongside his supervisor almost throughout, and, 
even when sections of work were undertaken separately, joint 
discussion was maintained. Many new ideas came from discussion 
and in such cases it is, of course, difficult to allocate 
precise responsibility for the ideas.
When the candidate arrived at the National University in 
April of 1953 the cyclotron had been designed only in broad 
outline. During the remainder of that year he worked on detailed 
design, made drawings, and spent some six hundred hours machining 
the pole tips and vacuum system components to offset limited 
workshop resources* Broadly speaking 1954 was spent designing, 
constructing, testing and measuring components and ancillary 
equipment. For three months of 1955 effort was given to calculat­
ing machine operation and table reading for computations 
associated with the design of the proton synchrotron orbital 
magnet. During this year the cyclotron was assembled and tested. 
Work after this period is described in the thesis, mainly in 
Chapter VI.
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1CHAPTER I*
HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF HIGH ENERGY ACCELERATOR DEVELOPMENT.
"It has long been my ambition to have available for study a 
copious supply of atoms and electrons which have an individual 
energy far transcending that of the Alpha and Beta particles 
from radioactive bodies« I am hopeful that I may yet have my 
wish fulfilled, but it is obvious that many experimental 
difficulties will have to be surmounted before this can be 
realized, even on a laboratory scale." ^
Rutherford*
Within a very few years of Rutherford expressing his wish 
for artificially accelerated particles there emerged two classes
of machines which would provide these* The direct accelerators,
2such as the voltage multiplier or Cockcroft-Walton generator,
3,4and the Van der Graaff electrostatic generator promised to
meet the more modest requirements of the period but had obvious
1* E.Rutherford, Proc. Roy* Soc*, A117, 300 (l928). (On the 
occasion of his address to the anniversary meeting of the Royal 
Society, 30th November, 1927)
2* J.D.Cockcroft, E.T.S.Walton, Proc.Roy«Soc« A136, 619 (1932)
3* R.J.Van der Graaff, Phys. Rev*, 38, 1919 (1931).
4. Van der Graaff, Trump, Buedmen, Rep. Prog. Phys., 11, 1 (1946-7)*
limitations imposed on their attainable energies by insulation 
problems* The multiple (or cyclic, or resonance) accelerators, 
on the other hand, were not faced with this difficulty, and it 
appeared as though the upper limits of energies which might be 
achieved were almost unrestricted* It is this class of machines 
which we shall discuss as high energy accelerators*
The fundamental principles of a number of the high energy
.. 5accelerators were first published in 1928, by Wideroe* The 
linear accelerator principle which involves the application 
of a radio frequency potential to a series of electrodes, such 
that the charged particles see an accelerating field as they 
cross each electrode gap, was soon adopted for the accelerationg
of heavy ions to low energies* However, although the linear
accelerator is now producing both high energy electrons and
protons, many years of effort and research were necessary to
7overcome the problems inherent in this type of machine • The 
induction accelerator or betatron, so enthusiastically consider 
ed at conception8»9, wa8 soon found to be anything but simple
to bring into operation« It was the cyclotron, employing a
5* R*Wideroe, Archiv, f. Electrotech*, 21, 387 (1928)*
6* D*H*Sloan, E*0*Lawrence, PHYS* Rev*, 38, 2021 (1931)* 
7*D«W*Fry, W.Walkinshaw, Rep* Prog* Phys*, 12, 102 (1948-9)*
8« M*A*Tuve, Carnegie Inst* Year Book, No* 27, 229 (1928)«
9* E*T*S*Walton, Camb* Phil* Soc* (proc*), 25, 469 (1928-9)*
radio frequency electric field between two duants, or "dees'*, 
to accelerate particles constrained to approximately spiral 
orbits by a magnetic field, which was almost immediately 
successful among the new high energy accelerators* For some 
ten years this machine was the only cyclic, or resonant, 
accelerator to be used as a tool by nuclear physicists.
Initial experiments to test the feasibility of the cyclotron
were carried out early in 1930, at Yale University, Newhaven,
under the direction of E.O.Lawrence. The projected construction
was reported in September of that year to the American National
Academy of Sciences^0. The following year Lawrence, now at the
University of California, Berkeley, had a cyclotron accelerating
11molecular hydrogen ions to 80 Kev • Within a short time a
second experimental machine was giving 0.1 micro-Amp of 0.5 Mev 
12protons J, which convinced Lawrence that it was only a matter of 
bigger magnets and better R.F. oscillators before 10 Mev 
particles were obtained.
After producing helium ions and protons with energies
13greater than 1 Mev with their machine of 11 inch pole ,
the Berkeley team embarked on a more ambitious programme of
10. E.0.Lawrence,N.F.Edlefsen, Science, 72, 376 (1931).
11. E.O.Lawrence,M.S.Livingston, Phys. Rev., 37, 1707 (1931).
12. " " , Phys. Rev., 38, 834 (1931).
13. » " , Phys. Rev., 40, 19 (1932).I! tl
c o n s tru c tin g  a machine w ith  45 inch  po le  t i p s  in  an endevour 
to  exceed 10 Mev in  p ro ton  energy. The fu r th e r  developments 
a t  B e rk e le y '^ ’ ^  and th e  b u ild in g  of a machine a t  C o rn e l l^  
m ight be regarded  as concluding th e  i n i t i a l  development o f th e  
c y c lo tro n . By th e  end of 1936 i t  was w e ll e s ta b lish e d  as a 
su c c e ss fu l and prom ising source o f e n e rg e tic  p o s i t iv e  io n s .
During th e  immediate prewar y ears  cy c lo tro n s  were b u i l t
Y
a t  many c e n tre s  , and a number o f improvements in  design
in tro d u ce d . Probably  th e  most im portan t of th e se  was th e
replacem ent o f g la s s  in s u la to r s  by in d u c tan ces, w ith in  th e
18vacuum system , fo r  sup p o rtin g  th e  dees •
19 9iT h e o re tic a l c o n tr ib u tio n s  o f t h i s  p e rio d  by Rose , Wilson J
on op
B e t h e * ,  and Thomas J le d  to  a b e t te r  u n d ers tan d in g  of th e  p a r t  
p layed  by th e  m agnetic  and e l e c t r i c  f i e ld s  in  fo cu sin g  th e  beam. 
Q u a li ta t iv e  e s tim a te s  of d e s ire d  f i e ld  v a r ia t io n  w ith  ra d iu s  
could be made, and shimming became a somewhat more o rd e rly
p rocedu re . A g re a te r  a re a  o f th e  magnet gap became a v a ila b le
14. E.O.Lawrence, M .S .L iv ingston , Phys. Rev. 45, 608 (1934).
15 . E.O.Lawrence, D.Cooksey, Phys. Rev. 50, 1131 (1936).
1 6 . M .S .L iv ingston , Rev. Sc. Instrum . 7 , 55 (1936).
X. In  A p ril , 1939, th e re  were 26 cy c lo tro n s  e i th e r  in  o p e ra tio n  
o r under construction^-7 .
17 . W.B.Mann, N ature 143, 583 (1939).
18 . M .S .L iv ingston ,J.H .B uck,R .D .E vans, Phys.Rev. 55,1110(1939).
19 . M.E.Rose, Phys. Rev. 53, 392 (1938).
20. R .R.W ilson, Phys. Rev. 53, 408 (1938).
21. L.H.Thomas, Phys. Rev. 54, 580 and 588 (1938).
22. H .A.Bethe, M.E.Rose, Phys. Rev. 52, 1254 (1937).
Jpo OAwith the introduction of edge (or ring or Rose) shims'" * ’ «
Towards the end of this term of activity the state of
25 26the cyclotron was reviewed by Mann , and Livingston showed
the field at a slightly more advanced state. The culmination
of the period's achievement was the reported successful operation
27of the Berkeley 60 inch machine • A 25 micro-A* beam of 8 Mev
protons was claimed, as well as 16 micro-A of 16 Mev deuterons,
extracted. Those responsible for the machine felt confident
that 25 Mev deuterons and 50 Mev alpha particles were possible
with this machine, and that much higher energies could be
achieved simply by constructing larger ones. The optimism
of scientists at this period is reflected in Lawrence's mention
of a 120 inch cyclotron with dee voltages between one and two 
£X10 volts (Foreword of second reference 25). Before America 
was involved in hostilities a start had been made on a 184 inch 
cyclotron at Berkeley. The majority of the present day fixed 
frequency cyclotrons are, in essentials, the same as the type
of machine that was developed during this period.
23. M.E.Rose, Phys. Rev. 53, 715 (1938).
24. W.J.Henderson et alia, J. Frank. Inst. 228, 563 (1939).
25. W.B.Mann, Rep. Prog« Phys. 6, 125 (1939). Also "The Cyclotron"
Methuan Monograph (1939).
26. M.S.Livingston, J. App. Phys., 15, 2 and 128 (1944).
27. E.O.Lawrence et alia, Phys. Rev. 56, 124 (1939).
Inspite of the great effort and money directed to science 
and technology during the years 1940-1945, there was not much 
stimulation in the field of particle acceleration* The paucity 
of unclassified literature of this period may tend to obscure 
some of the advances made, but there is no doubt that machine 
building was virtually halted till "after the war", with perhaps 
the betatron as the exception*
The betatron took its place as a practical machine in 1940, 
when 2*3 Mev electrons were produced at Illinois* The appeal­
ingly simple principle of induction acceleration required the 
addition of Kerst*s careful design studies, based on a theoret­
ical consideration of the electron*s orbital behaviour, and the 
focusing characteristics of this type of machine, before success 
could be achieved 9 • After the initial operation of the
Illinois betatron other machines, on a grander scale, were soon 
built* Kerst constructed a 20 Mev accelerator for the General
onElectric Company at Schenectady , and one for 100 Mev electrons
31was completed at the same establishment in 1945 • Although
Xthe limit of the betatron was not reached at this stage a limit
28. D.W.Kerst, Phys* Rev* 60, 47 (1941).
29. D.W.Kerst, R.Serber, Phys. Rev* 60, 53 (1941).
30* D.W.Kerst, Rev. Sc. Instrum. 13, 387 (1942).
31* W.F.Westerndorp, E.E.Charlton, J. App. Phys. 16, 381 (1945).
In 1950 a 315 Mev machine came into operation at Illinois^. 
32. D.W.Kerst et alia, Phys. Rev. 78, 297 (1950).
OO O Awas forseen due to radiation energy 1oss^°,,lJ •
The pattern for the post war development in particle
33 36acceleration was set by Veksler* In two papers in 1944 9
he pointed out that the problems associated with acceleration
to very high energies in the betatron and cyclotron were not
necessarily limiting ones, and could, at least in principle,
37be overcome* A third paper appeared under his name in 1945 ,
38and was followed by one on similar lines by Mc.Millan who
39,40was unaware that he had been preceded • The theme of 
Veksler and Mc.Millan was phase stability, as an inherent 
property of the R.F* acceleration of particles in a magnetic 
field* They showed that if an accelerated particle gets out 
of phase with the radio frequency accelerating field it tends 
to adjust its orbit so that its phase deviation is reduced* 
This means that the magnetic field, or the frequency of the 
electric field, or both, might be varied, and the particle not
necessarily be lost by aquiring wrong phase characteristics*
33* D*Iwanenko, I.Pomeranchuk, Phys* Rev* 65, 343 (1944)*
34* J*P*Blewett, Phys* Rev* 69, 87 (1946).
35* V*I.Veksler, Comptes Rendus (Doklady) Acad* Sc*, U.R.S.S.
43, No.8, 329 (1944).
36. do* 44, No. 9, 365 (1944).
37. V.I.Veksler, J. Phys*, U.S.S.R. 9, 153 (1945).
38* E*Mc*Millan, Phys. Rev* 68, 534 (1946).
39. V.I.Veksler, Phys. Rev. 69, 244 (1946).
40. E.Mc.Millan, Phys. Rev* 69, 534, (1946).
The principle of phase stability, under conditions of 
varying magnetic field, or electric field frequency, or both, is 
employed in three types of accelerators. The frequency modulated 
or synchro-, cyclotron employs a magnetic field which is 
stationary in time, together with a varying frequency electric 
field, to accelerate protons, or heavier ions, from virtually 
zero energy well into the relativistic range. The electron 
and proton synchrotrdns maintain the accelerated particles on 
approximately constant radius orbits by means of rising magnetic 
fields, the particles being "injected” into the synchrotron
Yorbit after initial acceleration by other means • Once electrons 
have an energy of a few Mev their velocity is almost that of 
light, and further acceleration produces only a negligible 
change in the particles* resonant frequency. For this reason 
the electron synchrotron can operate with the frequency of the 
accelerating electric field constant. In the case of the proton 
synchrotron, however, since the heavier particles do not reach 
near light velocity till they have a few Bev of energy, both 
the accelerating field frequency and the magnetic guide field
need to increase during the accelerating cycle.
X* Except in the case of strong focusing electron synchrotrons, 
and race-track type machines, the initial acceleration is 
achieved by means of a betatron incorporated in the synchrotron 
unit.-, Ä proton synchrotron may accept particles from any 
suitable lower energy accelerator.
It is probable that the first electron synchrotron to
41operate, apart from Goward's 8 Mev experimental model at 
Malvern (T*R*E*), was a 30 Mev machine at the Physical Institute 
of the Russian Academy of Sciences, the construction of which
3(Veksler reported as nearing completion at the beginning of 1946«
By the end of 1951 there were more than twenty machines either
completed, or under construction, to produce from 20 to 340 
42Mev electrons •
At the end of the war Berkeley was in an ideal position
to enter the field of frequency modulated cyclotrons* The
184 inch cyclotron was at a stage of construction which allowed
ready modification* Experiments were carried out using the
37 inch cyclotron, the pole tips of which were redesigned to
give a radial field decrease of 13 percent, thus simulating
the relativistic decrease in the resonant frequency which would
43be expected in the frequency modulated machine* The initial
performance of the 184 inch accelerator was reported from 
44Berkeley early in 1947* 195 Mev deuterons, and 390 Mev alpha
particles were obtained* Subsequently, after modification,
the machine produced 350 Mev protons* Livingston^ lists nine
41* F.K.Goward, D.E.Games, Nature 153, 413 (1946)*
42. Sergey Shewchuck, U.C.R.L.-1951 (Sept* 1951).
43* J.R*Richardson et alia, Phys* Rev* 73, 424 (1948)*
44* ¥*M*Brobeck et alia, Phys. Rev. 71, 449 (1947)*
45* M*S.Livingston, "High Energy Accelerators”, Interscience 
Publishers (1954)
synchrocyclotrons as operating with proton energies of 100 Mev 
or more, in 1954* The Berkeley 184 inch was being converted at 
that time to produce 730 Mev protons*
Although there was immediate enthusiasm for the electron
synchrotron and the synchrocyclotron, laboratories were hesitant
about embarking on construction of proton synchrotrons* These
machines would be very expensive, and optimism concerning their
practicability was not high* The plunge was taken at Birmingham,
England, in 1946, when Oliphant made the decision to build a
471 Bev proton synchrotron* Following the theoretical and 
design studies for the British machine, decisions were taken 
in the United States to build two proton synchrotrons: the 
"Cosmotron" at Brookhaven, and the "Bevatron" at Berkeley*
Successful acceleration of protons to 2 Bev was achieved at 
Brookhaven by mid 1952, and 3 Bev particles were obtained in
481954* An extensive review of the Cosmotron, edited by Blewett 
appeared in 1953* The Berkeley machine attained 4*9 Bev in
1954, and in 1955 more than 6 Bev* The Birmingham proton
49synchrotron was operating at 1 Bev in 1953*
46* M.L.Oliphant, J*S*Gooden, T*G*S.Hide,Proc*Phys*Soc*59,666(1947)• 
47* J*S*Gooden,H.H*Jensen,J*L.Symonds, Proc*Phys*Soc*59,677 (1947). 
48* M*H.Blewett et alia, Rev. Sc. Instrum* 24, 725-870 (1953)*
49. P.B*Moon,L.Riddiford,J.L.Symonds, Proc.Roy.Soc. A230,204(1955)*
5DWith the discovery of the principle of strong focusing 
it was reasonable to expect that it would be possible to 
construct higher energy synchrotrons without unduly increas­
ing their dimensions« The first strong focusing electron 
synchrotron was built at Cornell. Two 25 Bev strong focusing 
proton synchrotrons have now been under construction for some 
time: one at Brookhaven, the other at Geneva* However these 
do not yet belong to history*
Whether proton energies much in excess of 25 Bev will be 
obtained in the foreseeable future is very likely to depend on 
the success of the Canberra air-cored synchrotron* This 
machine, designed to produce 10 Bev protons, departs markedly 
from contemporary design. A brief description of it will be 
given in Chapter III*
The eventual success of the linear accelerator as a machine 
for producing high energy protons and electrons can be directly
attributed to the ultra high frequency techniques developed
*
during the war* The availability of ultra high frequencies,
together with the discovery of the principle of phase focusing,
have led to such machines as the 32 Mev proton accelerator at
Berkeley^ -*-, and the 600 Mev electron accelerator at Stanford* 
50*E.C.Courant,M.S.Livingston,S*Snyder, Phys.Rev. 88, 1190 (1952)• 
51*L*W.Alvarez, Phys. Rev. 70, 799 (1946).
As examples of post war fixed frequency cyclotrons which 
reflect some excellence of design and construction one might 
quote the low magnetic field (8709 gauss) 86 inch machine at 
Oak Ridge^ which gives an internal beam of more than 1 m*A*
23 Mev protons, and the Livermore (California) machine** , with 
its cam shaped pole tips* Both of these machines have their 
dees suspended vertically in a horizontal magnetic field.
Although the cyclotron has for many years been the only 
machine which is widely used in the energy range of 6 to 20 
Mev protons, its value as a nuclear physics tool has been 
severely limited by the high level of background radiation 
which accompanies its operation* Many excitation curves for 
proton induced reactions, for example, are still not extended 
beyond 5 Mev, up to which energy the direct accelerators can 
be used. It is as a source of radio isotopes that the 
cyclotron has perhaps proved most valuable. Also as a neutron 
source it has been outstanding, being able to compete with 
the atomic pile. *
To the very high energy accelerators the subject of
particle physics owes its development* During the last few
52* R*S.Livingston, A.L.Boch, 0.R.N.L.-1196 (June, 1952).
53. B.H.Smith, U.C.R.L.-2620 (June, 1954).
years investigations of mesons have been carried to a stage
that would not have been reached in centuries had cosmic rays
remained the only source of particles* To date the crowning
achievanent of the high energy accelerator is surely the
production of the first observed antiproton at Berkeley towards 
54
the end of 1955*
Two types of machines which, if they ever become practicable, 
will have a great impact on the future of the accelerator field
X
are the F*F*A*G* cyclotron and the stabilized electron beam
accelerator* F.F.A.G* machines were discussed at an early steige
55,56,57of consideration in 1955 , and since then the Mid-Western
Universities of America have made some progress with their 
development. The idea of using an intense electron beam to 
provide guiding fields for heavier particles has been discussed 
by Budker^*
54«Chamberlain,S egr e,Wiegand,Yp silantis,Phy s•Rev•100,947(1955)• 
X* Fixed frequency alternate gradient*
55* D.W*Kerst, et alia, Phys.Rev* 98, 1153 (1955).
56* K.R.Symon, Phys* Rev* 98, 1152, (1955)*
57* D.W.Kerst et alia, Phys. Rev* 100, 1246 (1955)*
58* G.J.Budker, C*'E*R*N* Symposium Vol* 1, 68 (1956)*
CHAPTER II.
SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF HIGH ENERGY ACCELERATORS.
All the high energy accelerating machines, except the 
linear accelerator, employ a magnetic guide field; all, except 
the betatron, feed the accelerated particles with energy from 
a radio-frequency electric field* As is to be expected the 
machines generally have a number of features in common. Wherever 
a magnetic field is used to constrain particles to circular type 
orbits betatron oscillations are a feature of the particle 
motion; and, if the magnetic field varies with time, solonoidal 
acceleration will take place. Accompanying radio-frequency 
acceleration there is phase focusing and, as well, some degree 
of spacial focusing associated v/ith the non-uniformity of the 
electric field in the accelerating gaps. The extent to v/hich 
these features are important depends upon the behavour of the
fields, magnetic and radio-frequency electric, and whether both 
fields are present, as well as upon the specific charge of the 
accelerated particles and the energy range through which they 
are taken in any particular machine*
In Table II-l the main accelerator types are listed together 
with their characteristic field behaviour* The last column of 
the table indicates the approximate energy range through which 
the machines can be expected to accelerate their particles*
Table II-l* 
ACCELERATOR
Betatron 
Linear )
accelerator) 
Cyclotron 
Synchro- ) 
cyclotron ) 
Electron ) 
synchrotron) 
Proton )
synchrotron)
Main Accelerator T y p e s * __________________
BEHAVIOUR OF FIELD
Magnetic Electric RANGE OF ACCELERATION
R.F.
variable none
none variable*
fixed fixed
fixed variable
variable fixed**
variable variable
zero to a few-100 Mev 
(Electrons:< 1 Mev to several-700Mev 
( Proton s:<l-few Mev to few-80 Mev 
Protons: zero to few-25 Mev
Protons: zero to few-Mev-3/4 Bev 
zero-few Mev to 100 Mev-1 Bev 
1-several Mev to 1-several Bev
x R*F* is actually constant* However the electrode assembly 
makes it appear as variable to the accelerated particles* 
xx If betatron injection is not used some frequency variation 
is necessary during initial acceleration of electrons____
This chapter will be devoted to the development of some of 
the equations describing particle motion under various conditions 
of acceleration* Where applicable they will be used to illustrate
16
fe a tu re s  o f  m achine o p e ra t io n ,  some o f  w h ich  we have re fe r re d  
to  above* The symbols w h ich  w i l l  be used a re  more o r  le s s  
c o n v e n tio n a l and a re  l i s t e d ,  w i th  t h e i r  m eanings, in  th e  n e x t 
s e c tio n *
Symbols*
ü 0 * . . . r e s t  mass o f  p a r t i c le ,  1*67 24X10” ^  gm f o r  p ro to n ,
9 *1 0 8 5 X 1 0 *^  gm f o r  e le c tro n *
v * * • • • s p e e d  o f  p a r t i c le .  
c * .* * *s p e e d  o f  l i g h t *
m ............™0/{l -  v2/c2)1^2.
V * • • • . e l e c t r i c  p o t e n t ia l .
H. • • • «m agnetic f i e l d  s t re n g th ,  gauss, 
p . . • * .momentum*
E * * * * .e n e rg y  o f  p a r t i c le  in c lu d in g  r e s t  energy*
E0 * . * * r e s t  energy = m0 c^, 938 Mev f o r  p ro to n , 0*51 Mev f o r  e le c tro n *
T .***« K *E *  o f  m o tio n  = E -  E0 *
A u s e fu l r e la t io n  between momentum and energy f o r  a 
r e l a t i v i s t i c  p a r t i c le  i s  o b ta in e d  by w r i t i n g  
m ' » m ^ / ( l  -  v 2/ c 2) , o r 
m-Jc^ -  m^c^v^' •  m^c^*
i . e *  p^c^ s E2 -  Eq , o r  p^ s T(T4- 2E0) / c ^ *
*  library %
e electronic charge, 4*8029X10 e* s*u*-10
r radius of particle orbit.
R .... radial distance from magnetic centre of machine, where
the magnetic centre is the centre of curvature of field
contours in the median plane** 
angular frequency of particle, v/r.
Equilibrium Orbits and Betatron Oscillations*
For a particle moving with constant speed in a uniform 
magnetic field the Lorentz and centrifugal forces balance* 
This is expressed by
r being perpendicular to H*
Consistent with this equation are the following useful relation-
ä  In alternating gradient synchrotrons and EfFAG machines there 
is no single magnetic centre. The magnetic centre of a 
standard synchrotron with straight sections is simply the 
centre of curvature of each curved sector. In the case of 
the betatron, standard cyclotron, synchrocyclotron, and 
standard circular synchrotron the magnetic centre coincides 
with the geometric centre of the machine*
II-l.
ships: (a) p b Her/c
(b) w s Hec/E
(c) t* = (^  -
(d)
E^ )1/2/^ j
))) II-2.
1" n
Jl C)
When the condition of magnetic field uniformity required 
by equation II-l does not hold, the particle will experience 
an acceleration, in the plane of its orbit, at right angles to 
its path, equal to
In accelerators where the field varies radially there is, for 
a given particle energy, one particular orbit for which the 
radial acceleration is zero# The centre of this orbit coincides 
with the magnetic centre of the machine. This is the so called 
equilibrium orbit#
The radial variation of an accelerator’s magnetic field 
is conventionally expressed in terns of an index, n, evaluated 
at a radius Rc, where the field is H 0, by the relation
whence the "n value", in terms of the variation of field with 
radius, is expressed as
If we consider orbits whose centres are very close to 
the magnetic centre, so that we may write, as a reasonable 
approximation, equation IT-3 may be varied to yield
d^r/dt' s - Hev/c v^/r II-3#
H = H0(K0/R)n ,
n - -(R0/H0).dH/<3R 11-4#
d^/dt^(Sr) - (-(ev/mc)^H/&r - v^/r^)Sr
19
= “(1 - n)w2^ ................II-5.
Thus for small radial displacements from the equilibrium 
orbit the particle will oscillate about it with a frequency 
of (l - ^.w*
Any radial field component, Hr, will produce a force on 
a particle in the direction of z, perpendicular to the median 
plane. This means an acceleration 
d^z/dt^ Z Hrev/mc, 
or, by variation with respect ib z,
d2/dt^(c>z) s (ev/mc) (^Hp/dz^r.
Fith irrotational fields, and in the absence of a circumferential 
field component, &Fr/dz z dH/dr. Using this relation, and 
equation II-4, we obtain
d^/dt^’(<$z) - (ev/mc)(-nH/r)Sz
z -nw^öz ...........••••••••.........II-6.
Th:s equation shows that particles’ off the median plane will 
oscillate about it with a frequency of n^/^w.
These two oscillations, of frequencies (1 - n) ' w, and 
n^/^w, are the "Betatron oscillations". In machines employing 
very small n values, e.g. Cyclotrons, where n is of the order 
of 0.01, the radial betatron oscillation frequency will be
almost that of the resonant frequency of the machine, while
the vertical oscillation frequency will he only about one tenth 
of this value. With an n value of about l/2, which is in the 
region of that found in standard proton synchrotrons, the two 
betatron oscillation frequencies are nearly equal. High n 
values, much greater than unity, are used in alternating 
gradient machines to which reference will be made later.
Increasing the magnetic field during acceleration brings 
about a damping of betatron oscillations. The manner in which 
this occurs can be readily illustrated by applying the W.K.B. 
approximation in solving equations II-5 and II-6.
Writing, in equation IT-5, y for Sr, and expressing w4as 
f(t), since w will vary with the magnetic field, we have
d^y/dt2 V f(t) - 0, .................. IT-7.
with f(t) positive.
Assuming y =AeiB as a solution equation II-7 becomes
A” 4- i(AB" + 2A'B') + (f -B,2)A = 0 ............. H-8*
where primes denote differentiation of y with respect to t. 
Imposing one arbitrary condition E* may be related to
f(t) by putting f - B*2 " 0 i.e.
B T \ f1/2.dt
Since f(t), the resonant frequency, is slowly varying with
time, A also will be, and A" may be neglected in comparison 
with A1* Equation II-8 then becomes 
AB" ± 2k'B' z 0*
Integration gives A s where K is a constant,
s Kf”1/4,
giving for an approximate solution of II-5
y = Kf“1/4.exp(i( f ^ 2.dt) ................... II-9*
This equations shows that the amplitude of oscillation, varying 
as f"1/"' s w“1/2, will decrease with rising magnetic field, as 
the inverse of the square root of the field value* A similar 
treatment for equation II-6 shows the same form of compression 
of the vertical betatron oscillations* The oscillation amplitude 
damping in betatrons and synchrotrons contributes considerably 
to the small beam cross sections achieved in these machines.
Solenoidal Acceleration.
Accompanying any variation of magnetic field with time 
there is a force along the orbit of particles moving in the
field equal to (e/2fTr)d0/dt, where $ is the magnetic flux
OV
threading the orbit* This force will retard increase the 
orbital velocity depending upon the direction of the flux change 
and the sign of the charge of the accelerated particle* The
b e t a t r o n  employs t h i s  ty p e  o f  a c c e l e r a t i o n ,  w i th  th e  r a t e  o f  
change o f  p a r t i c l e  momentum be ing  g iv en  by
d p /d t  = ( e /2 / r  r ) d ^ / d t ,  ........................................11-10.
i f  t h e  energy lo s s  by r a d i a t i o n  from th e  a c c e l e r a t e d  e l e c t r o n s  
i s  n e g le c te d .  Under such c i rc u m stan c es  eq u a t io n  11-10 can be 
i n t e g r a t e d ,  H e r /c  s u b s t i t u t e d  f o r  p, and th e  t o t a l  f lu x  change 
ex p ressed  as
jzf = 2 ^ r % / c ....................................................................11-11.
Here r  = R and i s  ap p ro x im a te ly  c o n s ta n t  d u r in g  a c c e l e r a t i o n .  
Towards t h e  end of t h e  a c c e l e r a t i o n  cy c le  r  i s  changed s u f f i c i e n t l y ,  
by changing th e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  between $ and H, t o  b r in g  th e  
e l e c t r o n  beam onto a t a r g e t .  E qua t ion  11-11 shov/s t h a t  t h e  
change o f  f lu x  th ro u g h  th e  o r b i t  t o  any p a r t i c u l a r  s ta g e  o f  
a c c e l e r a t i o n  must be equal to  tw ic e  th e  f lu x  t h a t  would be g iven  
by ta k in g  th e  g u ide  f i e l d  over t h e  whole o r b i t a l  a r e a .
The changing f lu x  i s  u s u a l l y  c a r r i e d  by " f lu x  b a rs "  th ro u g h  
th e  o r b i t .  As th e s e  a r e  s t e e l ,  and s a t u r a t e  a t  f lu x  d e n s i t i e s  
o f  about 20,000 g a u s s ,a  r e s t r i c t i o n  e x i s t s  on t h e  t o t a l  f lu x  
change p o s s i b l e .  In  some b e t a t r o n s  t h e  c e n t r a l  f i e l d  i s  b ia se d  
n e g a t iv e ly  a t  t h e  s t a r t  o f  each cy c le  in  o rd e r  t o  ex tend  th e  
p o s s ib le  f lu x  change. The energy l i m i t  o f  t h e  b e t a t r o n  i s  due 
t o  r a d i a t i o n  lo s s  o f  energy by t h e  e l e c t r o n s  becoming equal to
t h e  r a t e  a t  which energy can be p rov ided  by a p h y s i c a l ly  
a c h ie v a b le  c e n t r a l  f l u x  change* Jwanenko and Pomeranchuk^ 
have estim a ued th e  l i m i t i n g  energy v a lu e  o f  th e  b e t a t r o n  to
D
be abou t 5X10 e l e c t r o n  v o l t s .  The r a t e  o f  energy r a d i a t i o n  
by an e l e c t r o n  i s  p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  ( e 2/ r ) ( e/E q) 4 * Schw inger2 
g iv e s  a conven ien t e x p re s s io n  f o r  t h e  energy r a d i a t e d  p e r  
r e v o lu t io n ,
oE = 88 .5E4/R>
where E i s  in  Bev, R in  m e tre s  and Se in  Kev p e r  e l e c t r o n  
r e v o lu t io n .
Most e l e c t r o n  sy n c h ro tro n s  u s e  b e t a t r o n  i n j e c t i o n  in  o rd e r  
to  av o id  th e  n e c e s s i t y  o f  v a ry in g  t h e  f requency  o f  t h e  e l e c t r i c  
a c c e l e r a t i n g  f i e l d .  Q u ite  a sm all b e t a t r o n  a c c e l e r a t i o n  i s  
s u f f i c i e n t  in  such c a se s  a s  e l e c t r o n s  approach  t h e  v e l o c i t y  o f  
l i g h t  a t  e n e rg ie s  o f  on ly  a few Mev.
O r b i t a l  A c c e le r a t io n  Equations*
P a r t i c l e s  a c c e l e r a t e d  by r a d io  f requency  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d s  
r e c e iv e  energy over on ly  d i s c r e t e  s e c t io n s  o f  t h e i r  o r b i t s ,  
w herever a c c e l e r a t i n g  gaps a r e  s i t u a t e d .  However i t  i s  u s e f u l  
to  r e g a rd  t h e  a d d i t i o n  o f  energy , say W p er  r e v o l u t i o n ,  a s  due
1 . D.Iwanenko, T.Pomeranchuk, Phys* Rev«, 65, 343, (1 9 4 4 ^
2* J .S c h w in g e r ,  Phys* R ev .,  7 5 ,  1912 (1 9 4 9 ) .

r: ■*!
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to an average force dw/ds = W/2T r, where s is distance 
measured along the orbit* The rate of particle momentum 
increase can then be expressed in terms of three forces! the 
force dw/ds, just mentioned, a force due to any time variation 
of the magnetic field, and the loss of energy by radiation, 
say U (energy) per revolution, considered as a retarding force 
dU/ds = U/27\r* In terms of these we have
dp/dt = w/2w r t (e/2 tv r)d0/dt - Ij/2TV r ......11-12-
If r is constant the rate of increase of angular momentum is
given by
d/dt(pr) = dw/det (e/2fV ) d^/dt - du/de ...... 11-13.
or the rate of energy increase by
dE/dt = wW/2n - (we/2n W / d t  “ dü/dt...... 11-14.
In the second and third equations U is the energy loss by 
radiation, but not per revolution.
Of the terms on the right hand side of the above equations 
the first is the most important for accelerators other than 
the betatron, where it does not have any place. For machines 
accelerating protons the second and third terms are of very 
minor importance, indeed negligible. The last term is of 
considerable importance once electrons reach high energies •
Phase Focusing»
Phase fo c u s in g  and phase  o s c i l l a t i o n s  have been d is c u s se d  
in  d e t a i l  by s e v e ra l  a u th o r s ,  th e  f i r s t  two c o n t r ib u t in g  to  
th e  s u b je c t  b e in g  V ek sle r^  and M cM illan^. As fo c u s in g  h e re  
im p lie s  an a c c e le r a t io n  tow ards some e q u ilib r iu m  v a lu e  i t  i s  
co n v en ien t to  d is c u s s  th e  m a tte r  in  te rm s o f th e  q u a n t i ty  
d ^ f /d t^ ,  w here $  i s  th e  phase  o f  th e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  a s  th e  
p a r t i c l e  c ro s se s  th e  re g io n  o f  a c c e le r a t io n .  The e x p re ss io n  
f o r  d' 0 /d t "  can be o b ta in e d , in  an ap p rox im ate  m anner, w ith  
l i t t l e  a lg e b ra ,  a s  fo llo w s .
The r a t e  o f  change o f 0 , d ^ /d t ,  i s  equal to  th e  d i f f e r e n c e  
betw een th e  e x i s t in g  a n g u la r  freq u en cy ,w , o f th e  p a r t i c l e  
b e in g  c o n s id e re d  and th e  a n g u la r  freq u en cy  o f  th e  e l e c t r i c  
f i e l d .  T his l a t t e r  i s  th e  a n g u la r  freq u en cy  o f a p a r t i c l e  on 
th e  e q u ilib r iu m  o r b i t  en jo y in g  a c c e le r a t io n  a t  th e  e q u ilib r iu m  
p h ase , and w i l l  be deno ted  by w0*
Thus d ^ /d t = w0 -  w 
and d%0/ dt^J = dw0/ d t  -  dw /d t.
In  m achines w here phase  fo c u s in g  i s  im p o rta n t e i t h e r  th e  
freq u en cy  w0 , o r th e  m agnetic  f i e l d ,  o r b o th  a r e  v a r ie d  in  a
manner c o n s is te n t  w ith  a c c e le r a t io n  a t  an e q u ilib r iu m  phase
3. V .I .V e k s le r ,  J .  P h y s ., U .S .S .R .,  9 , 153 (1 9 4 5 ).
4 . E .M cM illan, Phys. R ev ., 68 , 534 (1 9 4 6 ).
/• We shall first of all determine dw/dt for the general case 
where w0, and H^> the field at the equilibrium orbit, are both 
regarded as variables.
Assuming the radial acceleration accompanying phase 
oscillations to be negligible we may start from the relations 
of equation II-2. Using w : Hec/E we obtain
dw/dt = (ec/E)dH/dt - (Hec/E2)dE/dt
ec oH dr . <^ H 
E j5r dt
Hec dE 
E2 dt
l. e.
dw/dt =(w/H) <te/dr. dr/dt-f (w /H)<^H/<H - (w2/Hec)dE/dt ....*11-15. 
From II-2(c) we have
dr/dt = E/(E2 - E2)1/2.He.dE/dt - (E2 - E ^ ^ / ^ e . d E / d t ..: 
= c/wHer. dE/dt - r/H. &H/dr.dr/dt - r/H. c^ H/dt 
= c/wHer.dE/dt 4- n. dr/dt - r/H.^H/dt
i. e.
dr/dt - _____ c .d E _____ r___.(l-n)wHer dt (l-n)fi cit 11-16
Substitution of equation IT-16 into equation 11-15
yields
dw/dt B ( w /H) (-nH/r) (-r/( 1-n) H). till/<H 4- (w/H) . <fe/<H
4- (w/H) (-nH/r) ( c/(1-n)wHer).dE/dt - (w2/Hec).dE/dt 
= (w/H)(l4- n/(l-n)) .^H/^t - (l/He)(nc/(l-n)r2 4-
There will be an equation similar to 11-17 for dw0/dt, 
with terms evaluated on the equilibrium orbit. The only 
significant difference between the values of the two expressions 
will be due to dE/dt. Substituting from equation 11-14, and 
taking W  = eV0 sin/, and W 0 = eV0sin/0 , where V0 is the 
equivalent R,F. accelerating voltage, we obtain the phase 
acceleration equation as
It will be noticed that this expression implies focusing 
provided sin/ decreases as / increases. This requires that
______The damping of phase oscillations with increasing magnetic
k This is of the same form as the equation for a pendulum 
experiencing a constant torque.
l. e.
11-17
d % / d t 2 = T,° cVo (—3— 
2 H0r2
+- -^5) (sin/ - sin/0) 
c^
*
11-18.
the value of / 0 should lie between 90° and 180°.
o  n
Ü 0
field does occur, the phase amplitude decreasing approximately 
as h "1/4. Twiss and Frank5 discuss fully the damping of both 
betatron oscillations and phase oscillations in their paper 
on the orbital stability of the proton synchrotron*
From Equation 11-18 the frequency of phase oscillations, 
Wp^, is obtained approximately as
wph = <-r%- $ 1/2-2 r£H,os^ i n c .11-19.0“ 0W0
For low energy particles, as for example in not very high 
energy synchrocyclotrons, v^/c^ can be neglected, while for 
relativistic energies, such as met in the electron synchrotron,
n n
v /c can be taken as unity, and the second right hand term 
of 11-19 becomes l/(l - n)^/2* In general the frequency of
-2phase oscillations, for existing machines, lies between 2X10
-3and 2X10 times the orbital frequency*
The amplitude of the radial synchrotron oscillations 
which accompany the phase oscillations can be expressed as a 
variation in orbit radius as
t\v/r = ^w/w*
5* R.Q.Twiss, N*F.Frank, Rev* Sc* Instrum* 20, 1 (1949)*
J^ w is readily obtained by integration of Equation 11-18.
It is useful to rewrite 11-18 as
d20/dt*' = (ec2V0/2"ITr2E)(n/(l-n) + v2/<s2)(sinjZf - sin0o)
(E s Hec/w)
in order to involve the particle energy*
If this expression is multiplied by d0/dt it can be 
directly integrated to yield
(l/2)(d0/dt)2 Z (ec^VQ/Zi\r^E) (n/T^n +  v2/c2) (cos^o - cos0
•iff “ ^0^sin^o)
or, since d^ f/dt = wo - w « ^w, we have
Ar s [ITS + T  j (oo¥o - oos0 - (0 - ^ ) ' W ) lA
............... II-19(a).
In the linear accelerator phase focusing is achieved by 
having the particles cross the accelerating gaps as the electric 
field is rising* This means that lies between 0° and 90°* 
Phase focusing here, as will be shown in the nest section, 
precludes any possibility of special focusing by the normal
type of accelerating gap
Figure II-l shows the allowable radio frequency phases 
for acceleration in orbital machines and the linear accelerator. 
As a result of phase focusing there is, of course, a bunching 
of the accelerated particles.
Phase focusing which occurs in the cyclotron will be 
discussed in chapter TV.
Focusing Sffects of R.F. Accelerating Fields.
We shall consider the electric accelerating field to be 
uniform across the accelerating gap, and , with this approximat­
ion, shall determine the instantaneous changes of momentum 
perpendicular to the median plane, or the axis of acceleration, 
as the particle enters and leaves the gap. The net change in 
this momentum as the particle passes through the gap will be 
equal to the sum of the two instantaneous changes. The two 
changes are of opposite sign and differ by an amount determined 
by changes in the values of significant variables during the 
crossing. Referring to Figure II-2, we have pR = ~(pa *V- &PAß) j
and are interested in the value of APAp;*
As the accelerating gaps used are symmetrical about the
* Restoring Forte  
d e c r e a s i n g .fa) Orbital Accelerator.
[o ftow i shew c lir&c l ' ion  of- pheuz  
restoring " fo rce s ’ J FIGURE 11- 1.
ft.E AccfiieflATiMg Qap. FIGURE 11- 2.
median p la n e ,  o r  have c y l i n d r i c a l  symmetry, we s h a l l  concern  
o u r s e lv e s  w i th  two d im ensions  o n ly ,  x ,  in  th e  d i r e c t i o n  of 
t h e  a x i s  o f  m o tio n ,  and z, p e rp e n d ic u la r  t o  i t ,  ta k e n  a s  v e r t i c a l
The a c c e l e r a t i n g  p o t e n t i a l  w i l l  be c o n s id e re d  to  change from 
l / 2 . V 0 sinj?f t o  - I / 2 .V  sinjzf, where $  i s  t h e  phase o f  th e  R.F. 
a t  t h e  t im e  of a c c e l e r a t i o n ,  and VQ i s  t h e  maximum v o l t a g e  
a m p li tu d e .
For s l i t  ty p e  e l e c t r o d e s ,  such as  in  t h e  c y c lo t ro n ,  t h e  
L a p la c ia n  o f  t h e  p o t e n t i a l ,  in  two d im ensions , i s
w here v i s  th e  p a r t i c l e  v e l o c i t y ,  and d t h e  gap le n g th .  
Then t h e  e l e c t r o d e s  a r e  c y l i n d r i c a l ,  such as  in  t h e  l i n e a r  
a c c e l e r a t o r ,  t h e  L a p la c ia n ,  in  two dim ensions i s
'b2v /^ x 2 -v- 'b2V/f a z 2 s  0 .
In  t h e  re g io n  o f  A t h e  v e r t i c a l  f i e l d  i s
F z = -tiv/dz
Thus p^ Z oz
ss -  (d^V/6z^)dz  = (b2V/dx2) dz s z»d2V/dx2»
J ^
T  A+E
(d^V/dx2) ^  = ( ez /v )  ( d\T/dx)
v .
= - ( ez/v)V Qs in  $ /d ,
( l / z ) d / d z ( z . d / d z ) V  -f- d2/ b x 2V = C
where z i s  t h e  a x i s  and x t h e  r a d iu s  of t h e  e l e c t r o d e  system . 
This  i s  in  conform ity  w i th  F ig u re  I I -2 *
From th e  L a p la c ia n  we o b ta in
As z i s  sm all h ig h e r  th a n  t h e  f i r s t  power te rm s  in  z w i l l  be 
n e g le c te d ,  g iv in g
F2 = - ( z /2 )^ F x /ix
Thus f o r  c y l i n d r i c a l  ty p e  e l e c t r o d e s  becomes 
PA c ~( ez /2v) (VQsin p ') /d
i*e* t h e r e  i s  a f a c t o r  o f  two in  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  between pA 
f o r  t h e  two ty p e s  o f  e le c t ro d e s *  We s h a l l  n e g le c t  t h i s  and 
co n t in u e  to  c o n s id e r  t h e  case  o f  t h e  s l i t  ty p e  lens*
S ince pA i s  a f u n c t io n  o f  0 ,  z, and v ,  i s  equal to
^ P +  dpA/d z .^ z  4- dpA/dv.£v,
S u b s t i t u t i n g  fo r
dpAy/d^ -  -ezV0 cos^ /vd ,  £ $  = wd/v,
^PA/^ z  = -eV0 sinJ2f/vd, Az = Pa0/ 1^  = “ ( ezV0sinJ2f)/mv,
^ / ^ z ( z F z ) z  - z .^ F x /^ x
o r
9 o
ei*
dpj /bv = ezV0sin^/v?Jd, = v^E/2E b eVQsin$/mv,
/^ PAB is given by
-ezV0cos^.wd ezV0sin^. eVQsin£f eV0singf. ezV sin^ f 
vd v 1 mv^ vd mv v^d
whence
p.+ p. : f f ^ L c o s j i- Z J ^ s i s  ... 11-20.
v?J L rnvd J
In this expression negative terms are focusing ones« This 
means that the second term in the brackets is always focusing* 
for any practical cases. However it is so small, except for 
exceedingly low energies, that its effect is generally unimport­
ant« The cosine term will be focusing or defocusing according 
to whether the phase of the R«F. field is greater or less than 7T/2« 
With the cyclotron, ions during the initial stages of acceleration 
cross the dee gap on both sides of the 090°^phase angle« Later 
in the acceleration magnetic vertical focusing becomes of 
importance« In the case of the linear accelerator, however, 
with no magnetic field normally present, and with an equilibrium 
phase between 0° and 090°,(the cosine term of equation 11-20 
is of necessity defocusing) there has been considerable difficulty 
in achieving survival for more than a small percentage of the 
starting beam« When accelerating electrons the problems have
been less difficult to solve. This is presumably in part due 
to the very high velocities reached by electrons for consider­
ably less acceleration than in the proton situation. Such 
circumstances would quickly reduce the value of the defocusing 
term in Equation 11-20. In addition to thj.s advantage held 
by electrons there are those naturally associated with a shorter 
flight path.
The early proton machines ran with an R.F. phase angle of
nearly 090°, with a constant spilling of particles down the
falling slope of the accelerating potential. Current practice
ois to operate v/ith an equilibrium phase of about 030 • Two 
methods have been employed to help offset the defocusing 
problem. One which consists of incorporating foils or grids 
in the down beam electrode of accelerating gaps to produce a 
converging electric field, has brought about improvement in 
xhe focus of the surviving beam but many ions are lost by 
collision with the focusing agents. Much better results have 
been obtained by the second method. This is the use of 
quadrupole focusing lenses. The lenses, either magnetic or 
electrostatic, provide focusing without interfering with the 
beam aperture. Quadrupole lenses are also used in the early 
stages of electron accelerators with satisfactory results.
Alternating Gradient Magnetic Focusing.
The principle of alternating gradient focusing is discussed
in conjunction with the design of the quadrupole focusing
lenses for the A.N.U. cyclotron in Appendix III* The first
article published on the subject in a recognised jounnal is by
5Courant, Livingston and Snyder .
In synchrotrons employing strong focusing the n value is 
much greater than unity and reverses sign from segment to 
segjnent of the guide field magnet. Although this condition 
brings about an increase in betatron oscillation frequency the 
accompanying reduction in amplitude is only achieved through 
great accuracy in magnet design and construction. Due to the 
increased possibility of resonances between the two betatron 
oscillations, and between them and the particle's orbital 
motion, stringent limits are imposed on the allowable relation­
ships between the chosen n value and the number of magnet sectors 
used. Similar limits are imposed on the permissible errors in 
magnet alignment, and field irregularities due to other causes.
An interesting feature of the A.G. synchrotrons is the
required behaviour of the equilibrium phase of the accelerating
5. E.Courant, M.S.Livingston, H.Snyder, Phys. Rev., 88, 1190 
(1952).
Cl
field. A qualitative explanation of this behaviour can be 
obtained with reference to Figure II-3. It will be seen that 
for a particle displaced outwards from the true equilibrium 
orbit, more time will be spent outside the displaced orbit than 
inside, and vice versa for a particle displaced inwards. If 
s is the orbit length this means that /^s/s is greater than for 
a standard machine. Nov/ if we consider a change ^t in the period 
of revolution, t, accompanying a change in momentum from the 
equilibrium value we have
Z^ t/t = As/s - zjv/v.
In a standard f c b / ' b is always positive. For low energies in A.G. 
machines it is negative. Thus the equilibrium phase needs to 
lie between zero andlv/2. With increasing energyAv/v decreases, 
and at the "transition energy" of the machine ^t/t changes from 
negative to positive. At this stage of acceleration a suitable 
R.F. phase change to a value greater than TV/2 is necessary to 
recover phase focusing, and hold the accelerated beam.
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CHAPTER III.
CANBERRA PROTON SYNCHROTRON AND INJECTION REQUIREMENTS«
The description of the Canberra proton synchrotron will 
be restricted to a summary of its main features, with some 
brief remarks about its major components* At the present 
stage of the machine’s construction it is necessary, when 
discussing injection, to generalize to some extent* Later, 
when the orbital magnet has been installed and tested, the 
additional information available will permit a re-examination 
of the injection problem in more detail* Before presenting 
the account of the machine, or considering injection, we 
shall make some comments on proton synchrotrons in general*
Features of Proton Synchrotrons*
As mentioned in Chapter JI the orbit for particles in a 
synchrotron is of practically constant radius. This requires
o n
CO
that a correct relationship, consistent with the machine's 
equilibrium orbit and the particles' energy gain per revolution, 
is maintained between the magnetic guide field and the 
frequency of the electric accelerating field* The rate of 
rise of the magnetic field is practically determined by its 
very heavy power supply and the circuit containing the magnet 
windings, making fast correction impossible. Therefore it is 
to the electric field frequency that control and correction 
must be applied. This is done by varying the rate of change 
of frequency in accordance with the monitored rate of magnetic 
field change or the orbital position of the beam. Errors 
remaining in the rate of frequency rise, provided they are 
not excessive, are compensated for by the particles’ phase 
oscillations.
Radial synchrotron oscillations, accompanying the phase 
oscillations, together with betatron motions, can make consider­
able demands on vacuum space, and the volume of magnetic field 
which must be provided. As well as being caused by R.F. errors, 
phase oscillations are introduced by phase spread at injection. 
There are three main sources of betatron oscillations. These 
are irregularities in the magnetic field, gas scattering, and 
conditions at injection. The last two mentioned will be
discussed later in the chapter
Although the ratio of beam energy to magnet steel is 
better in the synchrotron than in the synchrocyclotron, which 
preceded it as the highest energy proton accelerator, the 
amount of steel required for very high energy, standard type 
synchrotrons is exceedingly great* A 36,000 ton magnet is 
used for the Moscow 10 Bev machine* The alternating gradient 
accelerators requiring smaller beam apertures, and so permit­
ting a reduced magnet gap, use comparatively less steel* At 
Brookhaven a 3,000 ton magnet is provided for the 25 Bev proton 
machine* Nomatter whether standard or alternating gradient 
accelerators are built, so long as steel magnets are retained, 
limiting the field strength to something less than 20,000 gauss, 
the dimensions of the machines, and the cost, must keep 
increasing with the sought after energy*
The Canberra Proton Synchrotron*
Air cored guide field magnets offer a means of escape
beyond the upper field limit of 20,000 gauss* This way out
1 2  3has been chosen for the Canberra proton synchrotron'* * •
1* M*L*01iphant, Proc*Roy*Soc* A234, 441 (1956).
2* J*W*Blamey, Published proceedings of C*E.R.N* Symposium,
page 344 (1956)*
3* J.P.Blewett, Rep. Prog* Phys* 19, 37 (1956)*
Designed for a peak field of 80 K-gauss, the machine has an 
orbit radius, for 10 Bev protons, of 480 cm, compared with 
2,800 an in the standard type accelerator at Moscow*
The field magnet for the Canberra synchrotron consists
of 1-g-" square copper conductors* These are arranged to
simulate, in section, two overlapping circular conductors71,
the common parts of which are free of copper to provide a
region of nearly uniform magnetic field, in which the vacuum
chamber is located* The arrangement of the conductors is
sketched in Figure III-l* The magnet is separated into
quadrants by straight sections, of length 250 cm* Initially
rising at a rate of 2X10"* gauss/second, the guide field
reaches its peak value in 0*8 seconds, requiring a current of 
£1*6X10 amp. Security for the magnet conductors against the 
very large mechanical forces is provided by a bed of duralumum 
pistes, stacked edgewise and boxed in stainless steel plates*
The power supply for the orbital magnet is a homopolar
generator, now reaching the final stages of construction* The
generator has four 139” mild steel discs, 10" thick, forming
two rotors* These, when spinning at 900 r*p*m*, in a 16,000 
X The conductors actually have slightly elliptical sections to 
give the requisit n-value of 0*56*
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g auss f i e l d ,  s to r e  some 5X1C jo u le s  o f en erg y . L iq u id  
sod ium -potassium  a l lo y  i s  j e t t e d  onto th e  r o to r s  to  p ro v id e  
a b ru sh  system  th ro u g h  w hich c u r re n t i s  fe d  to  th e  g e n e ra to r ,  
w h ile  " ru n n in g  u p " , o r drawn from i t  d u rin g  th e  main magnet 
p u ls e .  The arrangem ent o f th e  r o to r s  i s  shown in  F ig u re  I I J - 2 .
Power f o r  th e  run  up , o f about te n  m in u tes  d u ra t io n ,  i s
wolf"
p ro v id ed  by a b a t te r y  o f  480 K .^ o ä t r e c t i f i e r  s e t s .  When th e  
hom opolar i s  ru n n in g  a t  f u l l  speed th e  r o to r s  a re  sh o rte d  
th ro u g h  th e  o r b i t a l  m agnet w ind ings to  g iv e  th e  v o l ta g e  and 
c u r re n t  p u ls e s  shown in  F ig u re  I J I - 3 .
The vacuum chamber i s  o f c i r c u l a r  c ro s s  s e c t io n ,  22 cm 
d ia m e te r . I t  p ro b ab ly  w i l l  be f a b r ic a te d  from s t a i n l e s s  s t e e l  
tu b in g .  The l i m i t a t i o n  w hich th e  sm all l a t e r a l  a p e r tu te  im poses 
on th e  h o r iz o n ta l  beam o s c i l l a t i o n s  w hich can be endured i s ,  
o f c o u rse , c o n s id e ra b le .  The r a t i o  o f h o r iz o n ta l  a p e r tu r e  to  
o r b i t  r a d iu s  f o r  th e  C anberra  m achine i s  ab o u t h a l f  t h a t  p e r t a in ­
in g  to  th e  o th e r  weak fo c u s in g  p ro to n  s y n c h ro tro n s .
To a c c e le r a te  th e  p ro to n s  a f e r r i t e  lo a d e d , tu n ed  c a v ity  
p ro v id e s  a peak v o lta g e  o f 8 K.V. A c c e le ra tin g  w ith  a s ta b le  
phase  a n g le  o f  120° t h i s  means an energy  g a in  o f  4 Kev per 
beam r e v o lu t io n .  Of some 40 K.W. o f ra d io  freq u en cy  power
RoforS p e e d (Voll‘o$<i pulse) 
Currant PolS<Z
Szconcl.
Fl QU RE 1H-3 .  P u l s e  Fftof*l H o^oPoU A ft Cjt5N£ftATOft.
energy, determined by parameters of the synchrotron, and to 
deliver them into the parent machine so that they are 
acceptable for subsequent synchrotron acceleration* The 
successful operation of the synchrotron is very largely 
dependent on the manner in which injection is achieved*
Injection into the synchrotron takes place before 
acceleration by that machine begins, during the early part of 
the current pulse producing the magnetic guide field* As the 
magnetic field rises the equilibrium orbit for a particle of 
given energy contracts* Injection can usefully begin when 
the equilibrium orbit includes the exit of the inflector, which 
is situated as near as practicable to the outer limit of the 
acceleration space of the synchrotron vacuum box* Particles 
entering the machine at this time will remain on the shrinking 
equilibrium orbit as the field rises* Particles leaving the 
inflector after this time will be starting in the synchrotron 
at a radius greater than that of the equilibrium orbit and 
will oscillate about it, horizontally* By the time the 
equilibrium orbit lies about half way between the inflector 
and the inner wall of the vacuum chamber the amplitude of 
horizontal oscillations will be sufficient to carry particles 
now entering the machine to the inner wall where they will be
lost. As the magnetic field varies in space as well as time, 
depending on the n-value used, the orbit shrinking is not a 
linear function of the rate of rise of field and, consequently, 
the injection period is reduced as will be noticed in later 
discussion* As the useful injection period ends the synchrotron 
acceleration starts and the beam from the injection apparatus 
is cut off^* The amount of injected beam that can be accepted, 
and accelerated by the synchrotron without loss due to striking 
the wall of the chamber, assuming that the correct relation­
ship between particle energy and guide field is maintained, 
depends upon the amplitude of oscillations about the 
equilibrium orbit*
In connection with betatron oscillations we shall now 
give some consideration to the two causes which have a bear­
ing on injection* These are (a) injection errors, and (b) 
gas scattering*
(a) Injection errors. For the time being we shall 
assume a circular orbit. Later in obtaining figures for the 
Canberra machine the effect of the straight sections will be 
included.
& The injection could take place during synchrotron acceleration 
if done with rising injector energy*
For particles injected off the equilibrium orbit, and 
tangential to it, the amplitude of oscillation will be just 
the distance they are initially from it. In the case where
particles enter the synchrotron at an angle to the orbit 
tangent the oscillation amplitude depends on the particle 
velocity and the n-value pertaining in the guide field.
If the entering proton diverges from the tangent by 9, 
horizontally, the induced horizontal betatron oscillation 
amplitude is a = v0/(l - n)^^w. For vertical divergence of
angular frequency. 9 is assumed small as in fact it must be. 
The beam divergence, and displacement, and angular variation 
which cannot be controlled at injection places a limit on the 
amount of intentional displacement or directional variation 
which can be used to make the beam clear the inflector during 
early revolutions in the synchrotron.
(b) Gas scattering. Scattering of protons by residual
gas molecules in the vacuum chamber is almost all of the
Rutherford type. Following considerations of this problem by
1 2  3 4Blachman and Courant * ', and Greenberg and Berlin § Courant
N.M.Blachman,E.D.Courant, Phys. Rev* 74, 140 (194877
S • N.M.Blachman, E.D.Courant, phys. Rev* 75, 315 (1949).
6* J.M.Greenberg, T.H.Berlin, Rev. Sei. Instr. 22, 293 (1951).
E.D.Courant, Rev. Sei. Instr. 24, 836 (1953).
Here v is the particle velocity, and w the
in  co n n ec tio n  w ith  th e  Brookhaven p r o je c t ,  produced a r e v is e d
fo rm u la . The p r o b a b i l i t y ,  P, o f a  p ro to n  su rv iv in g  be ing  
m u l t ip ly  s c a t t e r e d  from i t s  p e rm itte d  a p e r tu r e  i s  ex p ressed
in  te rm s o f a  p a ram e te r  J] , g iv en  by
P(1\) = 1 - (2 *  fv. ) 1//S< e x p (- l/2 7 ) m - i .
f o r  'fj l e s s  th a n  0*2. ^  i s  g iv e n  by
Y| I); T\1NR3( l - h ^ ) f’z 2e4 . / [  4n.A 2Ti evj^;log(©2/ ^ 2) -1^ ..........H I - 2 .
e = (An)1/ 2/ ( H - oL)1//2R
and X = 1 . 2 0 ( \  / a 0Z*1^ 2) (  14- 3 . 3 3 ^  ) 1^ 2
The m eanings o f  th e  te rm s u sed  a r e  a s  fo llo w s :
N = number o f  s c a t t e r in g  atom s p e r  c . c .
R = r a d iu s  o f p ro to n  o r b i t .
s  4L/27V R, L = le n g th  o f sy n c h ro tro n  s t r a i g h t s .
Ze = charge o f s c a t t e r in g  atom s, 
n s  n -'va lue  o f m ag n e tic  f i e l d .
A r  s a n i - a p e r tu r e •
eV -  energy g a in  o f  p ro to n  p e r  r e v o lu t io n .  o 
a 0 s  Bohr r a d iu s  o f  Hydrogen atom , s  5.3X10" cm.
27^X -  w aveleng th  o f  p ro to n .
I -  (Z e^ /fiv ), w here v i s  th e  p ro to n  v e l o c i ty ,  ta k e n  a t  tw ic e  
i n j e c t i o n  en erg y .
I t  w i l l  be seen  from e q u a tio n  IT I-2  t h a t  ^  i s  p r o p o r t ­
io n a l  to  th e  r e s id u a l  p r e s s u re  and th e  cube o f  th e  o r b i t  r a d iu s  
and in v e r s e ly  p ro p o r t io n a l  to  i n j e c t i o n  energ y , energy  g a in  
p e r  r e v o lu t io n  and th e  sq u are  o f th e  a llo w ed  a p e r tu r e .  For
ten percent loss of beam ljf has a value of 0.116.
Preparatory to considering in some detail the problem 
of injection for the Canberra synchrotron re shall briefly 
look at four existing injector systems, those belonging to 
the machines listed in Table III-l.
(a) Birmingham.8 Here injection is from a 460 Kev 
Cockroft-Walton renerator into a space horizontally (free of 
obstruction) of 30 cm and vertically 10 cm. The rising 
magnetic field shrinks the orbit by about 3 mm per revolution, 
during some 70 revolutions at injection. By increasing the 
energy of the enjector by some 30 Kev during the pulse, 
oscillations due to injection off the equilibrium orbit are 
avoided. The frequency at injection is 330 Kc/s. Owing 
mainly to the low injection energy, the theoretical value of 
pressure for ten percent loss of beam is lower than for the 
other existing machines, namely 2X10~6 mm Hg.. In practice, 
because of magnet misalignments, and small errors in the R.F. 
control system, the beam is lost at this pressure, and for 
useful operation the pressure must be better than 8X10~7 mm.
The incoming beam is maintained on a tangential path by a l/8"
thick mumetal cone and a set of electrostatic guide plates.
8. P.B.Moon, L.Riddiford, J.L.Symonds, Proc.Roy.Soc. A230,204(1955)
(b) Brookhaven. The Cosnotron receives its beam from a
ghorizontally mounted, pressurised Van de Graaff“', at 3«5 Mev* 
The spread in energy is not more than dr 3 Kev (0.1 percent), 
and the divergence is kept to about 0*001 radian, leading to 
betatron oscillation amplitudes of about 1 inch‘d. The beam 
from the electrostatic accelerator is analysed magnetically, 
the proton part undergoing a 25° deflection: the mass 2 beam 
being used to control the accelerator energy* A drop of 
nearly 400 Kev occurs when 2 mA current is drawn for 100 micro­
seconds* The inflection is by means of a 30° electrostatic 
deflector, delivering the beam some ten inches outside the
final equilibrium orbit. The theoretical pressure for ten
—6 3percent loss of beam due to gas scattering is 8X10 mm Hg*‘ 
Soon after commencing operation this machine was accelerating 
about 1 0 ^  protons from an injection pulse of 3-4X10^*
(c) Berkeley. Two machines are involved in injection
for the Bevatron. A 500 Kev Cockroft-Walton set delivers
protons to a 9*9 Kev Linear accelerator^. A 20° magnetic
analyser separates the protons from other ions after the
particles leave the Cockcroft-Y/alton set. A 35° electrostatic
inflector is used* The energy spread is better than 30 Key,
9* E*J*Rogers, C*M*Turner, Rev. Söi. Instr., 24, 805 (1953y*
10* H.M.Blewett, Rev. Sei. Instr., 24, 725 (1953)*
11. B.Cork, Rev. Sei* Instr*, 26, 210 (1955)
and the divergence about 0*0015 radian* It is found that the 
use of quadrupole focusing magnets between the linear acceler­
ator and the inflector increases the beam by a factor of two* 
This is taken to indicate that beam divergence is still an 
important factor. On the assumption that 7" of the 12" vertical 
aperture may be allowed for gas scattering the theoretical ten
percent loss occurs for a pressure of 8*5X10 mm Hg* Perform- 
1?ance figures " published in 1955 show that for a peak beam of 
430 micro-Amp from the linear accelerator 400 micro-Amp enter 
the inflector and 300 micro-Amp leave it. Typical figures 
are 120-260 micro-Amp from linear accelerator, 100-240 to the 
inflector and 60-165 from the inflector. It was expected that 
with a pressure of 2X10 mm Hg. and injected 300 micro-Amp 
pulse would yield 0*5-1*5X10^ accelerated protons* The 
injection pulse is for 100 beam revolutions, i*e. about 230 
micro-seconds*
13(d)l!oscow. Protons with energy of less than 1 TTev are 
received from a Cock croft-Wait on set by a linear accelera/tor^ 
This raises the particles to injection energy of 9 Mev* The 
beam is initially at 90° to the synchrotron orbit* 80° of
12. E.J.Lofgren, H.G.Heard, UCRL-3033 (24 August, 1955)
13. J.Marshall, ANL-5615 (1956)
deflection is done magnetically, and the last 10° by a system 
of five electrostatic deflector pieces forming the inflector. 
The proton orbit shrinks by about 1 an per beam revolution for 
the fifty revolutions covering the injection period.
The Brookhaven and CERN alternating gradient machines 
are designed for injection from 50 l!ev linear accelerators.
As a result of the slow rate of field rise anticipated in
*
these machine, and the high injection energy, it is possible 
that injection will not continue for more than one particle 
revolulion. That is ’’single shot" injection will be used.
Concerning the Canberra proton s^mchrotron there are 
three factors which might be considered as important in decid­
ing the injection. These are the R.F. range necessary for 
acceleration, gas scattering, and the behaviour of the magnetic 
field at low values. The range through the R.F. must sweep 
while complying with the demands of the fast rising magnetic 
field, has an important bearing on the complexity and cost of 
the R.F. system as a. whole. It was decided that the lower 
limit of the frequency should be about 1 Mc/s* This would 
require an injection energy of about 8 Mev. Gas scattering 
for this energy, at reasonably easily maintained pressures
will be shown to be relatively unimportant. There are con­
siderable eddy currents associated with the Canberra orbits.l
magnet at low fields. To avoid, completely, the field irregular-
0
ities due to these, as an injection hazzard, would necessitate 
an injection energy comparable with that £or the 25 A.G* 
synchrotrons. However, they are considerably less for 8 Mev 
injection than for 1 Fev, and it was decided that with 
programmed trimming of the guide field at low values the figure 
of 8 Mev would be tolerable.
As a magnet-' , suitable for an 8 Mev cyclotron was avail­
able the emphasis of the injection problem was altered. Instead 
of a determination of what sort of pre-accelerator should be 
used, it became an investigation into the possibility of using 
a cyclotron for injection.
For convenience we shall relist the more important
parameters of the Canberra synchrotron immediately below:
Radius of equilibrium orbit in quadrants 480 cm.
Length of straight sections 250 cm.
Half aperture, radius of vacuum chamber 11 cm.
Field at injection (for 8 Mev protons) 850 gauss.
Initial rate, of rise of guide field 2X10  ^gauss sec“-*-,
n-value 0.56.
Hnergy gain per particle revolution 4 Kev •
ft The magnet was constructed for use with the experimental 
model of the homopolar generator.
We s h a ll  regard th e  energy o f  8 Mev as f ix e d  in  th e
c a lc u la t io n s  which fo llo w , thus determ ining th e  synchrotron  
o r b ita l frequency a t s l i g h t ly  below 1 M c/s.
Hence th e m agnetic f i e l d  fo r  an o r b it  rad ius o f  480 on i s  
852.7  gau ss. Assuming an in je c t io n  rad ius o f  488 cm th e  f i e l d ,  
at t h is  ra d iu s, fo r  in je c t io n  i s  838.7  gau ss.
The angular frequency o f a proton on th e  equ ilibrium  
o r b it ,  n e g le c t in g  s t r a ig h t s ,  i s
In order to  have some idea  o f  th e  aperture in to  which
in je c t io n  may be undertaken i t  i s  w e ll a t  t h is  sta g e  to
$t I f  th ere  are N s tr a ig h ts  o f len g th  L, and f 0 i s  th e  resonant 
frequency o f  a p a r t ic le  in  th e  magnet s e c to r s ,  th e  a c tu a l  
o r b ita l frequency i s  f^  = f  0 . 27r r/ (  27T R*f ML) • In th e  curved 
se c to r s  th e con stan ts o f th e  a c c e le r a t io n  causing betatron  
o s c i l la t io n s  are  nw^, and (l-n )w ^ . I f  th e se  are averaged over  
th e  whole o r b it  th e  v e r t i c a l  o s c i l la t io n  frequency becomes 
n V ^ .( l+  NL/27V R )V ^ .fm , and th e  h o r iz o n ta l o s c i l la t io n  
frequency becomes (1 -n ) V ^ . (1 +  NL/2"Tt R) ' .fip.
5
The "Hr” v a lu e  fo r  an 8 Mev proton i s  4.093X10 gauss-cm
= 8.1X 10G rad. s e c “-1-,
g
whence f Q = 1.29X10 c / s e c .
With 27TR r 3.019X10^ can, and s tr a ig h ts  o f  4 X 250 cm, th e  
a ctu a l o r b ita l  frequency i s  f T = 0 .97 M c/s.^
c o n s id e r  th e  gas s c a t t e r i n g  expec ted  in  t h e  s y n c h ro tro n .
U sing C o u r a n t 's fo rm u la ,  th e  v a lu e  of f o r  th e  Canberra
5
machine i s  0*1X10 p , where p i s  t h e  vacuum chamber p r e s s u r e  
in  mm H g .,  and th e  h a l f  a p e r t u r e  ta k e n  as  1 cm. With a vacuum 
chamber r a d iu s  of 11 cm, a m p li tu d e s  o f  b e t a t r o n  o s c i l l a t i o n s ,  
due to  gas s c a t t e r i n g ,  o f  g r e a t e r  th a n  about 1 cm a r e  l i k e l y  
to  be i n t o l e r a b l e .  In  F ig u re  I I I - 4  th e  f r a c t i o n  of beam l o s t  
o u ts id e  a 1 cm h a l f  a p e r t u r e  i s  p l o t t e d  as  a  f u n c t io n  of
0
p r e s s u r e .  The curve shows t h a t  p ro v id in g  th e  ta n k  p r e s s u r e
-5i s  m a in ta in e d  a t  10 mm Hg*, or b e t t e r ,  t h e  l o s s  o f  p a r t i c l e s  
by gas s c a t t e r i n g  can be expec ted  to  be n e g l i g i b l e .
The p e r io d  a v a i l a b l e  f o r  i n j e c t i o n  i s  r e a d i l y  o b ta in e d ,  
to  an app ro x im atio n ,  by r e g a rd in g  H as  c o n s ta n t ,  i n  t im e ,  in  
th e  e x p re s s io n  "bH/bR = -nH/R, g iv in g  th e  v a r i a t i o n  o f  f i e l d  
w i th  r a d iu s  as  n e a r ly  1 gauss  cm"^. T h is  means t h a t  th e  f i e l d  
a t  th e  m a ch in e 's  e q u i l ib r iu m  o r b i t ,  r a d iu s  Ro=480 cm, i s  
abou t 8 gauss h ig h e r  th a n  a t  th e  p a r t i c l e  e c u i l ib r iu m  o r b i t  
which in c lu d e s  th e  i n f l e c t o r  e x i t ,  a t  R=488 cm. Thus th e  
f i e l d  must r i s e  onl}r 6 gauss w i th  t im e ,  b e fo re  t h e  e q u i l ib r iu m  
o r b i t ,  i n i t i a l l y  in c lu d in g  th e  i n f l e c t o r  e x i t ,  has shrunk to  
th e  m a c h in e 's  e q u i l ib r iu m  o r b i t .  With th e  r a t e  o f  f i e l d  r i s e  
equal to  2X10 gauss  sec , t h i s  would i n d i c a t e  an i n j e c t i o n
Fraction of- bearn  lo s t  = ( ~ " J l  (for^co.l).
y  = 0JXIC'6 /=> (mrviHj).
/O'* /  S* 10-
Press urt  -  m.rri. Ho.
Fl QORTHI-4. B eam  L oss ßy Cf*s S c a t t e r i n g .
6(cos^0 - cos$ - (0f - ^0)sin^o)«
In Figure III-5 the amplitude of synchrotron oscillations,
which can be expected near injection energy, is plotted in
terms of phase angle, for <fi0 Z 150°* If the amount of
aperture allowed for these oscillations is taken as 1*5 era, it
will be seen from the figure that a phase spread of only 45°
can be accepted satisfactorily for acceleration* This reduces
the number of particles which might be accepted to about 
72X10 per micro-amp* of injected beam*
In order to accomodate the variously caused horizontal 
oscillations of the proton beam it mighr be necessary to 
reduce the radius for injection, so decreasing the injection 
period* A reduction in the initial radius might well be 
necessary to allow for betatron oscillations, intentionally 
introduced to make the protons miss the inflector during their 
early revolutions. Nevertheless, for the time being, there 
is no apparent reason for abandoning the injection period 
figure of 31*5 micre-sec*
The amplitude of betatron oscillations due to beam 
divergence, or to particle entry at an angle 0 to the 
equilibrium orbit, is v©/l • 16n^/^*w, for vertical oscillations,
pl
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FIQ URETIH'S . S ynchrotron Oscillations.
and v 0 / l . l 6 ( l  -  n ) 1/  . w f o r  h o r iz o n ta l  o s c i l l a t i o n s .  H ere 
w = 2 7ffrp* Thus f o r  o s c i l l a t i o n  am p litu d e  equal to  1 cm,
^ v e r t i c a l 5 0 .00135 r a d ia n ,  and © h o rizo n ta l*  0 .00123 r a d ia n .  
A l te r n a t iv e ly  a  d iv e rg e n c e  o f  0 .1 °  w i l l  le a d  to  am p litu d es  
o f  1 .3  cm ( v e r t i c a l ) ,  and 1 .4  cm ( h o r iz o n ta l ) .
The freq u en cy  o f  h o r iz o n ta l  b e ta tro n  o s c i l l a t i o n s  i s  
0 .7 6  M c/s, o f  v e r t i c a l  0 .8 4  M c/s, compared w ith  fm o f 0 .97  
M c/s. T ab le  I I I - 2  shows th e  phases o f  b e ta t ro n  o s c i l l a t i o n s  
f o r  p a r t i c l e s  p a s s in g  th e  i n f l e c t o r  d u rin g  some e a r ly  
r e v o lu t io n s .
T ab le  I I I - 2 .  P hases o f B e ta tro n  O s c i l l a t i o n s .
P a r t i c l e  
p h a se . 21\ 4A 6 ^ 87i lO 'K
H oriz* B -osc . 
p h a se .
283°
= -77°
-154° 129° 52° -25°
V e r t .  B -o sc . 
p h ase .
312° 
z -48°
-96° -144° 168° 120°
To c le a r  th e  i n f l e c t o r  on subsequen t r e v o lu t io n s  th e  
p a r t i c l e s  m ust p a ss  some d is ta n c e  in s id e  (o r  above, orbelow ) 
t h e i r  i n i t i a l  p a th  a s  each r e v o lu t io n  i s  com pleted . P h y s ic a l 
d im ensions o f  th e  i n f l e c t o r  m ight r e q u i r e  t h i s  d is ta n c e  to  be
Figure 17.1-6 showrs theof the order of a centimeter^, 
amplitudes of horizontal betatron oscillations associated 
with the injection of protons parallel to the equilibrium 
orbit, which is shrinking at the rate of 0*27 cm per beam 
cycle. The inflector is regarded as presenting an obstruction 
for a distance of 1 cm, inwards, from the ion path at the 
beginning of the synchrotron orbit. The figure shows that 
particles entering on the equilibrium orbit are unlikely to 
clear the inflector on their first, second, or third repassing 
of it, while pa.rticles entering at the beginning of the three 
subsequent cycles will tend to collide with the inflector at 
the end of one revolution, thereafter missing it. Particles 
entering at the end of four or more cycles will clear the 
inflector on all revolutions.
The effect of impressing a horizontal betatron oscillation 
of amplitude 0*5 cm is shown in Figure III-7. Curves D and E 
correspond to the case where the particles are injected so 
that their initial motion is with increasing radius: for F 
the initial radius is decreasing. It is seen that an outward 
deflection improves clearance of the inflector for the first 
and second passings, while decreasing chances of clearance on 
the third and fourth passings. V/here the beam is initially
o6
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directed inwards (F), collision is enhanced on the first and 
second passings, and thereafter clearance is assured*
Figure HI-8 shows the vertical betatron oscillations 
resulting from injection on the median plane, but at an angle 
to it. If the inflector occupied 4 cm of the vertical aperture 
then a vertical oscillation of 3 cm in amplitude would clear 
the inflector on the first, second, and fifth passing, but 
would be within the vertical dimensions of it at the third 
and fourth passing.
The results of the betatron oscillations just discussed 
are summarized in Table III-3. The summary suggests the 
following possible means of achieving injection without undue 
loss of protons.
(a) . Inject parallel to the equilibrium orbit 
in the horizontal plane, at an angle to the median plane, 
sacrificing possibly most of the first cycle of injection.
(b) . Inject with radius decreasing, and at 
an angle to the median plane.
(c) . Sacrifice the first four cycles after 
the equilibrium orbit coincides with the inflection path, and 
inject parallel to the median plane and the equilibrium orbit.
We shall now briefly enumerate the particle oscillations» 
and their amplitudes where possible, which have been mentioned 
in relation to the Canberra synchrotron*
I?
(a) . Radial synchrotron oscillations- amplitude & cm
for acceptance of a 45° phase spread.
(b) . Horizontal betatron oscillations due to injection
off the equilibrium orbit-- amplitudes up to 8 cm for injection
period of 31*5 micro-sec*
(c) • Perhaps 0*5 cm horizontal and vertical oscillation 
to enable beam to clear inflector.
The above mentioned claim practically the whole of the horizontal 
aperture available* In addition to these are further betatron 
oscillations of a more random character, due to
(d) . Divergence of beam. A half angle divergence of not 
more than 0.1° might be regarded as a reasonable demand* It 
would lead to oscillation amplitudes of up to 1.5 cm.
(e) . Energy spread in the beam from the injector. A spread 
of —  2 percent would be equivalent to a position error of 0*5 cm*
(f) . Errors in the magnetic field*
(g) . Gas scattering. This is negligible.
In view of the demands made on the aperture by the first 
three mentioned oscillations, any oscillations arising from
the causes (d) to (g) are likely to bring about loss of beam. 
Admittedly some of the oscillations can be expected to cancel 
each other, and indeed, in some cases, to aid survival- However 
such effects are not estimable-
It is worthy of note that the permitted synchrotron 
oscillations, for beam accepted near the equilibrium orbit, 
can be larger than for beam accepted later- This could well 
moan that particles with a phase spread exceeding 45° could be 
accelerated from a considerable part of the injection pulse*
Assuming loss during acceleration to reduce the beam by 
a factor of between 10 and 100, the number of particles
ß
surviving could be expected to be in the region of 10 per 
micro-ampere of injected beam-
If an unlimited supply of beam from an injector is on 
hand, two factors limit the number of ions that can be 
accelerated in a synchrotron. These are the R-F- power 
provided for acceleration, and the beam instability that 
might be brought about by space charge effects. The average
12\power needed to accelerate a micro-coulomb of protons (6-25X10 )
to 10 Bev, in 0.8 second is 12.5 K.W* Thus the Canberra 
machine has sufficient po?/er (5 K-W-) to accelerate some
2*5X10 ” p a r t ic le s *  Space charge e f f e c t s  have been d iscu ssed  
by Moon^4 , who shows th a t  th e  space charge b rin g s  about a 
v i r t u a l  change in  th e  n v a lu e  of a m achine, which can le a d  to  
beam in s ta b i l i ty *  The maximum number o f p a r t i c l e s  which can 
be a c c e le ra te d  s ta b ly  i s  g iven  by
N -  vHAl/47TRe, ( e l e c t r o s t a t i c  u n i ts )
v/here v i s  th e  p a r t i c l e  v e lo c i ty ,  A th e  c ro ss  s e c t io n a l  a re a  
o f uniform beam, 1/27TR th e  f r a c t io n  o f  o r b i t  le n g th  occupied 
by p a r t ic le s *  The space charge l im i t  fo r  th e  Canberra m achine, 
d u ring  th e  e a r ly  s tag e s  o f a c c e le r a t io n ,  where e f f e c t s  would 
be expected to  be most s e r io u s , ta k in g  v = 0*12c and 
1/21TR -  1 /4 , i s
N s  8X1012 p a r t ic le s *
In  view o f th e  two l im i ta t io n s  j u s t  m entioned, iCT^ p a r t i c l e s  
m ight be regarded  as  th e  maximum number which could be u s e f u l ly  
in je c te d .  As t h i s  would re q u ire  an in je c to r  beam of th e  o rd e r 
of th e  o rd e r of 6 m*A* th e  l im i ta t io n s  a re  u n l ik e ly  to  r e q u ire  
fu r th e r  co n sid era tio n *
We must now answer th e  q u estio n , w i l l  th e  cy c lo tro n  be
s a t i s f a c to r y  as an in je c to r?  F i r s t l y ,  in  reg a rd  to  th e
amount o f beam which can be d e liv e re d , we a re  in  a p o s it io n  
14*P*B.Moon, Proc* jphys* Soc* (London) 69A, 153 (l956)*
to make a reasonably substantiated claim (see Chapter VI) that 
the Canberra cyclotron is likely to offer greater beam intensit­
ies than the existing injection machines* Indeed it seems 
that the limit to the beam which may be had from the cyclotron 
is at present set by the power available, and this can be 
increased* There is no reason for thinking that a mA of beam 
cannot be offered to the synchrotron if desired*
The cyclotron certainly holds advantages in the absence 
of energy spread, and multiplicity of ion types, in the 
accelerated beam* One can be sure that the beam contains 
only protons, and, with the momentum analysis inherent in the 
machine, the spread in energy is likely to be less than 0*2 
percent.
It is the external beam divergence characteristic of 
cyclotrons generally, that could be the greatest drawback in 
using such an instrument for injection. However, with the 
advent of quadrupole focusing lenses , this can be regarded 
as less serious. Divergence measurements, for small external 
beams, finely collimated during the early revolutions in the 
cyclotron, showed nothing greater than 0.25° half angle. With 
greater beams, and less "stopping down", the divergence is
likely to increase considerably. At the same time it is 
probably not unreasonable to suggest that, with focusing of 
the external beam, a final half angle figure of not more than 
0.5° should be achieved.
It does appear that the cyclotron is likely to be 
eminently suited for its role as an injector.
CHAFFER IV
PARTICLE MOTION IN THE CYCLOTRON.
In the fixed frequency cyclotron, as in the synchro­
cyclotron, the ions are formed near the centre of the machine* 
From the ion source they are extracted by the radio-frequency 
electric accelerating field* It is convenient to consider 
the particle motion during three stages* The initial motion, 
during which electric focusing forces are important and the 
rate of increase in orbit radius is high, occupies only several 
cycles, then the major part of the acceleration takes place, 
i*e* there aire many particle revolutions, in a region of 
slowly decreasing magnetic field, accompanied by considerable 
vertical focusing, and finally the ions move into a region of 
more rapidly falling magnetic field, which can induce large 
horizontal particle oscillations, before extraction of some
z-  m >: *
H
FIQURE* IV-/. . Ax£5 FOR CoNSIP^RATION OF I on jVloHOM.
m  « f r e t u e n t j  o f  E l e ctric Ft a. id -
P a r  f i  tie Aeronaut P r C l u t H C ' /  /
of R.F. poa. 2H* ({Ap Cr*$*iws vs. ^
x = (eF /m )cos(0 t 4- tf) -  wy 
y = wx,
where F i s  th e  e l e c t r i c  f ie ld »  w i s  th e  re so n an t an g u la r 
frequency  o f  th e  io n  in  th e  m agnetic f ie ld »  0 th e  an g u la r 
frequency o f  th e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d ,  and th e  v a lu e  o f 0 when 
th e  tim e t  i s  tak en  a s  zero* I t  w i l l  be n o tic e d  th a t  th e  
R*F* phase i s  tak en  as  zero  when th e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  i s  maximum 
in s te a d  o f  z e ro , a s  p re v io u s ly  (C hapters I I  and I I I ) *  This 
has been done to  be c o n s is te n t w ith  what appears to  be th e  
t r a d i t i o n a l  n o ta t io n  used in  th e  l i t e r a tu r e *
In te g ra t io n  o f y = wx g iv es  y :  wx +  cQ,
where c0 s y fl -  wxq * The su b sc r ip t  Mo" i s  used  w ith  
v a r ia b le s  to  in d ic a te  t h e i r  v a lu e s  a t  t  Z 0*
The d i f f e r e n t i a l  eq uation  fo r  x can now be w r i t te n  a s
x  * K cos(0t +■ 0) -  w^x -  wcQ,
where K = eF/m* T his i s  a  s tan d a rd  second o rd e r  equation» 
having th e  complementary fu n c tio n  e^cos wt-f- c^sinw t, and a 
p a r t i c u la r  in te g r a l
(1 /(D 2+  w2)) (K c o B (e t+  0) -  we0)
= (K/(w2 -  ©2) ) ( c o s ( e t - ( -  $))  -  C0/w ,
g iv in g  th e  s o lu t io n
ex s  K/(w2-0^)*cos(© t4 -o^cosT t-t-C gS im rt -  c0/w •••••••IV -1*
D iffe ren tia tin g  IV-1 we have
x s  -Ke/(w2-©2)«sin(öt-Hj2f) -  C]wsinwt4- c2wcoswt ••••••••IV -2
Evaluating the  constants and e^9 a t t  Z 0,
«1 s  -*:/(w2- e 2)*cos0-t- y0/wf since y0 s  wx0+ « o# 
and eg “ ©/w*K/(w2-©2) . sin^  4- x^w  
whence
x S K /(w2 -  Ö2) ^cos(öt‘t ^ )  -  cosjZf.eoswt - t  (©/w)sin^.sinwt
t x 0 +  (x0/w) sinwt -  (y0/w )(l-cosw t) .......................... IV-3*
S ubstitu ting  fo r x in  y Z wx+ y0 -  wxQ, we obtain
y 8 wK/(w2 -  02) [cos(0t-h 00 “ cos0f*coswt “h (0/w)sin^*sinwtj 
x0sinwt *f y0coswt, 
which on in teg ra tio n  y ie lds
y « K/(w2 -  02) [(w/©)sin(©t •+’ 00 -  cos0f*sinwt -  (©/w)sinO/.coswt 
-  x0/w*coswt-f- y^w-sinwt-f" k • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • IV -4 *
Evaluated a t  t  Z 0 , k i s  given by 
k s y 0 +  xQ/wH“ K/ ( * 2 “ 02).(©/w -  w/©)sin0f,
and Equation IV-4 becomes
G
O
Equations IV-3 and IV-5  g iv e  th e  p o s i t io n  o f  a  p a r t i c l e ,  
( x ,y ) ,  in  term s o f  th e  re so n an t frequency  (w) o f th e  p a r t i c l e ,  
th e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  frequency  ( 0 ) ,  and th e  i n i t i a l  c o n d itio n s  
o f  R*F* phase (0 ) , th e  p a r t i c l e  p o s i t io n  (x0 ,y o) and v e lo c i ty  
(x0 ,y 0) ,  e x is t in g  a t  th e  in s ta n t  from which th e  tim e  ( t )  i s  
measured*
I f  we express © as  w -f- q eq u a tio n  IV-3 can be rea rran g ed  
as
x  s  -K/q(2w~r q) j coswt*cos^( c o s q t- l )  4“ s in w t• sin^(l-coscrfc) 
-s in q t«8 in (w t-f- j1) 4- q/w*sinwt#einff  J 
p lu s  te rm s n o t in v o lv in g  ©•
By expanding cosq t and s in  q t ,  in  te rm s o f  q, and th en  
l e t t i n g  q go to  zero  we o b ta in
x S  (K/2w^) w tsin(w t-h  0)  -  s in w t* s in $  -HXg-f- (x0/w )sinw t
- ( y 0A ) ( l - C°swt) IV-6
S im ila r ly  t r e a t i n g  E quation IV-5  we o b ta in
y -  (K/2w2)[s in w t* co s0  -  w tcos(w t+  fS) -  2 s in ^ ( l  ooswt 
4-y0 (y0/w) sinwt-f* (xQ/w ) ( l  -  coswt) .................... IV-7 .
For x0 « y0 = xQ s 7o s 0, Equations IV-6 and IV-7 are 
the ones given by Livingston* If 0 is expressed as w(l -£)» 
Equations IV-6 and IV-7 lead to the approximate solutions 
of Cohen*
As the ion enters the field free region of the dee the 
above equations for x and y, with K s 0» still apply» if 
t is now measured from the instant of entry*
When ions complete their first» or first and second» half 
revolutions within the region of the eleetrio field (considered 
uniform) a considerable amount of phase bunching takes place*
If we look at the phase of the eleotric field at the time the 
ions cross the centre line of the dee gap» an indication of 
the amount of bunching which can be expected to occur under 
these circumstances is obtained* Expressing w as w s 0/m» 
and taking the cases for $ Z -7T/2, and $ S 0» we have» by 
virtue of Equation IV-3» for ions completing their first 
revolution without leaving the uniform electric field region» 
x(^fec) c K/(w2 - ©2)*(cos0t - coswt), and 
x(0*- /2) s K/(©2 - w 2)*(sin©t - ©/w*sinwt)*
Thus x(0*O) is zero when cos0t * cos(©/m)t, i*e* when 
0t * 2n7T/(l4- l/m)» n = 0,1,2,
A
c .1
x(0»-7T/2) is zero when sinöt s msin(©t/m).
In Figure 17-2 the phase of the electric field» as an 
ion makes its second gap crossing is plotted against m for 
s 0» and # s -^y/2. It will be noticed that for ions start­
ing 90° ahead of the peak of the electric field» the phase of 
the R.F., when they make their second crossing of the gap» 
differs from that for ions starting with zero phase by some­
thing less than 12°» when mc0*9* It is obvious from the 
figure that for values of m likely to be met with in practice 
there is little effect on the initial ion revolutions due to 
the difference between 0 and w.
When w s 0 we see, from Equation IV-6, that x is zero 
when 8in(wt+ tf) s (l/wt)sinwt.sin^. The R*H.S. of this 
expression cannot be greater than l/wt, or l/n • Thus (wt ff)9 
the R*F. phase» will not be more than l&§-°, for the first 
crossing, and 9° for the second crossing, different from 180°, 
and 360° respectively, providing, of course, that the ions' 
entire motion has been in the region of uniform electric field* 
Figure IV-3 shows the phase of the R.F. as ions of various 
starting phases make first and second gap crossings, without 
having left the uniform field region.
When the particles pass beyond the extent of the uniform
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figure: iv-4. Orbit  Ce n t r e .
electric field9 on their first half revolution, soon after 
leaving the ion source, phase hunching occurs to a lesser 
extent, and may he practically absent* Before discussing 
this condition we shall derive expressions for the position 
of ion orbit centres, as such infoxmation is necessary in 
order to picture the characteristics of the notion of the ion 
as it passes into the field free region of the dee*
The position of the centre of the ion orbit can be 
determined by reference to Figure IV-4, where C(xc,yc) is the 
centre of revolution for an ion at (x,y), r is the radius of 
revolution, and B the angle r makes with the x-axis, which is 
perpendicular to the centre line of the dee gap*
Substituting for the variables, from Equations IV-3 and 3V-5, 
we have
We have
x - xÄ s r*sinB s y/w, and c
y - yc : r.cosB * -x/w,
or xc s x - y/w 
and y0 = y +  x/w*
IV-8*
Thus fo r an ion moving in  a uniform e le c tr io  f ie ld ,  with 
i n i t i a l  conditions xQ * y0 s  xq s y , th e  centre of revolution 
remains on the  y-axis and o s c i l la te s ,  w ith th e  same frequency 
as th a t of the  e le c tr ic  f ie ld ,  about i t s  mean p o sitio n , 
determined by the  s ta r t  phase 0* While an ion i s  moving in  
the  f ie ld  free  region of th e  dee the  o rb it centre i s  s ta tio n ary  
except fo r e ffe c ts  which w ill  not be discussed t i l l  l a t e r ,  as 
they a re  unimportant a t small radii^*
I t  i s  usual to  have attachnents ("feelers'*) on th e  dee, 
facing th e  ion source, to  increase the  e le c tr ic  f ie ld  experienced 
by p a r tic le s  as they a re  ex tracted , and accelera ted , from the  
ion source* Among th e  e ffe c ts  of th e  fe e le rs  i s  a decrease 
in  th e  extent of th e  f ie ld  in  th e  x -d ireo tion , making more 
v a lid  the  assumption of f ie ld  uniformity* I f  the  f ie ld ,  taken 
as uniform, extends a d istance x^ from th e  ion source, the  
x-co-ordinate  of a p a r t ic le ,  between th e  ion source and f e e l­
e rs , may be given by th e  expression
xx(j/k  s  wtsin(wt - V -  f^) -  sinwt.sinpf . ........... . . ....................... **IV-9
obtained from Equation IV-3, w ith If = eV/2w*W, where
V/xfl « F, th e  e le c tr ic  fie ld*  x w ill  be equal to  x^ a t the  
£ e*g* o rb it precession and magnetic f ie ld  ir re g u la r itie s*
in s ta n t  th e  p a r t i c l e  le a v e s  th e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  f o r  th e  f i e l d  
f r e e  space o f th e  dee*
In  conform ity  w ith  E quation  IV-9 , we re w r i te  Equation 
IV-6 as
Another q u a n tity  in  which we s h a l l  be in te r e s te d  a s  th e  
p a r t i c l e s  le a v e  th e  in f lu e n c e  o f  th e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  i s  (y c- y ) ,  
which i s  g iven  by
The q u a n t i t ie s  g iven  by E quations IV-9 , IV-10 and IV-11 
a r e  shown in  F ig u re  TV-5* I t  i s  to  be n o ted  th a t  from (y c -  y) 
th e  ra d iu s  o f  th e  io n  o r b i t , and so th e  p a r t i c l e  energy , can 
be determ ined* G raph ical s o lu tio n s  o f th e  above th re e  equatio n s  
a r e  used in  C hapter VI ( F ig u res  V I- ,  V I- , and V I- ) ,  
and show how, f o r  g iven  xxd v a lu e s , th e  p o s i t io n  o f  th e  
o r b i t  c e n tre , yc,  and th e  m agnitude o f (y c -  y ) ,  bo th  have 
s ta t io n a r y  v a lu e s  (maxima) w ith  re s p e c t to  v a r ia t io n  in  th e  
s t a r t i n g  phase , 0* The v a lu e  o f  $  co rrespond ing  to  th e  
maxima o f  yQ and (y^ -  y) a r e  e a s i ly  found a s  fo llow s*
D if f e r e n t ia t in g  E quation  IV-9 w ith  re s p e c t to  and
ycXd/2 k  s  s in (w t+  0) -  s in ^ TV-10*
* d A * (y c -  y) -  w tcos(w t + 0) *4- s in w t.co s^
(*  * A )
IV-11*
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taking dx/djZf as zero» we have d(wt)/d^ given by
d(wt) 9 sinwUcostf -  wtcosfwt + 
dp sinwt*cosp-f- wtcos(wt-/-
\ x  const)
IV-12.
This gives the ra te  of variation of wt with respect to i f  
x is  to be constant» for example when x S x^*
Differentiating IV-10 and IV-11, and taking dy^d^ and 
d(yc-y)/d^» respectively, as zero, we obtain
d(wt) r  -cos(wt^~ CO ~t~ ooatf 
dp " cos(wt f )
(y<j const)
and
d(ttt) B sinwUsinflf 4- wtsin(wt + rf)____
dp 2coswt*cos^ - sinwt*sinp - w t s i n ( w t ff) 
(yc-y const)
IV-13.
IV-14.
If  now we equate the expressions for d(wt)/d^ of 
Equations IV-12 and IV-13, we obtain
—tan^ s cotwt - l/(2sinwt -  wt) ..........•••••••••IV -15*
while equating the expressions of IV-12 and IV-14 leads to
— tan^f s cotwt - wt/sin^wt ••••••••••••••••••••IV -16*
Equations IV-15 and IV-16 give the relationship between 
and wt for the turning points in the values of yc and 
(yc ~ y) respectively (with change of ff) for a constant value
i lj
of x, the distance of the ions from the ion source* By 
using these equations to evaluate in terms of wt, and 
then determining the corresponding values of xx^k, the 
curves of Figure TV-6 are obtained.
The curves show for what values of there is a bunching 
of ions, in terms of orbit centres» and orbit radii, correspond­
ing to particular values of xx^/k* If the extent of the 
electric field is less than that for which x|/k is equal to 
about 0*3 it will be seen that both types of bunching occur 
for the same value of 0f* This corresponds to a case where 
ions enter the dee bunched radially about a common centre of 
revolution.
That the spacial bunching of the above type is achieved
(/>
at the expence of phase bunching is clearly shown in Figure IV-V. 
Here wt, the change in R.F. phase between the time the ions 
leave the ion source and enter the dee at x z x^, is plotted 
against the initial R.F. phase, for various values of x^/fc*
It will be noticed that wt is practically constant, with
p
constant x|/k, for values of which are of interest* Ve have 
not shown, of course, that there will be an absence of phase 
bunching as the ions re-enter the electric field and make their
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first complete crossing of the dee gap* However the effect 
of feelers» particularly when not restricted to only one dee» 
will be to limit the extent of the electric field for this 
crossing also» and possibly the next* This will mean that 
the ions will be making considerable excursions into the dees 
before they experience an extensive electric field*
The type of phase focusing found in the synchrotrons and 
the synchrocyclotron does not occur in the fixed frequency 
cyclotron as the constancy of electric field frequency and 
magnetic.field preclude the existence of a constant equilibrium 
R*F* phase* Generally the ions* resonant frequency is higher 
than the electric frequency for the early acceleration» tending 
to produce a forward phase shift» while, at greater radii, the 
decreasing magnetic field, and relativistic effects, produce 
a lag in the particle frequency*
(b)* Vertical Motion* The vertical motion of ions in
the cyclotron has been discussed by several authors^*3»4»5 '
However no entirely satisfactory general treatment is possible,
and, apart from some very broad generalities, each machine 
3* M*E*Rose, Phys*Rev*, 53, 392 (1938).
4. R.R.Wilson, Phys* Rev*, 53, 408 (1938)*
5* R.R.Wilson, J* App* Phys*, 11, 589 (1953)*
has to be treated separately, with a knowledge of the expected 
vertical ion Motion being gained only after a great deal of 
tedious arithmetic* (See for example references 4, 6)*
As far as the magnetic field is concerned, in all standard 
cyclotrons it decreases with radius, and produces vertical 
focusing* There are various estimates of the best shape of 
field to use, with fairly general agreement, backed by experience, 
that the field should decrease some one to two percent, between 
the centre of the machine and the final particle orbit* This 
sort of decrease means a very small n value, and will lead 
to negligible focusing forces at small radii*
Although the assumption of a uniform electric field is 
reasonable when considering horizontal motion, it is the non­
uniformity which is important when considering the vertical 
motion of ions at small radii* The effect of the electric 
field, once the ions are spending a reasonable part of each 
revolution within the dees, can be determined with some degree 
of success by recourse to Equation 11-20* Taking into account 
the different convention we have adopted here for the R.F* 
phase, the change in vertical momentum of an ion crossing the
dee gap is expressed by___________________________
6* PUL.Murray, L.T.Ratner, J* APP* Phys*, 24, 67 (1953)*
ÄPz * zeV0/v2r-wsin(et 4- 0f) 2eVQcos^(0t 4- f)fmvdj«
Re-writing this expression with v«wr we have
zeV r-sin(et 4- gf) - 2eV0cos2(et \ 0) 
° mdw^r^
.17-17«
The second term on the R.H.S. of this equation is always 
focusing, however it very quickly diminishes with radius, and 
is almost ineffective by the time it becomes valid« The first 
term is focusing for ions crossing the dee gap after the R*F. 
peak, and defocusing for ions which are ahead of the R«F* in 
phase« Thus it will, in general, be a defocusing term in the 
early stages of acceleration, where the term is valid, because 
of the tendency for ions to cross the dee gap at negative 
R*F. phases« Equation TV-17 is, in essentials, the same as 
those of Rose and Wilson«
There is reason to believe that loss of ions by excess­
ive vertical motions is initiated by conditions prevailing as 
the particles leave the ion soure, and enhanced, rather than 
caused, by the vertical defocusing forces* The three 
dimensional solutions of the initial ion motion equations which
7were carried out at Hammersmith , as well as experimental 
R«Gallop, (unpublished)«
observations with our own machine, support this view* In 
Chapter VI we shall discuss this subject again, in reference 
to steps which can be taken to correct the defocusing forces*
Motion of Ions at Larger Radii*
Once the ions have orbit radii equal in magnitude to 
several dee gap widths their vertical motion is influenced 
by the magnetic field rather than by the electric* Vertical 
betatron oscillations occur with amplitudes decreasing with 
increasing radius, so that ions which survive to this stage 
are unlikely to be lost as a result of vertical displacement 
from the median plane*
The horizontal motion of particles is most easily visual­
ized in terms of orbit centres* The motion of the centres is 
influenced by horizontal betatron oscillations, irregularities 
in the magnetic field, and acceleration by the electric field* 
Magnetic field irregularities are mentioned in relation to 
shimming in Chapter VI and will not be discussed here*
A precession of orbit centres can be regarded as arising 
from the difference between the frequency of horizontal betatron 
oscillations and the resonant particle frequency* If the period
of revolution of an ion is tQ, the period of horizontal
» 1 /£
betatron oscillations is (1 - n) .t0, ^or fgna^  n
very nearly equal to (1 -f- n/2)t0. Now when a particle is at 
the position corresponding to maximum amplitude of horizontal 
oscillation its orbit radius is colinear with the radius of 
the equilibrium orbit. (See figure IV-7). Thus during the 
course of one complete betatron oscillation, from a position 
of maximum amplitude^the radius vector from the machine centre 
to the ion orbit centre will describe an angle of n x , measured 
in the direction of the particle’s motion.
If we look upon the electric acceleration as taking place 
at the instant the particle is mid way between the dees, it 
will result in a displacement of the orbit centre, parallel 
to the dee edges, and equal to r^E/2E, where E is the non- 
relativistic energy of the particle. In cases where the dee 
connections to the R.F. lines are made nearer to one end of 
the dee edge than the other, there is likely to be a variation 
in potential along the dee edge. Under these conditions the 
ions pass through a stronger, and then a weaker field at 
successive gap crossings, and consequently there is a general 
migration of orbit centres away from the higher potential end 
of the dee gap.
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FICjURE IV-7. .P recession o f  Orbit Ce n t r e .
The phase o f th e  e l e c t r i c  a c c e le r a t in g  f i e l d ,  as th e  ions c ro ss 
th e  dee gap, w i l l  change w ith  each c y c le , except f o r  th e  reg io n  
o f a c c e le ra t io n  where th e  m agnetic  f i e l d  i s  such th a t  th e  ions* 
re so n an t frequency  i s  equal to  th e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  frequency*
We s h a l l  d iscu ss  th e  changing phase in  t h i s  s e c t io n , which 
d e a ls  w ith  th e  reg io n  o f  a c c e le r a t io n  in  which p a r t i c l e s  spend 
th e  m ajor p a r t  o f t h e i r  tim e , du ring  a c c e le ra tio n *  However, i t  
i s  to  be remembered th a t  th e  phase change i s  not r e s t r i c t e d  to  
t h i s  re g io n . Indeed , th e  a c tu a l  tu rn  to  tu rn  change o f phase 
i s  g r e a te s t  j u s t  b e fo re  e x tr a c t io n ,  where th e  m agnetic f i e ld  
g ra d ie n t i s  s tee p e s t*
The r a te  o f change o f phase i s  given by -djZf/dt = w -  0 , 
o r th e  change in  phase per re v o lu tio n  by
-  d 0 /d (rev ) = 27V(w -  6)/w  z  27\|\w/w « 27I^H/H*
From t h i s  ex p ress io n  th e  v a r ia t io n  in  phase w ith  ra d iu s  
can be obtained* We have
d 0 /d ( r ?') s  ( d 0 /d ( r e v ) ) / ( d ( r ^ ) /d ( r e v ) ) ,  and 
d ( r 2) /d ( re v )  Z  (d ( r^ ) /d E )(d E /d (re v )) ,  where E i s  th e  
p a r t i c l e  energy*
Since H^e^r^ s  p^c^ « -  E^, where p i s  th e  p a r t i c l e
momentum, and E0 i t s  r e s t  energy
d(r2)/dE = 2E/H2e2*
Thus, with dE/d(rev) - 2eVQco80, we have
-d0/d(r2) = (7VeH2/2EV0cos^)(^H/H), or
2 rY>
sin^ -  sinff - -  ■ ^ - i-  \ (f^E^HE)d(r2) ..••••••••IV-18.
For a given field shape, and dee potential,V0, this 
equation can be integrated numerically, to obtain the value 
of as a function of R s r • Once lies outside the range 
-90° to 90° the particles will not be accelerated* Thus for 
a particular value of dee potential, VQ, and resonant field, HQ, 
there will be a limited range of values of H for which ions 
will be accelerated to a specified radius. If H is too low, 
particles will drop behind the R.F. phase (0 positive), and if 
H is too high the particles will arrive at the dee gap too early 
(0f negative)* Where strong phase bunching exists, the cut off 
of beam with field variation will be sharp* For all conditions 
of bunching, the high field cut off, for radii beyond where 
H Z Hq, will not vary greatly with radius, since the number of 
particle revolutions before H s HQ will be fairly constant*
The low field cut off value will, of course, increase 
considerably with radius* These effects are apparent in the 
"resonance plots" shown in Chapter VI*
Motion of lone Near Maximum Radius
When ions are accelerated into the region of rapidly 
decreasing magnetic field the betatron oscillation effects 
are considerably greater* The beam is further compressed 
vertically! and the rate of precession of orbit centres 
increases* If the centres of the ion orbits are not very close 
to the machine centre the particles will experience such large 
changes in fieldy as well as changes in n-^valuet during one 
revolution that no satisfactory quantitative estimate can be 
made of the beam behaviour* If correction of the beam orbits 
is necessary it it is generally done by using shims to vary 
the magnetic field*
Extraction of the cyclotron beam usually starts with 
entry of particles into a channelt across which is applied 
an electrostatic field* If the orbits are centred precisely 
on the machine centre it is conceivable that particles just 
not entering the extractor channel on one revolution would 
do so during the next! due to their turn to turn increase in 
radius* However with machines extracting at radii where the 
field is falling rapidly9so that orbit centres need differ 
only slightly from the machine centre for considerable precess­
ion to occury it is doubtful whether the orbit at which
extraction will start can be selected or predetermined*
While the beam is passing through the deflector channel 
particles on the outer side of it will, of course, experience 
a weaker magnetic field than those on the inside* This can 
lead to undesirable beam divergence* By making the extraction 
path as short as practicable, so that the beam direction differs 
no more than necessary from that of the field gradient, the 
amount of divergence will be kept to a minimum* Until the 
advent of quadrupole focusing lenses the divergence of external 
beams of cyclotrons was an obstacle of considerable proportions 
for much experimental work*
CHAPTER V
DESCRIPTION OF THE CANBERRA 30 INCH CYCLOTRON,
While describing the Canberra cyclotron ve shall not 
limit the subject matter for discussion to components as they 
exist at the time of writing* Some space will be devoted to 
justifying designs chosen» involving, at times,pre-design 
calculations* The behaviour of the components in operation, 
together with modifications made, and possible future changes» 
will be covered where it is considered desirable* However, 
any oomnents on the actual acceleration of protons, and the 
characteristics of the beam, will be reserved for the next 
chapter where such material properly belongs*
The Magnet*
The thirty ton magnet, designed by J.W*Blarney^, was_____
X* Senior Fellow, Australian National University*
constructed at H.&.A. Naval Yard, Sydney in 1951. Some details 
follov/:
Construction...... H-Type. Top of yoke and pole pieces demountable.
Foie pieces....... Root dia. 35”, stepped down to 32" face.
Magnetizing coils.. 1.25X0.75" aluminium bar, 0,4" bore for
water cooling. 2 windings of 16 layers X 18 
turns connected in series. Resist. 0.075 ohms. 
Rated operation.... 843 Amp. (53 K.W.) for 20° C tanp. rise in
cooling water*.• 8.3 gal. per min. (43 p.s.i.) 
Fower supply....... Separately excited motor-generator set.
With 28 inch pole tips for the model homopalar generator 
the magnet poles approximated the shape given by Rose and Bethe^ 
for minimum saturation effects. With the larger diameter pole tips 
of the cyclotron this was not possible. However as the cyclotron 
operates with a fixed field this is not important in our case.
Contour of Pole Tips.
Although it is not possible to achieve magnetic focusing 
at small radii it was considered an advantage to have the 
central field rising as sharply as practicable, if only to 
make the magnetic forces predominate at a slightly earlier 
stage. In machining the pole tips shims were incorporated, as 
steps in the pole tip face. A reasonable calculation of the 
field shape due to a given pole tip shape, over areas inside 
the region where saturation occurs, can be made by regarding 
the innermost raised portion of the pole tips as a dipole sheet 
superimposed on the uncontoured metal, and the edges of sub­
sequent steps in the profile as line currents. This permits
o o0 O
determination of the effect of the central shims» on the 
magnitude of the field» and the effects of the steps on the 
field gradient* Thus £$/H is found for the centred region, 
and thereafter d(£H/H)/dR*
The calculation for the central region is made while 
referring to Figure V-l(a)* The moment (m) per unit area, due 
to a dipole sheet is m Z hH/4TT 9 where h is half the dipole 
length* The potential on the axis of a single uniform circular 
dipole sheet is
0 s 2nm(l-a)1/2/(a2+ z2)1^ /
Including both sheets, and their immediate images, we have 
Jß = -Ö0/äz Z 2hHa2/(a2 + z2)3^2, 
while, including other Images, {^H/H is given by
A^axis = 2f2(h/z)[l/(f2+ l)3/\  l/(f2+ 32)3^ 2+  l/(f2+  52)3/2+...J
where f Z a/z* This is the expression used for a practical 
oase*
Referring to Figure V-l(b) for the case of a step in the 
profile we have
AH/H S 2bx/i\ [ l/(x2 + z2) + l/(x2+ 32z2) + l/(x2+ 52z2)4-.... "]
or, the expression required,
Pole, hp
t  r  I
1 1,
3Z
• 'T Pole-tip
____
im ^ c  o> Upp<z/Pelt^ p 
------------ !— ^
Potential on axis» for uniform 
dipole sheet Sirica, where  m is 
pole per u n i t  a rea,  and ou is 
solid ancjle subtended.
JLco = ■^ ■2n f  r 1 cobQ dß  = Z1\()-cosQ)
'a
(0). Centre, region of Pole-tips.
— JC
AH =  Z i f ' r
i  - m  = H K.
4-K
Image, ojr V p p t r l _________ .
foia. hip -  (t>) Step in Pole-tip
F I G U R E  V-/.
d(&H/H)/dx = 2h//T *2 [ (l-f2)/(l+f2)2+(32-f2)/(32+ f2)2
+  (52-f2)/(52+  f2) .................  ] f
where f = x/z*
Figure V-2 shows ^H/H, and d(^H/H)/dx» as functions of a/z 
and x/z respectively*
Near the pole tip edge» when the pole tip is of square 
cross section» there is no simple way of calculating the field» 
because of the unknown effects of saturation of the steel*
In the case of the Canberra cyclotron an estimate of the expected 
unshimmed field» near the pole tip edge» was made from data 
available from the Birmingham cyclotron*
2A very rough calculation of the effect of Rose shims can 
be made by regarding the shim as a linear dipole (Figure V-3)*
For a linear dipole of moment M the field is given by
u btf/bz s 2M(x2 - z2)/(x2 4- z2), 
where M n HV/*7\ » and V is the linear volume*
Rose has calculated the size of shims to produce a uniform 
field* A plot of his values of shim dimensions is shown in 
Figure V-4* Rose's method» like the rough calculation above»
Z M.E.Rosfc, frys. Rev., 53 »5 ('93&)
oc/z
■ X ------
a/z
FIGURE V-2 . Effect of £tfps in Pole Piece',
FIGURE V**3 . Rose Shim  a s L inear D ipole".
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assumes no saturation* In the belief that flatter shims would 
lead to less saturation, Rose’s curve was extrapolated in choos­
ing design values for edge shims in our case* The design pole 
shape for the Canberra cyclotron is shown in Figure V-5*
Control and Stabilisation of Magnetic Field*
The current for exciting the cyclotron magnet generator 
is provided by five 12El*s in parallel* These are grid 
controlled by the differential output of a 12-AT7 double 
triode* The grids of the 12-AT7 are connected to the photo­
electrodes of a 5584 photo tube, illuminated from a Cambridge 
"D'Arsonnel" 463 ohm galvanometer* In series with the 
galvanometer are connected a potentiometer, for control, loops 
from the generator field and magnet pole, a shunt (186 mV/2000Amp) 
which is also in series with the magnet supply, as well as a 
portion of the differential voltage output of the amplifier, 
giving a fast feed back* One grid of a second 12-AT7 is 
connected to the cathodes of the main amplifier, its other grid 
being held at a constant reference voltage* If the light spot 
leaves the photo electrodes completely, the negative signal 
to the grids of the main amplifier is reflected, via the cathodes 
to the second difference amplifier* The difference output of
ShorT
t h i s  tu b e  th en  en e rg ize s  a  r e la y  which c i r c u i t s  th e  galvanom eter 
fo r  p ro te c t io n .  The magnet c o n tro l c i r c u i t  i s  shown in  
F ig u re  Y-6*
The sh o rt term  s t a b i l i t y  o f th e  m agnetic  f i e l d  i s  o f th e  
o rd e r o f l/L 0 ,000* Long term  s t a b i l i t y  i s  somewhat le ss*
Measurements o f M agnetic F ie ld»
A bsolu te measurements o f th e  f i e l d  were made u s in g  n u c le a r  
(p ro to n ) resonance* For p o in t to  p o in t f i e l d  d if fe re n c e s  a 
double f l i p  c o i l  assem bly was used* These ap p a ra tu se s  a re  
d e sc rib ed  in  Appendix I*
F ig u re  V-7 shows th e  f i e l d  n ear th e  edge o f th e  p o le  t i p s  
fo r  v a r io u s  Rose shims* A shim of 0*50 inch  m ild  s te e l  was 
added to  th e  one machined on th e  p o le  t i p s  fo r  o p e ra tio n  of 
th e  cy c lo tro n , to  d a te  (Feb* 1958)*
In  f ig u re  V-8 i s  shown th e  azim uthal v a r ia t io n  o f f i e l d ,  
to g e th e r  w ith  v a r ia t io n  in  gap dimension* I n i t i a l l y  fo u r 
sp ace rs  were used  in  th e  shimming gap and some bending o f th e  
p o le  t i p s  took  place* The bending was c o rre c te d  by a d d itio n  
o f  more sp a c e rs , and shimming (m echanical) in  th e  re g io n  of 
th e  o r ig in a l  spacers*
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The radial variation of the field used for operation is 
shown in comparison with the original design field in 
Figure V-9, while Figure V-10 shows the field variation over 
larger radii, extending beyond the edges of the pole tips.
The above measurements (Figures V-7 to V-10) were made on 
the median plane for fields (Hq), at 20 cm radius , of 12,600 
gauss* Measurements made a few cm above and below the median 
plane indicated that it was mid way between and parallel to 
the pole tip faces.
The Vacuum System.
The brass vacuum chamber is of conventional design. The 
total system has a volume of some 400 litres. It is pumped by 
a 9 inch oil diffusion pump followed by an Edwards "Speedivac", 
Type 1545-A. Pumping speed at the entrance to the manifold is 
1,000 litres per second. Ultimate non operating pressure is 
about 3X10 mm Hg» With hydrogen entering the system at the
rate of 1 c»c. per hour (atmospheric pressure) the system
-5pressure rises to 2-4X10 m.m. Hg. A sketch of the vacuum 
system is shown in Figure V-11»
The Ion Source.
X_____This is of the conventional hooded arc type. A sketch
X* Initially a Molybdenum hood of circular cross section was used. 
The metal was not available in sizes suitable for the design 
shown in Figure V-12»

Z40
0.600
H* at" lö  cm s ji,boo
0 ^ 0 0
6  = 240
T^adius (cm.)
FIGURE V-IO. Fie ld  Variation to La rg c  R a d i i .
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of the ion source is given in Figure V-13* The supply for the 
0*1 inch tungstun filament is a six volt plating generator, 
excited hy a transformer-rectifier set with a variac in the 
primary supply for control. A 300 Volt, D*C* generator, 
excited from a voltage stabilized power supply,supplies the 
arc potential* The arc is operated at about 140 Volts, 
for arc currents from 0*5 to 1*5 Amp*, depending on requirements* 
Hydrogen is supplied from a simple generator via a needle 
valve* The oxygen formed during electrolysis of a sulphuric 
acid solution escapes to the atmosphere* "Tripping" electrodes 
are used, in conjunction with relays, to switch the electrolys­
ing cunrent supply as the electrolyte level varies* The 
hydrogen is washed by concentrated sulphuric acid which it 
enters through scintered glass* There appears to be very 
little water, if any, carried over to the washing agent* A 
sweep electrode, evolving hydrogen to the oxygen side of the 
generator was dispensed with as the amount of oxygen entering 
the ion source, without it, had no noticeable damaging effect 
on the filament*
Radio Frequency System* (l)» The Cavity*
The single dee of the Canberra cyclotron is operated at
a nominal frequency of 19«4 Mc/b, with a peak voltage of 
80 K«V«« The throat of the dee is screwed to a five inch 
diameter copper tube which, together with a twenty inch 
diameter copper tube, forms a coaxial line« Support for the 
five inch line is obtained by the "shorting plate" and the 
"back plate", shown in Figure V-13« Transfer of power from the 
oscillator to the cavity is by means of a loop, inductively 
coupled to the line of the cavity, and condenser connected to 
the plate of the oscillator valve«
Regarding the cavity as forming a series resonant circuit, 
the capacity, C, the inductance, L, and the resistance, r, 
were calculated from the physical dimensions, chosen to be 
consistent with required operating characteristics« Calculated 
values were:
C - 260 pf«, mainly associated with the dee«
L m  2«77X10~3 micro-Henri per cm of line, together with 
some 0«06 micro-H. due to the region of dee-line connection« 
r ~  about 5X10*^ ohms«
As the dee voltage is specified, it is convenient to
X* The "Cavity" refers to the R.F« combination of dee, coaxial 
line, together with capacity, inductance and resistance of 
associated components which are included in the resonant circuit«
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replace the series circuit of the cavity by a parallel circuit, 
i*e* r is replaced by a shunt resistance Rfl, as in Figure 
V-13 (b), and (c).
If V is the dee potential, the power consumed in the
when the frequency in 19.4 Mc/s* Thus for 80 K.V* peak 
dee potential, and no beam load, the expected power loss would 
be some 21 Kilo-watt#
Defining the "Q" of the circuit as the ratio of the 
energy stored to the energy dissipated per radian we have
As electrical measurements made on the cavity will have
to be considered with the coupling loop as an intermediary, it
is necessary to introduce an equivalent circuit which includes
the loop# This is done by considering the standard transformer 
3
circuit , as follows* The actual circuit under consideration
(Figure V-15(a)) gives the e q u a t i o n s ______________________
3# e*g# Gr.P*Hamwell, "Principles of Electricity and Magnetism", 
Mc-Graw-Hill.
circuit of Figure V-13(b) is igr/2, where ±2 z jwCV* In (c)
p
the power loss is V /2R8# Equating the two expressions for
at resonance*
For C s 260 pf, and r s 5X10~3 ohms, Rs = about 150,000 ohms,
Q « (1/2.CV2)/(1/2*V2/R w ) = CwR* = 5,000.3
( a )  Circuit of- Cavity ancl Loop.
T  J - i
n ~
— a^ w \ ----- rx rr \-------
= "R=m R r " .  L  -(“ “ a W L"= CcJM1!" i ft ££fts<
( V  « * > )
(b) Equivalent C ircu it o\ C a v ity  and Loop .
f luURt V *  I Ur. Circuits of Cavity a n d  L oop.
V-lV1 = *Li^ Ll ‘ - ^ 2  
0 « -jwMi^ +  Zgig ...... ............. ......... V-2*
where zL^ s r^+ jwL^ , and Zg : r +  jwL +- l/jwC*
Equations V-l and V-2 lead to z" Z z^-f w2!!2/ ^ *  
where z" is the impedance looking into the loop from the 
R.H*S* of C1, 
or i“ z z^-j- zj
where l/z^ s r/w^M2 4- jwL/w2^ 2 - ( j/w2^ 2) (l/wC)
« 1/R+ 1 / ^  +  1/Z2, 
if R r MZ/hZKnt
7^  = -jwM2/L = -j/wC", (C" = L / w % 2)
and Z2 = jwC.w2^ 2 S jwL". (LH = Cw2«2 )
This means the circuit of Figure V-14(a) can be replaced by 
the equivalent circuit of Figure V-14(b)* where the original 
cavity parameters appear separately, and the circuit lends 
itself to the treatment of admittances*
The employment of graphical methods in handling R*F*
measurements is more convenient than using algebra, which is
inclined to become tedious* Impedances can be plotted on the
complex Z-plane (Figure V-15)* However a simplification is
4 5
achieved by recourse to the use of a Smith * chart* This 
4* P*H*Stoith, Electronics, 12, 29(1939)*
5* P.H.Staith, Electronics, 19, 130 (1944)*
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involves the Mobius Transformation, the most general of the 
transformations giving only one value of z (on z-plane) 
corresponding to each value of Z, and conversely! namely 
z * (aZ-t- b)/(cZ + d), specialized in this case by having 
a = b = c = - d » l *  This transformation converts the 
imaginary axis of the Z-plane to a unit circle on the z-plane, 
centred on the z-origin* Lines of constant X : k (see Figure 
V-15) transform to circles of radius l/(k-f 1), centred on the 
real axis, and tangent to the line x s l  (z = x-f- iy)* The 
line Y s k* transforms to a circle of radius l/k*, with centre 
(l,i/k*), tangent to the x-axis* Z « 0 transforms to z s -1 
Z ■ oo to z * 1, while Z * 1 becomes z * 0*
Comparison between the two planes, shown in Figure V-15, 
shows that circles to the left of the line x a 1 are lines 
of constant resistance or conductance, depending on which is 
plotted* Circles, again tangent at x s l ,  above and below 
the x-axis are lines of constant reactance or susceptance, 
positive above the real axis, negative below* Furthermore, 
points of impedance will lie diametrically opposite their 
counterparts in admittance, with respect to the z-origin*
The above transformation is particularly useful for
cinterpreting measurements made when a coaxial line of negligible 
losses is used* If we express impedances in units of Z0, the 
characteristic impedance of the line, and write © Z 2x » 
we have Zß, the "sending end" impedance
s (Z( cos© +- j sin©)/( cos© + j Z sin©), 
which transforms, when z s (z +  1)/(Z ■ l)f to 
sg s z ♦ exp(-2©) s z^*exp(-47Tl/X ), 
where is the wavelength corresponding to the R*F. being used, and 
Z, and zf are the "load end" Impedances* The expression for 
ze is a vector, , rotating in a clockwise direction about 
the origin, at the rate of one revolution per half wavelength*
Thus the sending end impedance of a line is obtaines on the 
Smith chart by rotating the load Impedance, clockwise, an 
amount equivalent to the length of the line*
Electrical measurements on the cavity and loop were made 
with the apparatus as in Figure V-16* An initial check was 
made of the resonant frequency of the cavity, assuming the value 
of the loop inductance* See Figure V-17*
By shorting the dee the admittance measured at the H*F* 
bridge, with a half wave-length line, was that of the loop* By 
successive shortenings of the line, till it was resonant with
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F’IQURET V-17 I nitial Check of Resonant Frequency of Cavity.
th e  lo o p , a t  th e  re so n an t frequency o f th e  c a v ity , th e  e f f e c ts  
o f th e  loop  were cancelled*  Under th e s e  c ircum stances th e  
adm ittance  m easured was t h a t  o f th e  cavity*  I f  a q u a r te r  wave 
l i n e  was u sed , w ith  le n g th  a d ju s te d  f o r  resonance , th e  b rid g e
The shunt r e s is ta n c e  o f th e  c av ity  was measured by fo u r 
methods which w i l l  be d e sc rib ed  b r i e f ly  ( ( a ) — (d ) ; below)* The
r e s u l t s  o f th e  measurements w i l l  be g iven  a t  th e  end o f th e
#
d isc u ss io n  o f methods*
(a)»U sing a s in g le  r e s i s t o r  a c ro ss  dee* Regarding th e  
l i n e  and loop as a  p a ss iv e  fo u r te rm in a l netw ork, we have
-  (aZ2 t  b)/(cZg+- d ) ,  to g e th e r  w ith  th e  f a c t ,  when a balanced 
q u a r te r  wave l in e  i s  u sed , th a t  :  0 when Zg s  oo, and 
v ic e  versa* Under th e s e  c o n d itio n s  Z  ^ = K/Zg*
I f  a  r e s is ta n c e  Rx i s  p laced  a c ro ss  th e  dee, in  p a r a l l e l  
w ith  th e  shunt r e s is ta n c e ,  Rs , we have
where Z^, i s  th e  measurement on th e  bridge* Three measurements 
were made in  t h i s  way w ith  Rx r  4 ,350 , 71,500 and 73,000 ohms*
measurement was th e n  th e  impedance o f th e  cavity*  (seÄ wre V-/ir /
o r R8  = KJWhco -  1}’
L-öop KtoctanCC 
balanced by z '  / \ y t a 
5Wte*»i»»y / / /  /  s / \  ‘V«
„g balanced
'  >fy
FIGURE V*I8. Ca v ity  IMPEMNCe. y * /;»«).
Xmpfrdaice fll* ^••pfWu'iih^ßrWjJC.) J6*". unbalanced
R esis tan ces  o f th e  o rd e r of m agnitude o f Rx in  th e  second
and th i r d  re a d in g s , which a re  s u f f ic ie n t ly  la rg e  fo r
s a t i s f a c to r y  com parison w ith  R , had to  be m easured on as
Q-m eter, a s  th e y  were o u ts id e  th e  range o f th e  R.F* bridge* 
(b) «Using a com posite r e s i s t o r  a c ro ss  dee* In  o rd e r  to  
ach iev e  a r e s is ta n c e  comparable w ith  Rc , and one whose v a lu e  
could be checked independen tly  o f th e  Q-m eter, a  r e s is ta n c e  
o f th e  o rd e r o f 1 ,000 ohms was used w ith  a  sm all c ap a c ity  
(C ^), o f 1*1 p f ,  in  se r ie s*  The r e s is ta n c e  was mounted as  
shown in  F ig u re  V-19*
From F ig u re  V-19(b) we have
i A  * (R +  jX 2)/( jR (X x +  X2) -  XjXg),
i x = VX2((X1 +  X2) 2H2 +  xhZ)~l/Z, and
•  2
i^R /2  = ,V2x |/(X ^X 2 +  R2(X1 + X?) 2)jR  = VZ/2RX .
This g iv e s  fo r  th e  v a lu e  o f Rx
Rx = R(XxA 2 +  1 ) 2 -i- (XxA ) 2 = R(C2/C +  1) +  1/-W2C2R.
W ith = 1*1 p f , Cg * 6 p f ,  and R s  1 ,040 ohns th e  v a lu e  o f 
Rx , a s  used f o r  m easurem ent, was 92,000 ohms*
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(c)*By d e te rm in a tio n  o f Q o f cavity* R efe rrin g  to  th e  
e q u iv a len t c i r c u i t  o f th e  c a v ity , F ig u re  V -1 3 (c ), th e  adm ittance  
o f th e  c i r c u i t  i s
jwC + 1/jwL + 1/R b S J wC(1 + * o /» 2) + l/Rg» 
which oan be w r i t te n  as  ( l /R s ) ( l  -  jQ*2^w/w), where s  w0-w, 
n e a r  reso n an ce , and Q Z  (GV^/2)/(V^/ZRgw) Z wCR* Thus, n ear 
reso n an ce , Q = w0/2/\w when th e  r e a l  and im aginary components 
o f th e  ad m ittance  a re  equal*
The impedance o f th e  c a v ity  i s  p lo t te d  on th e  Smith c h a r t 
o f F ig u re  V-20, and tra n sp o se d  to  th e  adm ittance  plane* In  
F ig u re  V-21 su scep tance  i s  p lo t te d  a s  a  fu n c tio n  o f frequency in  
o rd e r to  o b ta in  w0 and ^w* The v a lu e  o f Q o b ta in ed , w ith  31*5 
ohms fo r  l/w C, gave th e  v a lu e  o f  Rs shown in  Table V-l*
(d)* Using r e s is ta n c e  a t  loop» and m utual inductance* Taking 
a c a lc u la te d  v a lu e  o f  1*36X10 H enri fo r  th e  m utual inductance  
o f th e  L oo p -cav ity , to g e th e r  w ith  wL = 31*5 ohms, and th e  
r e s is ta n c e  p re sen te d  by th e  c a v ity , a t  th e  loop  (se e  F ig u res  
V-14(b) and V-17) equal to  525 ohns, a  v a lu e  o f 173,000 ohms 
was o b ta ined  f o r  th e  shunt r e s is ta n c e  o f th e  cavity*
The e r ro r s  shown in  th e  t a b le  below re p re se n t th e  maximum
vH
Im p a d « m c e  ojr Cavity
. Admittance Plot to Obtain  Pom where susc*cond.
C N  <j
(au/7 \o d u i j  'JOJOH3 -jo Tjiun ) vouojcboshg
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e r ro r s  which were c a lc u la te d  from estim ated  u n c e r ta in t ie s  in  
a l l  components used  and measurements made*
T able V-l* Shunt R e s is ta n c e , Rg, o f Cavity*
Method o f V alue o b ta ined C alcu la ted  e r ro r
measurement* f o r  R0 .(  K-ohms)*• (k-ohms)*
(a )  ( i ) 150 Z 23
( i i ) 154 ±23
( i i i ) 166 ± 20
0>) 177 ±27
(c ) 163 ±14
(d) 173 ±32
c a lc u la te d 150 ± 3 0 ,-1 0
V alue accep ted  
a s  reaso n ab le  
= 163± 15 K-ohms*
The c ap ac ity  and induc tance  o f th e  loop  were estim ated  
from adm ittance  measurements made a t  th r e e  d i f f e r e n t  freq u e n c ie s )  
u s in g  a q u a r te r  wave l in e  to  th e  loop  w ith  th e  dee shorted* By 
re g a rd in g  th e  loop as  a pure  in d u c tan ce , shunted by a  c a p a c ity , 
th e  in d iv id u a l v a lu e s  o f th e s e  w ere obtained* R esu lts  of 
measurements a re  shown im m ediately below:
A ngular
frequency
A dm ittance a t  b rid g e  
m*mho* pf* d / c z i b , 2
6.18X107 0*25 55 3.12X10^ 38.2X101*
12.55X107 0*20 59 2.93X106 157.8XHT4
17.96X10' 0 .15 62 2.78X106 322.5X1014
These v a lu e s  were used  in  th e  ex p ress io n s  l/X ^ Z wC -  l/wL 
and l/z^C  s  w^C -  l / L ,  where where XL = 3 ? A 8* and Xg
t  i'
a re  th e  lo ad  end, and th e  sending end re a c ta n c es  r e s p e c t iv e ly ,  
w h ile  Z0 , th e  c h a r a c te r i s t i c  impedance o f th e  l i n e ,  i s  76 ohms* 
From th e  th re e  eq u a tio n s  o b ta in ed  v a lu es  o f C and L were 
found* As th e  v a lu e s  o f C a re  dependent on th e  sm all d if fe re n c e s  
between v a lu e s  of 1/Z qC, r e s u l t s  were n o t accu ra te*  F ig u res  
f o r  C were 15 ±.9 p f ,  1 2 1 3 p f  and 9 t  6 p f ,  w ith  a  v a lu e  o f 
about 0*32 m icro-H enri fo r  th e  inductance*
The c ap a c ity  and induc tance  o f th e  dee were ob ta ined  by 
m easurem ent, u s in g  a  q u a r te r  wave l i n e  coupled d i r e c t ly  to  
th e  dee* A measurement o f th e  adm ittance  a t  a  frequency 
o f  9*812 M c/s, to g e th e r  w ith  th e  re so n an t frequency  gave 
v a lu e s  o f C s  250 p f ,  L -  0*250 m icro -H enri. Thus 
l/w 0C -  w0L = 31*5 ohms*
Radio Frequency System. (2) The O sc illa to r*
The o s c i l l a t o r  i s  re q u ire d  to  re so n a te  w ith  th e  c a v ity  
a s  a  load* I t  i s  re q u ire d  to  p rov ide  energy f o r  th e  c i r c u l a t ­
in g  p ro to n  beam a s  w e ll a s  p ro v id in g  s u f f ic ie n t  power to  make 
good r e s i s t i v e  lo s s e s  in  th e  c ir c u i t*
The o s c i l l a t o r  may be re p re se n te d  as  in  F ig u re  V-22(a)*
I f  th e  impedance p re sen ted  to  th e  p la te  by th e  e x te rn a l c i r c u i t
FIGURE V-22.
is Z*, and if Za is the impedance of the oscillator valve as 
seen by the electron stream, the condition for oscillation is 
Z* =-Ze# This gives an infinite impedance across the terminals 
AB of the equivalent circuit shown in Figure V-22(b)# This 
impedance is Z ' Z ^ Z * ^  Ze), where Z' Z ^  Z2 Z3 ^
*L+ V * 3  *
Z2 and Z3 are chosen so that Zg/(Z2 +  Z^) gives the
required feed back ratio, n (s e /e,J# At the same time Z«O P *
and Z3 are kept purely reactive and their values kept within 
limits such that, while satisfying the feed back requirement, 
ZgAz^H- Z3) will not vary quickly with frequency near 
resonance# Thus Za is practically independent of frequency# 
However Ze is a function of oscillation amplitude, being 
dependent on the mutual conductance of the tube, which changes 
considerably from when the valve operates class A, for small 
osoillation amplitudes, to class C at large amplitudes, with 
the grid swinging negative beyond cut-off# With the grid 180° 
different, in phase, from the plate, and class C operation, 
the magnitude of the negative resistance Ze(A) increases with 
amplitude# Hence -bZg/bA is positive, where A is the 
oscillation amplitude#
Z* is a function of frequency but not, in our case, a
105
function of amplitude*
The condition for oscillation may now he expressed as
Z* (w) * X(w)+ jY(w) = -Ze(A) ................ V-3*
However this does not necessarily represent a condition for 
stable oscillations* The additional requirement for stability 
can be found by considering near resonant conditions in terms 
of a complex frequency, W = a - jB* Then the oscillation is 
expressed by V s VQeJW = y^eÜ a ~* which is of exponentially 
varying amplitude according to the value of B*
If Equation V-3 is varied with respect to amplitude we
have
bw =  ( - a z9M ) ( a c / c > »  -  j b Y / b w )  . b A  . . . . . . . . . v - 4 >
(dX/öw)2 + (ÄY/bw)2
Since -dZ@/dA is positive, the amplitude of oscillation 
included in a complex w * a - jB, will increase with A for 
dY/dw positive, and decrease with A for dY/dw negative* Thus 
the conditions for stable oscillation are
X(w) ■ -Ze(A), 
jY(w) = 0,
and <JY(w)/bw negative#
This means that the point ot stable oscillation corresponds to
the situation where the reactance across the valve is changing 
from positive to negative, i*e. from inductive to capacitive* 
(See Figure V-23*)
The valve used for the self excited oscillator was the 
S*T*C. 3Q/260-E triode* The choice was mainly influencd by 
the fact that this valve was readily obtainable in Australia* 
From the valve* s characteristic curves provided by the 
manufacturers the curves of Figures V-25, -26, -27, were plotted 
for the three values of feed back ratio (n) indicated in the 
figures* A value of n s 0*125 was selected as most suitable, 
considering permissible plate and grid dissipation figures* A 
grid resistor of 1,000 ohms was used initially*
For a cavity shunt resistance of about 160,000 ohms, and 
a circulating beam of 2 m.A* of 8 Mev protons, the valve would 
have to supply some 40 K-watts of R*F. power* Thus for a peak 
R*F* plate potential of 11*5 K*V*, a resistance of about 1650 
ohms had to be presented to the plate* The main item involved 
in the transformation of the cavity shunt resistance to the 
plate load was the coupling loop* Final adjustments to this 
were made, in conjunction with bridge measurements of the 
impedance at the plate of the valve, when the valve was in its
Solid Curves: Reactance.
Dashed Curves-SusctptancC.
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FIGURE V*“24r oscillator Plate C ircuit.
o p e ra tin g  p o s i t io n
The loop  re a c ta n c e , to g e th e r  w ith  th e  in t e r - e l e c t r o de 
c a p a c i t ie s ,  and th e  e le c tro d e  in d u c tan ces , determ ined th e  
p la te  c i r c u i t  shown in  F ig u re  V-24, except fo r  th e  v a lu e  o f 
th e  b lock ing  condenser, C • The c a v ity  i s  n o t shown in  th e
TC
c i r c u i t  because, except a t  resonance , i t  makes alm ost zero  
c o n tr ib u tio n  to  th e  p la te  impedance* For zero  re a c ta n c e  to  
th e  p la te  C4 should have been -6 1 j ohms* However t h i s  v a lu e  
would have in tro d u ced  a resonance  in to  th e  p la te  c i r c u i t  c lo se  
to  20 Mc/s* C onsequently , a  v a lu e  o f -54 j ohms was s e le c te d  to  
push th e  resonance above 30 Mc/s* C4 was made c y l in d r ic a l ,  
c o ax ia l w ith  th e  v a lv e  anode, w ith  po ly thene  f o r  d ie le c t r ic *
The v a lv e  g r id  c i r c u i t  i s  shown in  F ig u re  V-28, w ith  
Cg# and i n i t i a l l y  undeterm ined* The two m ajor req u irem en ts
o f  th e  g r id  o i r c u i t  were:
( a )  * At th e  re so n an t frequency  th e  adm ittance  had to  be
X
-9 /2 6 6 .j  mhos, to  g iv e  th e  c o rre c t feed  back r a t i o  (0*125)*
( b )  * The adm ittance  had to  become p o s i t iv e  w ith  in c re a s e  
in  frequency b e fo re  th e  p la te  c i r c u i t  resonance was reached*
T his was a c tu a l ly  a loop  resonance*
x l Z2 (F ig u re  V -22(a) was th e  p la te  g r id  cap ac ity  o f 30 p f* , 
g iv in g , a t  20 M c/s, an adm ittance  o f l/Z g  = j/266*  Thus l/z3 = -9 j/2 6 6 *
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I—I, Cj , an4 Qra a d d e d  r e a c t a n c e s  t o  g i v e  C o r re c t  feed-back ratio.
C a v / /*
FKjURF V-29. Co m p l e t e  O s c iu -a t c « Cir c u it .
To satisfy condition (a) the admittance at Y in Figure 
V-28 had to be 0*05j Mho* Taking reasonable values for Cg,
L was plotted as a function of C^, as in Figure V-30, so
1 the.that/ condition was met* Thus values of the three undetermined 
parameters could be chosen to meet both requirements, as 
indicated in the figure*
The admittance of the grid circuit is shown, as a function 
of frequency, in Figure V-31* It will be noted that the curve 
takes on positive values of admittance at in * 1*4, where 
m is the ratio of frequency to resonant frequency (w/wQ), thus 
oscillations would not occur in the plate circuit at the 
frequency of the first loop resonance of something over 30 Mc/s*
In Figure V-32 the susceptance presented to the plate, 
with the grid circuit included, is plotted as a function of 
frequency* The condition for oscillation (cavity excluded) 
occurs at m s 1.6* However, as the grid circuit admittance 
is positive in this region, no "take-off" would be expected* 
Another resonance is shown for m equal to about six* Here 
the grid circuit admittance is negative (see Figure V-31), 
and conditions are favourable for oscillations* This danger 
was not expected to be serious as the valve would deliver
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little power at such a high frequency. In operation some 
annoyance was experienced due to very high frequency potentials 
occurring in the grid circuit, and causing flash-overs. These 
were stopped by rather critical trial-and-error adjustments 
to the grid circuit parameters*
The grid resistance, for which radiator elements were 
used was isolated from the radio frequency by an inductance*
At a later stage the grid resistance was made adjustable, up 
to 3,000 ohms* Also the cathode was lifted above earth by an 
adjustable resistance*
The complete oscillator circuit as it went into operation 
is shown in Figure V-29* Bridge measurements were made of 
admittances at various points of the circuit during assembly, 
to ensure that design figures were maintained*
Although the oscillator did operate unaided, initially, 
it was obvious that an inordinately long time would be needed 
to get beyond the "clean-up" stage, and operation was not as 
spontaneous as was desired, due to multipacting and gas dis­
charges* To improve this state of affairs an R.C*A* 350-w 
radio transmitter, operating at half the oscillator frequency, 
was inductively coupled to the grid circuit, to act as booster*
ro
The transmitter is switched by a relay which operates on the 
difference between the oscillator grid and cathode current, 
so that it injects a signal into the grid circuit whenever 
the oscillator stops operating*
In using the machine with fine internal slit systems, 
and in order to maintain constant orbit centres, a constant 
dee voltage is of considerable importance* To achieve this 
a dee voltage control and regulator system has been added*
It is a f6ed back circuit from the dee to the oscillator grid, 
as shown in Figure V-33*
The oscillator power supply is a 50 K*W* English-Electric 
mercury arc rectifier set with a maximum voltage output of 
14.6 K.V*
The R.F* potentials of the dee, and the oscillator plate 
and grid, are sampled by capacity coupling between the compon­
ents and three quarter wave lines, each of which is terminated 
by a crystal diode and resistance in parallel, as shown in 
Figure V-34* With R ^ Z Q, the input impedance at C for a 
three quarter wave line is close to zero, and stray capacity 
to earth does not affect the calibration of the voltmeter*
The crystal rectifier causes the line to be charged to a
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D.C. le v e l  c lo se ly  approxim ating  th e  peak R .F. le v e l  a t  th e  
end o f th e  l i n e .  Thus th e  c u rre n t th rough  th e  m e te r, M, i s  
equal to  VZ0/Z C, where Zc can be c a lc u la te d  from th e  
geom etry o f th e  p ickup condenser. The p o s s ib i l i t y  o f 
sp u rio u s  re a d in g s , due to  harmonic v o lta g e s , i f  p re sen t on 
th e  o s c i l l a t o r  p la te  o r g r id ,  can be m inim ized by p la c in g  a 
condenser to  e a r th  a t  th e  in p u t end o f th e  c ab le .
The E x tra c to r  System.
The la y o u t o f th e  s p l i t t e r  and d e f le c to r  i s  shown in  
F ig u re  V-35. The ex p ress io n s  needed to  f in d  th e  p a th  o f an 
id e a l  beam th rough  th e  e x tra c t io n  channel can be o b ta ined  
w ith  re fe re n c e  to  F ig u re  V-36. WS have
de -  btf e  (& R /R ta n y )(l -  R / f c o s ^ )  ,
s in c e  ä© = SR /R tan\y, and btf s  rSo/ ^ cosY*
Whence d'YVdR s  l/R ta n \p  -  l / j 7 sin-vp, and 
& (R cos^) = RbR/f .
U sing th e se  r e la t io n s h ip s ,  a s tep  by s tep  p lo t  o f th e  beam in  
th e  channel can be made, being  determ ined by th e  e l e c t r i c  and 
m agnetic  f i e ld s  p re v a il in g  a t  eac p o in t .
The s iz e  o f th e  m agnetic  d e f le c to r  re q u ire d  was estim ated

Centro, of Curvature 
of beam
Centre of 
Cyclotron.
FIGURE V’ 2)6. Ra&h of D eflector amd S plitter.
from magnetic field measurements made in the vicinity of 
various pieces of steel placed in the magnet gap* The final 
dimensions were corrected so that the beam was started on the 
desired external path*
The deflector potential supply is an oil immersed voltage d 
doubler, with variac contron in the primary side. Extraction 
requires from forty to sixty K*V*, depending on the position 
of the deflector, and the direction of beam entry into the 
extraction channel* Cooling for the deflector is a closed oil 
circuit, including a heat exchanger*
Although a slot was cut in the tungsten septum when 
extraction was first undertaken, this was subsequently dis­
pensed with. Some evidence was found to suggest that the 
deflector field perturbed the final orbit(s) of the beam, when 
the septum was slotted* If the beam intercepted the unslotted 
septum a ragged slot was soon formed by melting of the metal* 
However, with care in operation, i*e* with correct deflector 
volts, and with suitable beam direction at entry, no damage 
is done by beams of a few hundred micro-Amp* When larger 
beams are extracted it might be necessary to return to the use 
of a slotted septum*
•4 A11 a
CHAPTER VI#
OPERATION OF THE CANBERRA CYCLOTRON*
The cy c lo tro n  was o p e ra ted , a t  f i r s t ,  w ith o u t a dummy 
dee# In  t h i s  co n d itio n  a  c i r c u la t in g  beam was f i r s t  d e tec te d  
du rin g  November o f 1955# By th e  fo llo w in g  A p ril beam had been 
a c c e le ra te d  to  f u l l  r a d iu s ,  and some e x tra c t io n  achieved# In  
June o f 1956 a dummy dee was f i t t e d #  Follow ing t h i s ,  a  couple 
o f months were spen t making measurements on th e  in te r n a l  beam# 
During th e  rem ainder o f th e  y ea r th e  u se  o f beam d e f in in g  s l i t s ,  
a t  sm all r a d i i ,  made i t  p o s s ib le  to  study th e  behav iour o f th e  
beam in  more d e t a i l ,  a s  w e ll as to  a c c e le r a te ,  and e x tr a c t ,  
more e f f ic ie n t ly #  The in te n s e  in te r n a l  beams, o f up to  3 mA, 
o r even sm a lle r ones, reduced to  a  few hundre micro-amps by 
th e  in te r n a l  s l i t s ,  accompanied by e x tra c te d  beam o f up to  250 
m icro-am ps, produced a v e ry  h igh  le v e l  o f r a d ia t io n  in  th e  
space a v a i la b le  around th e  i n i t i a l  s i t e  of th e  machine# Because
o f t h i s  th e  d e c is io n  was ta k en  to  run  w ith  only  v e ry  r e s t r i c t e d  
beams u n t i l  a f t e r  th e  cy c lo tro n  had been moved from i t s  
tem porary  s i t e ,  to  th e  p o s i t io n  where i t  would be used  as an 
in je c to r  f o r  th e  p ro ton  synchrotron« Using a  much reduced 
beam, e x tra c t io n  to  a  p o in t some f i f t e e n  f e e t  from th e  cy c lo tro n  
was ach ieved  in  e a r ly  1957, and an in v e s t ig a t in g  run  made 
f o r  th e  B ^ ( p , Y ) C ^  experim ent which i s  d iscu ssed  in  
Appendix IV« E le c t r ic a l  breakdown over th e  d e f le c to r  in s u la to r s  
h e ld  up o p e ra tio n  fo r  some tim e in  th e  second h a l f  o f 1957*
T his  was caused by th e  b u ild  up o f an o i l  f ilm  on th e  in su la to rs *  
S ince th e  re g rin d in g  o f th e  p o rc e la in  in s u la to r  s u r fa c e s , and 
th e  f i t t i n g  o f a V enetian  b lin d  ty p e  o f b a f f le  a t  th e  en tran ce  
to  th e  pumping m an ifo ld , so th a t  th e  R.F* on th e  dee cannot 
p e n e tra te  th e  m an ifo ld  to  th e  r e f r ig e r a te d  b a f f le s ,  th e r e  has 
been no in d ic a t io n  o f f u r th e r  tro u b le*  Follow ing th e  r e p a i r s ,  
and m o d if ic a tio n , e f f o r t  was d ire c te d  tow ards ach iev in g  a 
c lean  e x te rn a l beam, w ith  as low a le v e l  o f background as 
p o s s ib le , f o r  th e  n u c le a r  ph y sics  experiment* This work was 
n o t w ith o u t a  g re a t d ea l o f v a lu e  in  a s s i s t in g  th e  development 
o f  th e  machine as an in je c to r ,  as i t  involved  c a re fu l  m easure­
m ent, and m ain p u la tio n  o f th e  beam, as w i l l  be re q u ire d  fo r  
in je c tio n *  The experim ent was c a r r ie d  out d u ring  l a t e  1957
and e a r ly  1958* During t h i s  p e rio d  th e  quadrupole fo cusing  
magnets were f i t t e d  and t h e i r  u se fu ln e s s  confirmed*
In th e  fo llo w in g  pages of t h i s  c h ap te r , te ch n iq u es  used 
in  th e  machine o p e ra tio n , as w e ll as behaviour o f th e  m achine, 
and i t s  a c c e le ra te d  beam, w i l l  be d iscussed*
Once a c i r c u la t in g  beam i s  d e te c te d  in  a  c y c lo tro n  th e re  
i s  l ik e ly  to  be some a n x ie ty  as  to  how much o f i t  can be 
a c c e le ra te d  to  f u l l  rad iu s*  With a  f ix e d  frequency m achine, 
having chosen an o p e ra tin g  v a lu e  o f dee v o lta g e , th e  only 
rem aining v a r ia b le  a f f e c t in g  th e  ra d iu s  to  which a c c e le ra t io n  
can be achieved i s  th e  m agnetic  f ie ld *  To determ ine an o p e ra t­
ing  v a lu e  of f i e l d ,  th e  beam can be m easured, a t  a p a r t ic u la r  
ra d iu s , as th e  m agnetic f i e l d  i s  varied*  R esu lts  o f t h i s  
ty p e  of measurement a re  shown in  th e  resonance p lo ts  o f 
F igu res VI-1 and VI-2« I t  w i l l  be n o ticed  th a t  th ey  d isp la y  
th e  c h a r a c te r i s t ic s  m entioned in  C hapter IV fo llo w in g  th e  
d e r iv a tio n  o f Equation  IV-18*
In  F igure  V I-1 resonance curves fo r  36 K*V* and 46 K*V* 
dee p o te n t ia ls  a re  shown* In  o rd e r to  a c c e le r a te  a beam to  
more th an  12 l / 2  inches i t  i s  obvious th a t  36 K*V. dee 
p o te n t ia l  i s  in ad eq u a te , because th e  phase la g  o f p a r t i c l e s
- f  : radius Q^  which beam measured
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making the great number of revolutions necewsary, for this 
acceleration per revolution, would exceed 90°# With 46 K#V#, 
although it would be expected that some beam would reach 12 l/2 
inches, there would be considerable losses over the final part 
of the acceleration, due to ions losing excessive phase with 
respect to the R#F# Using the design potentiell of 80 K#V#, 
the resonance curves of Figure VI-2 indicate negligible ion 
losses during the latter stages of acceleration, as well as 
not too critical a value of magnetic field# None of the curves 
shows measurements at a radius of greater than 11 inches, 
because, when the measurements were made, the position of the 
orbit centres was not known with any accuracy, and it was 
desired to keep the beam away from the extraction system#
The method employed for measuring the position of orbit 
centres is discussed in Appendix II# The earlier determinations 
of the positions of mean orbit centres were made with dee 
potentials of 36 K#V# and 46 K#V## Although these values were 
used because, at the time of measurement, the full dee volts 
had not been obtained, there is some advantage in using lower 
potentials as they present a somewhat magnified picture of 
the orbit precession to be expected with higher values#
l i d
Likew ise th e  e f f e c t  o f shimming i s  m agn ified .
The m agnetic  shims which were used  fo r  co n tro l o f th e  
p o s it io n  o f o r b i t  c e n tre s  c o n s is te d  o f two m ild  s te e l  d is c s ,  
tw elve in ch es  in  d iam e te r , and 0*200 in ches th ick *  The ty p e  
o f f i e ld  v a r ia t io n  caused by th e se  shims i s  shown in  F ig u re  VI-3* 
Before d isc u ss in g  th e  measured p o s it io n s  o f o r b i t  c e n tre s ,  we 
s h a l l  make some comments on th e  e f f e c t s  to  be expected from 
shimming*
I f  we reg a rd  th e  change o f m agnetic  f i e l d ,  due to  th e  
p resence of shim s, as  a s te p  equal to  th e  o r b i t  c en tre
can be considered  as moving a d is ta n c e  s  (r/H )£H  tow ards 
th e  io n , in  o rd e r to  b rin g  about th e  n ecessa ry  change in  o r b i t  
rad ius*  As th e  ion  p asses  out o f th e  reg io n  o f in f lu e n c e  of 
th e  shim th e  o r b i t  c e n tre  w i l l  move ^ r  away from th e  ion*
As shown in  F ig u re  V I-4 , th e  n e t r e s u l t  i s  a movement o f th e  
o r b i t  c e n tre  of 2 ^ r s in (e /2 ) ,  in  a d i r e c t io n  a t  90° to  th e  
d i r e c t io n  of th e  shim c e n tre  from th e  machine cen tre*  Here 
© i s  th e  ang le  subtended a t  th e  o r b i t  c en tre  by th e  ion  p a th  
a c ro ss  th e  shim region* In  view o f th e  fo reg o in g  i t  i s  
apparen t th a t  wedge-shaped shims would have c e r ta in  advantages* 
However, th e  c i r c u la r  shims were e a s i ly  made and adjustm ent
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was s u f f ic ie n t ly  easy f o r  them to  be re ta in e d  in  our case*
The adjustm ent of shims i s ,  in  p r a c t ic e ,  something o f a "move 
-and - t r y "  opera tion*  At th e  same tim e adjustm ent i s  g re a t ly  
f a c i l i t a t e d  i f  i t  i s  a " sen s ib le -m o v e-an d -try "  procedure*
In  reg a rd  to  th e  o r b i t  c e n tre s , when shims a re  p re se n t, 
as  shown in  F ig u re  V I-5 , i t  i s  to  be remembered th a t  th e  
unshirnmed p re c e ss io n  i s  s t i l l  p re s e n t, w ith  th e  e f f e c t  o f 
shims added* In  curve B, th e  e f f e c t  of th e  shim appears to  
be dom inant, b u t in  th e  case  o f  C th e  unshimmed p recess io n  
seams to  predom inate . The ap p aren t predominance o f  th e  unshirnmed 
p re c e ss io n  fo r  C m ight be exp lained  on th e  grounds th a t  many 
re v o lu tio n s  occur between in ch es  and lOg- in c h es , due to  
lo s s  o f phase by th e  ions* Over th e se  r a d i i  th e  ex ten t o f th e  
shim s' in f lu e n c e  would be d e c re a s in g . The s t a r t in g  p o in ts  of 
bo th  curves B and C do show th e  e f f e c t  o f  shimming, but to  
n o te  t h i s  i s  perhaps pushing th e  accuracy  o f measurement too  
fa r*  The s t a r t in g  p o in t o f curve D, fo r  a ra d iu s  o f 7-J in ch es , 
i s  in e x p lic a b le , and b e s t  w r i t te n  o f f  as  an e r ro r  of m easure­
ment* The g en era l t re n d  o f  th e  curve i s  c o n s is te n t w ith  th e  
shimmed p recess io n  e ffe c t*  The t r a n s la t io n  o f curve E from 
curve A can be s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  regarded  as due to  th e  e f fe c t  
o f shimming in  a  337-J*0 p o s itio n *  A ll th e  curves o f th e
r
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f ig u r e  in d ic a te  t h a t  th e  c e n tre  o f th e  o r b i t s  i s  i n i t i a l l y  
about h a l f  an inch  tow ards 270° from th e  machine c e n tre , 
and somewhat tow ards 180°# This i s  to  be expected , as th e  
th e  ion  source  was f i r s t  in s t a l l e d  on th e  N orth-South  c e n tre  
l i n e  o f th e  m achine, and somewhat South o f th e  machine cen tre«
The p re c e ss io n  o f th e  beam c e n tre s , w ith  80 K.V« dee 
p o te n t ia l ,  i s  shown in  F ig u re  VI-6« Comparison between curve 
A, in  t h i s  f ig u r e ,  and curve A o f F ig u re  V I-5 , i l l u s t r a t e s  
th e  re d u c tio n  in  p re c e ss io n  w ith  in c reased  a c c e le ra t io n  
v o ltage«  Curve B, w ith  shims 5 inches tow ards 315°, a t  f i r s t  
s ig h t  m ight appear i r r e c o n c ila b le «  However, i t  w i l l  be no ted  
th a t  th e  shim extends one in ch  beyond th e  machine c e n tre , away 
from 315°, and th e  e f f e c t  on e a r ly  o r b i t s  w i l l  be co n sid e ra b le , 
w ith  8 approx im ate ly  180°• I f  i t  i s  assumed th a t  t h i s  e f f e c t  
moves th e  o r b i t  c e n tre s  s tro n g ly  tow ards 045°, p o s s ib ly  n e a r ly  
to  th e  machine c e n tre , th e  p a th  tak en  on curve B, when th e  
shims a re  no longer e f f e c t iv e ,  i s  re a so n ab le , w ith in  th e  
accuracy  o f measurement« Curve C, corresponding  to  m easure­
m ents made a f t e r  th e  ion  source was moved 5/8 inch  tow ards 
090°, shows th e  o r b i t  c e n tre s  moving about th e  machine c e n tre  
on a much reduced rad ius*  I t  in d ic a te s ,  however, th a t  th e  ion 
source i s  s t i l l  South o f th e  machine centre«  More w i l l  be
o-s i-o in
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said concerning orbit centres later, when discussing the use of 
internal slits* Firstly some further remarks will be made 
on the subject of the unrestricted beam*
When the beam was accelerated without any restrictions, 
such as slits on the early orbits, the beam intensity near 
full radius could be varied from something under l/2 mA* to 
about 3 mA» by varying the operating conditions of the ion 
source* This involved varying the arc voltage and the hydrogen 
supply rate* Reduction to much below l/2 mA* led to unstable 
ion source operation* The greater part of the ion loss during 
acceleration occurred during the very early orbits, with radii 
less than three to four inches* Measured currents near the ion 
source were of the order of 10 to 20 mA* These figures 
were regarded as unreliable, and the usual practice was to 
measure the beam power, when working at small radii, in the 
belief that this would avoid measurement of low energy compon­
ents of doubtful origin* Later experience showed that there 
was no reason to regard current measurements as suspect, except 
when made well away from the ion source, along the 225°-270° 
radius, where there did seam to be a component of low energy
ions
Figures VI-7 and VI-8 give some indication of the beam 
behaviour during the first three revolutions« The power to 
the two targets is indicated by m*V* readings from thermo­
couples across their cooling water. In the measurements 
plotted the thermocouples had different calibrations« Thus 
the two curves of each figure are in different units*
Referring to Figure VI-7, the curves represent the sum 
of plots of intercepts by targets 135° and 225° of the first 
three orbits* The procedure adopted was as follows* Target 
225° was set at a radius which did not interfere with the first 
orbit. Target 135° was moved in quarter inch steps of 
increasing radius, the beam to both targets being measured for 
each position* Target 225° was then set beyond the second 
orbit, and 135° moved out till it received no beam again*
This was then repeated for the third orbit* The first steep 
slopes on the curves of Figure VI-7 correspond to the first 
orbit, the second steep slopes to the second, and the third to 
the third* The hatched part at the bottom of the figure 
indicates the profile of the beam in the three orbits*
In Figure VI-8 target 135° was set to intercept 
successively the first, second, and third orbits, while target
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225° was moved outw ards th rough  th e  o r b i t  in  each case* The 
r e s u l t s  o f th re e  p a i r s  of curves so ob ta in ed  a re  shown, summed, 
in  t h i s  f ig u r e ,  as in  th e  p rev io u s  one. As th e  su ccess iv e  
o r b i t s  o v e rlap  co n sid e rab ly  a t  225°, th ey  a re  no t c le a r ly  
d e fin ed  in  th e  f ig u r e ,  and th e  p r o f i l e  curve i s  m ean ing less, 
a p a r t  from in d ic a t in g  th e  se p a ra tio n  between th e  h ig h e s t 
in te n s i ty  p o r tio n s  o f th e  beam on su ccess iv e  o rb its*
The in tro d u c tio n  o f a  s l i t ,  l / 4  in ch  wide by l / 2  inch  
h ig h , d e f in in g  th e  f i r s t  o r b i t  o f th e  beam, a t  225°, was 
in ten d ed  to  remove th e  v e ry  l a t e  phase ions from th e  beam, 
to  g iv e  a g re a te r  s e p a ra tio n  between th e  edges o f su ccessiv e  
o r b i t s ,  to  reduce th e  t o t a l  beam, and to  a s s i s t  in  s im p lify in g  
th e  problem of e x tra c t io n .
Resonance curves a re  g iven  in  F igu re  V I-9 , fo r  a ta r g e t  
s e t t in g  o f 9 in ch  ra d iu s , f o r  comparison between th e  u n r e s t r ic te d  
beam and th a t  p a ss in g  th e  q u a r te r  inch  s l i t *  I t  w i l l  be seen 
th a t  th e  s l i t  reduced th e  beam by about a f a c to r  o f two* In  
F ig u re  VI-10 i t  i s  shown th a t  th e  g re a te r  p a r t  o f th e  beam 
which i s  norm ally  l o s t  d u ring  th e  e a r ly  a c c e le ra t io n  was stopped 
by th e  s l i t »  The curves o f F ig u re  V I-11, showing th e  beam 
f a l l  o f f  w ith  r a d iu s , f o r  v a r io u s  s l i t  p o s i t io n s ,  a f fo rd  a
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comparison between the amount of beam accelerated from different 
parts of the total beam cross section on the first revolution. 
The scale for mV/R^ in this figure is not the same as in 
Figures VI-10, and
Beam cross sections are shown for one position of the 
slit, with the slit centre about if- inch radius, in Figure 
VI-12* Comparison with Figures VI-7 and VT-8 shows the orbit 
separation about the same as determined for the unrestricted 
beam, though with a much sharper definition of separate orbits*
In Figure VI-13 the beam cross sections, as determined at 
target 135°f are shown. The lack of any appreciable change 
of beam radius, with change of slit radius, points to this 
position as that of beam "cross-over” for the first orbit*
Orbit centres were measured at radii of about five and 
seven inches* These are shown in Figure VI-14* The positions 
of the curves, for two lines of centres, suggest that the 
magnetic centre of the machine lies somewhat to the East and 
North of its geometrical centre* This, of course, assumes 
the accuracy of measurement to be of the order of the line 
thickness used in the figure* Further work with the quarter 
inch slit was not done, as it was thought that a greater
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reduction in beam, by finer slits, would lead to higher 
accuracy of measurement, as well as a greater reduction in 
the radiation level at large beam radii*
The system which replaced the quarter inch slit, at 225°, 
consisted of an eighth inch wide slit at 225°, followed by a 
sixteenth inch slit at 180°• Both slits were half an inch 
high* Eight positions were arbitrarily selected for the 180° 
slit, at intervals of l/L6 inch* The 225° slit was adjusted, 
for each setting of the one at 180°, to give maximum beam 
through the two slits* The slit positions so obtained were 
used during the measurements which will be discussed in the 
immediately following pages* The positions, i*e* the radii, 
of the slits corresponding to the various settings, are listed 
in Figure VI-15. Position (i) is not given, as so little beam 
accompanied this setting, and it was not used* A blank "stop” 
was used in conjunction with the 180° slit, which could be 
moved radially to give virtual extension to the 180° slit 
piece, either inwards or outwards* For slit settings (ii) 
and (iii), the blank stop was set inside the 180° slit, and 
for other slit positions it was set to the outside of the slit, 
to stop early phase, larger radii ions, from passing outside 
the slit body on their first revolution*
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Resonance plots, of beam against magnetic field, are shown
in Figure VI-16, for three slit positions (iii, v, and vii)*
target, at a radius of eleven inches* With the numbering of 
the slit positions increasing as the slits are moved to smaller 
radii, position (iii) allows the acceleration of ions which 
leave the ion source at earlier R*F* phases than in the case 
og (v) and (vii)* Thus, as shown in the figure, the beam 
through the slits in the (iii) position can be accelerated 
for a lower value of magnetic field without being lost by 
falling behind the phase of the R.F** As the field is increased 
it will be noticed, there is a fall off in the beam of (iii), 
across the resonant field region* This is consistent with a 
much greater phase spread for these ions than in the case of 
the other two curves shown. It is possible that with the slits 
in positions (ii) and (iii) some ions, on their first orbit, 
passed by slit 180°, on the outside, as for these positions 
the blank stop was on the inside* Beam measurements at small 
radii, made when the positions of the 225° slit and the stop 
were being determined, did not support this possibility, though 
they were unable to rule it out entirely* AS the phases of 
the ions from the ion source become more negative, from zero,
The beam was measured, as current, and power, to the 180°
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the energy gained on the first half revolution at first 
increases, but with very negative phases the energy gained, 
and so the radius, is likely to be less^* Thus there is a 
probability that ions of considerably different phases passed 
through the slits in position (iii)* The reduction in beam 
intensity, with radius, shown in Figure VI-17, for stop 
positions (ii) and (iii), also suggest a phase spread, with 
the early, or more negative, phased ions dropping from the 
accelerated beam at smaller radii, where the field is higher 
than the resonance value* The figure shows the beam intensity 
to be about the same for slit positions (iv), (v), and (vi),
suggesting that the ions in the beam defined by these slit 
positions are of near zero phase at their start*
With the beam stopped down by the two slits, measurements
of orbit centres became a much simpler operation, as well as
a more accurate one* Results of some of the measuranents made
are shown in Figure VI-18* Most of the measurements taken at
small radii were for only the (iii), (v), and (vii) slit
positions* At larger radii the orbits were checked for all
slit positions, but only three are shown in the figure, for
the sake of clarity* It was assumed from the figure that 
X* This has been discussed in Chapter IV, and will be mentioned 
again, later in this chapter*
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the starting line of orbit centres was displaced about 0*05 
inch North of the machine centre. The low radius points below 
the East-West centre line are regarded as in error, the 
accuracy of measurement being slightly less at smaller radii*
It was this starting line which was used, together with the 
East-West positions of the (iii), (v) and (vii) orbit centres, 
when estimating the orbits shown in Figure VI-15* The precess­
ion of the three orbit centres shown in Figure VI-18 suggests 
that the ions corresponding to slit position (v) have their 
orbits centred on the magnetic centre of the machine which is 
apparently displaced slightly to the North-East of the 
machine's geometrical centre. As mentioned earlier, this 
displacement of the magnetic centre is roughly supported by 
the measurements made with only one slit (see Figure VI-14)*
The position of the magnetic centre is, of course, influenced 
by the position of the shims used. They were central for the 
above measurements*
It is interesting to note the agreement between the 
position of centres of eleven inch orbits, as indicated in 
Figure VI-18, and calculated from Figure VI-16* The ratios mV/mA 
(Figure VI-16), for slit positions (iii), (v), and (vii), 
corresponding to a 1095 mV magnetic field value, are 6*15,
6*32, and 6*52 respectively* These values are proportional
to the beam energy, i*e. the square of the orbit radius*
Talcing the orbit radius for slit position (v) as 11*1 inches, 
the other indicated radii are 10*97 inches for the orbit 
corresponding to slit position (iii), and 11*28 inches for 
the orbit corresponding to slit position (vii)* These two 
values give a very reasonable confirmation of the centres 
shown in Figure VI-18*
Measurements of the distance of the leading edge of the 
splitter septum from the machine centre showed it to be at a 
radius which was certainly not greater than 12*8 inches*
This would mean, even allowing for small errors in orbit centre 
measurements, that the larger radii orbits of Figure VI-18 
were passing exceedingly close to, if not through, the septum 
slot* Extraction was carried out without further measurements 
of orbit centres*
When extracting without internal slits it had been 
necessary to stop most of the beam on one of the probe targets, 
allowing only a small amount to reach the splitter* Otherwise, 
part of the full beam which was not centred satisfactorily for 
entry into the extractor channel tended to strike the septum, 
and vaporize it* A septum sapfctai without a pre-cut slot was
used for most extractions, as it appeared that the deflector 
field penetrated sufficiently far through the slot to perturb 
the ion orbits before the ions entered the channel. The only 
measurements made to detect this effect are shown in Figure 
VI-19. The unrestricted beam was stopped with target 135°, 
just inside the radius at which some extraction appeared.
Target 225° was moved in till it intercepted about fifty 
percent of the beam, with the deflector volts set for extraction. 
The beam to target 225° was measured for various settings of 
the deflector voltage. It is possible, since the measurements 
were made with no beam restriction, that the beam which was 
perturbed was initially so centred that it passed through the 
entrance to the deflector channel, and the slot of the septum, 
and then back into the dee region inside the splitter. This 
explanation of the effect is not favoured. In any case it 
was considered that beam which could not be extracted with an 
unslotted septum was unlikely to be extracted very satisfactorily 
at all. Whether a return to some form of slotted splitter 
will be necessary for extraction of large beams is still a 
matter of conjecture.
The extraction achieved with the two slits is shown in 
Figure VI-20, for various slit settings. It will be seen that
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F IGURE VI-20. B eam A ccelerated and E x tr a c te d .
th e  b est ra tio  o f extracted  to  accelerated  beam occurs fo r  th e  
(v) s l i t  p osition * Just how much th is  i s  due to  using t h is  
s l i t  p o s itio n  when adju stin g  th e  magnetic f i e ld  fo r  ex traction  
i s  not known, but th e  orb it centre for  th e  (v) s l i t  p o s it io n  
(F igure VI-18) appears to  be th e best p o s itio n  o f centres for  
extraction* With th e  s l i t s  in  p o s it io n s  ( i i i )  and ( iv )  i t  
was d i f f ic u l t  to  hold th e  d e fle c to r  v o lta g e , due to  overload­
ing* P ersisten t operation in  one o f th ese  p o s itio n s  caused 
th e  lead in g  edge o f th e  septum to  melt* I f  th e  extracted  and 
acce lerated  beam v a lu e s , fo r  th e  p oin ts in  Figure VI-20, are 
sep arately  added i t  w i l l  be seen th at fo r  a to t a l  a cce lera tio n  
o f  about one and th ree quarter mA, some seven hundred micro-A* 
o f beam was extracted* Had a s in g le  s l i t ,  which covered the  
range o f th e f iv e  s l i t  p o s it io n s , been used i t  i s  u n lik e ly  
th at extraction  would have been s a t is fa c to r y , because of the  
behaviour o f the beam passing through s l i t s  in  the ( i i )  and 
( i i i )  p o sition s*  However, a s in g le  s l i t ,  covering s l i t  
p o s itio n s  (v) and ( v i ) ,  w ith  perhaps part o f ( i v ) ,  could 
w e ll be expected to  y ie ld  an extracted beam o f some 500 micro-A* 
fo r  a to t a l  accelerated  beam of about 900 micro-A* Further 
in creases in  beam could be achieved by in creasin g  th e ion  source 
output, or decreasing th e ion lo s s  at small rad ii*  This
su g g ests  t h a t  th e  p roduction  o f an e x te rn a l beam o f about 
a ra*A*, f o r  in je c t io n ,  i s  w ith in  th e  c a p a b i l i t i e s  o f th e  
machine* I t  i s  w e ll to  remember, however, th a t  th e  opening 
o f in te r n a l  s l i t s  could be accompanied by an in c re a se  in  th e  
h o r iz o n ta l  d ivergence  of th e  e x te rn a l beam*
A fte r  th e  e x tra c t io n  d iscu ssed  im m ediately above, a t t e n t io n  
was tu rn e d  to  th e  io n  source re g io n  of th e  machine* The 
copper f e e le r s  on th e  dee were re p laced  by a carbon p la te ,  
w ith  a s l i t  in  i t ,  th rough  which th e  io n s  pass a f t e r  le a v in g  
th e  ion  source* The e l e c t r i c  f i e l d ,  between th e  p a r a l l e l  
f l a t  fa c e s  o f th e  ion  source and th e  carbon p la te ,  i s  rendered  
r e l a t i v e ly  uniform * Thus th e  g en e ra l v e r t i c a l  d ivergence  o f 
th e  f i e l d ,  from th e  ion  source  to  th e  dee, i s  removed* However, 
th e  le n s  formed by th e  h o le  in  th e  s l i t  i s  a  defocusing  one, 
a s  i s  shown in  elem entary  te x ts^ *  This i s  p robab ly  an 
advan tage, i f  th e  s l i t  in  th e  carbon e x tra c t io n  p la te  i s  
c o r re c t ly  s i tu a te d  w ith  re sp e c t to  th e  ion  so u rce , as can be 
seen from a c o n s id e ra tio n  o f th e  behaviour o f th e  a rc  plasma*
When th e  ion source i s  runn ing , b u t no R#F. i s  a p p lie d ,
th e  plasma can be seen , b u lg in g  from th e  e x tra c t io n  s lo t  o f
1* E*G* G*P* H arnw ell, " P r in c ip le s  o f E l e c t r i c i t y  and 
Magnetism*" McGraw-Hill Book Company*
th e  io n  source* When th e  R.F* i s  a p p lie d , th e  beam emerging 
from th e  io n  source shows th e  in f lu e n c e  o f s tro n g  fo cu s in g  
fo rces*  As i t  le a v e s  th e  ion  sou rce , th e  beam i s  convergent, 
a s  seen from th e  s id e  (se e  F ig u re  V I-2 1 ), and appears to  have 
a v e r t i c a l  c ro s s -o v e r , w ith in  a  cm* o r so from th e  ion  source* 
This sug g ests  th a t  th e  su rfa c e  o f th e  plasm a, from which th e
io n s  a re  escap ing , has th e  concave, approxim ately  h em ispherica l
2shape d iscu ssed , f o r  example, by Thonemann • However, w ith  
th e  a rc  source used  in  th e  c y c lo tro n , th e  plasma i s  r e s t r i c t e d  
to  a  narrow v e r t i c a l  p e n c i l ,  except a t  th e  e x i t  s l o t ,  and i s  
n o t as  ex ten s iv e  as in  th e  ty p es  o f sources where th e  plasma 
has been stud ied*  The r e s u l t  o f t h i s ,  when io n s  a re  drawn, 
i t  i s  b e lie v e d , i s  t h a t  th e  a rc  i s  p r a c t ic a l ly  ex tin g u ish ed  
above th e  e x it  s l o t ,  and by f a r  th e  g re a te r  p a r t  o f th e  beam 
le av e s  from th e  lov/er p a r t  o f th e  s lo t*  T his view i s  based 
on v is u a l  o b se rv a tio n s , d e sc rib e d  below*
When th e  io n  source  cap i s  lo o se  (see  F ig u re  VI-21) th e
b r ig h tn e s s  o f th e  a rc  can be seen between th e  cap and th e  ion
source body, w h ile  th e  R*F* i s  n o t on* Once th e  R.F* i s  on,
however, th e  b r ig h tn e s s  alm ost e n t i r e ly  d isappears*  The
io n iz a t io n  o f r e s id u a l  g a se s , by th e  beam, which p ro v id es  a 
2* P.C* Thonemann, Prog. Nuc* Phys*, 3, 219 (1953)*
_ßrigVihne-bS oj- art is v«Sibje. on
\rfh6n R.F. not a p p l i e d .
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means of observing it on its first half revolution, shows the 
lower part of the beam from the ion source to be much more 
intense than that from the upper part* With the slit used on 
the dee it was found that the ion source had to be lowered to 
the position shown in the figure (VI-21), in order to keep 
the most intense part of the beam approximately horizontal on 
its first half revolution* A slit of smaller vertical extent 
might avoid the necessity to do this*
If it becomes desirable to operate the ion source without 
the ’’pinch-off” of the plasma reducing the beam, and making it 
asymmetrical, a hood with a filament at each end of the arc 
channel could be used* It would not be difficult to fit such 
an ion source in the Canberra cyclotron*
The main purpose of the slit type feeler on the dee is, 
of course, to increase the electric field strength near the 
ion source in order to extract more particles from it. As well 
as doing this the reduction in the extent of the electric 
field has profound effects on the subsequent ion orbits, as 
mentioned in Chapter IV* Phase bunching almfest entirely 
disappears, while a radial bunching of orbits for particles 
of different phases is brought about*
-x d (y -y c) z  ( \ j j -  jzf) cos •+• sin(-\p -  0f)cos0 V I-3 .
where x^ i s  th e  e x ten t o f th e  uniform  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d ,  and 
k z  eV0/2wni. For th e  f i r s t  a c c e le r a t io n , from th e  ion  so u rce , 
x^ i s  v e ry  n e a r ly  th e  d is ta n c e  of th e  carbon e x tra c t io n  p la te  
from th e  ion  so u rce .
G raphical s o lu tio n s  of th e  above e q u a tio n s , covering  th e
u s e fu l  v a lu es  of th e  v a r ia b le s ,  a re  g iven  in  F ig u res  V I-22,
V I-23 , and V I-24 . The v a lu e s  o f \p  and corresponding  to  a
s e le c te d  v a lu e  o f x , a re  o b ta in ed  from th e  curves of F ig u re
V I-22 . The corresponding  v a lu e s  y and (y  -  y) can th enc
be read  o f f  F ig u res  V I-23 , and V I-24, in  term s o f th e  ^  and 
$  v a lu e s . The yc v a lu e s  p e r ta in in g  to  x = x^ a re  th e  
c e n tre s  about which th e  ions r o ta te  in  th e  f i e l d  f r e e  re g io n , 
p reced ing  t h e i r  f i r s t  f u l l  c ro ss in g  of th e  dee gap. From th e
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(yc -y), and x s x^ values, the radius of the field free 
region orbit, for various initial phase angles, can be 
determined» This gives, as well, a measure of the particle 
energy at this stage*
Even when the extent of the R*F* field is considerable, 
for the ions* first full crossing of the dee gap, phase bunch­
ing is negligible, unlikely to amount to more than a few degrees* 
In view of this situation, and of the fact that the electric 
field shape, and extent, are unlikely to be known with any 
accuracy, it is reasonable to take the energy gain by the 
particle at this crossing, and subsequent ones, as eV0cos^, 
where 0 is the R#F* phase at the instant the ion crosses 
the centre line of the gap, assuming a constant particle 
angular frequency, after the point where x s x^* For practical 
values of x^ it is found that wt at x s x^ is 
approximately twice the angle that the orbit radius makes with 
the line through the ion source, parallel to the dee edge*
This means that there is a backward phase shift (i*e. to later 
R*F* phase) of about wt/2, on the first half revolution, 
which tends to offset the general forward movement in phase 
due to the difference between the resonant frequency, w, and 
the electric field frequency, ©•
tr
i  *; o
F ig u re  VI-25 shows th e  a rran g an en t o f th e  ion  source 
and th e  e x tra c t io n  p la te  and s l i t  on th e  dee« The o r b i t s  
p lo t te d  a re  c a lc u la te d  fo r  a  v a lu e  o f  x^ = 1 cm*, and a 
dee p o te n t ia l  o f 80 K*V*
The r e v e r s a l  o f th e  d is ta n c e  o f o r b i t  c e n tre s ,  a long th e  
machine ra d iu s , w ith  changing s t a r t  phases , shows up v ery  
c le a r ly  when d e fin in g  s l i t s  a re  used* The sharp  cu t o f f  on 
th e  o u ts id e  o f th e  beam c ro ss  s e c tio n , a t  r a d i i  225° and 
180° i l l u s t r a t e s  th e  r e v e r s a l  e ffe c t*  T his i s  shown in  
F ig u re  V I-26 , in  c o n tra s t  w ith  th e  225° ra d iu s  c ro ss  s e c t io n , 
w ithou t th e  carbon p la te ,  as in  F ig u re  VI-8*
I t  w i l l  be n o tic e d , from F ig u res  V I-7 , VI-10 and V I-11, 
t h a t  th e  g r e a te s t  lo s s  of beam occurs during  th e  a c c e le r a t io n  
to  a ra d iu s  o f a  few inches* T his i s  due to  th e  absence o f 
any m agnetic  fo cu s in g  in  th e  re g io n  where th e  a c c e le ra t in g  
gap i s  a c t in g  as  a  defocusing  le n s ,  as d iscu ssed  in  C hapter 
IV (se e  Equation  IV-17)* Cohen has i l l u s t r a t e d  a ty p e  o f 
ex p o n en tia l in c re a s e  in  th e  v e r t i c a l  ex ten t o f  th e  beam over 
t h i s  region*
To overcome some o f th e  d e fo cu sin g , and r e s u l t in g  lo s s
3* B*L*Cohen, Rev* Sei* In s tru m ., 24, 589 (1953)*
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! G U RE V I  " 2  6 , C r055 SecTlONS OF E>£AM I n u n s it y .
of beam» in the Canberra cyclotron, a system of slits was 
fitted to the dummy dee, and dee, on the down beam sides of 
the gap# These slits ranove the defocusing fields in the 
latter half of the gap crossing, much as focusing grids do 
in the linear accelerator# In the case of the cyclotron, 
however, they can be arranged so that they do not intercept 
beam#
With the well defined orbits on the early beam crossings 
of the gap from the dee to the dummy dee, it was possible to 
form the dummy dee slits by means of carbon rods, which were 
independently adjustable along the dummy dee edge# After the 
first crossing of the gap, into the dee, on the Eastern side 
of the ion source, the orbits tended to overlap# A carbon 
focusing plate was used this side# It was adjustable along 
the dee edge# The plate was positioned so that the beam enter­
ing the dee, at the end of its first revolution, passed 
between the inner edge of the focusing plate, and the Eastern 
edge of the carbon extractor plate facing the ion source# The 
position of the beam striking the focusing plate, on its second 
revolution, was noted, and carbon cut away to make a hole 
through which the beam would pass# Then the position of the 
beam striking the plate on the next revolution was noted,and
more carbon removed* By re p e a tin g  t h i s  procedure i t  was 
a rranged  th a t  th e  beam passed  th rough  th e  p la te  on th e  f i r s t  
f iv e  rev o lu tio n s*  The beam passed  th rough  s l i t s  on th e  
W estern s id e  of th e  ion  source  on th e  f i r s  th r e e  rev o lu tio n s*  
The p o s i t io n  o f th e  W estern s l i t s  and th e  E as te rn  fo cu sin g  
p la te  a re  shown in  F ig u re  V I-27*
O bservations o f th e  beam c ro ss  s e c tio n s  were made during  
t e s t s  o f th e  e f fe c t iv e n e s s  o f th e  fo cu s in g  system , by running 
a carbon p la te  in ,  along th e  090° ra d iu s , between th e  to p  
and bottom of th e  dummy dee, and n o tin g  th e  p a t te rn  o f th e  
in te rc e p te d  beam on i t*  T his p la te  tended to  p e r tu rb  th e  ion  
o r b i t s  somewhat, and would have a defocusing  e f f e c t  on th e  
beam of th e  o r b i t  p ass in g  c lo se  to  i t s  in n e r edge* However, 
i t  in d ic a te d  th e  g en e ra l p a t te rn  o f th e  beam cro ss  s e c t io n s .
B efore d isc u ss in g  r e s u l t s  i t  i s  w orthw hile  to  r e f e r  to  
th e  exp ress io n  fo r  p , th e  change in  v e r t i c a l  momentum of
Ü
an ion  as  i t  c ro sses  an a c c e le r a t in g  gap (se e  C hapter I I ) ,  
namely p^ = - ( ez/v)V osin$/d*  Remembering th a t  we have taken  
zero  phase fo r  th e  cy c lo tro n  R.F* corresponding  to  th e  v o l t ­
age peak, and w r it in g  p fo r  th e  v e r t i c a l  momentum 
component in tro d u ced  in to  th e  m otion o f a p a r t i c l e  e n te r in g
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th e  a c c e le ra t in g  gap, p a r a l l e l  t o ,  and d is ta n c e  z from , th e  
median p lan e , we have
Pz s  - (ze /v )V ocos//d*
This equation  exp resses th e  v e r t i c a l  momentum component 
due to  an a c c e le r a t in g  gap w ith  fo cu sin g  s l i t s ,  s in ce  th e re  
i s  no v e r t i c a l  f i e l d  component a t  th e  second e lec tro d e*  I f  
th e  fo c a l le n g th  o f th e  le n s  so formed i s  f ,  th en  z / f  :  -p  
o r , s u b s t i tu t in g  p = H er/c , and u s in g  th e  above ex p ression  
f o r  pz ,
z / f  = (cV0 co s^ /w H d )(z /r^ )•
Thus f  b wHr^d/cV0c o s /  ................................... ..............................V I-4
Taking th e  dee gap, in  our case , as 5 cm*, we have
o
th e  le n s  fo c a l le n g th  approx im ately  equal to  0*88r , or 
0*28rD, where D i s  th e  d is ta n c e  between su ccess iv e  gap 
c ro s s in g s , o r th e  le n s  s e p a ra tio n . T his means, w ith  r  o f 
th e  o rd e r o f th r e e  to  fo u r  cm. on th e  f i r s t  re v o lu tio n , th a t  
th e  f i r s t  E as te rn  s l i t  i s  alm ost a t  th e  fo c a l p o in t o f th e  
f i r s t  W estern one*
The r e s u l t s  o f m easurements made w ith , and w ith o u t, th e  
fo cu s in g  s l i t s  a re  shown in  F ig u res  V I-28, and V I-29, w h ile
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sk e tch es  o f th e  beam c ro ss  s e c t io n s , a t  090°, appear in  
F ig u re  VI-30* I t  was u n fo r tu n a te  th a t  th e  ion  source 
f ilam e n t had to  be changed a f t e r  th e  measurements made w ith  
th e  s l i t s  f i t t e d ,  as t h i s  meant th a t  th e  subsequent m easure­
m ents, w ithou t s l i t s ,  were no t made under id e n t ic a l  ion  source 
cond itions»  However i t  was f e l t  th a t  th ey  were s u f f ic ie n t ly  
u n v a ried  to  in tro d u ce  no d is c re p a n c ie s  in to  th e  comparisons 
made*
F ig u re  VI-28 shows p lo ts  o f th e  beam a g a in s t r a d iu s , 
when no d e fin in g  s l i t  was used* The lo s s  of beam shown by 
curve B, in  comparison w ith  curve C, between f iv e  and s ix  
in ch  r a d i i ,  was due to  th e  in te rc e p t io n  of i t  by th e  mounting 
f o r  th e  E as te rn  p la te ,  which was l e f t  on th e  dee to  p re serv e  
th e  same a p e r tu re  as was used when a l l  s l i t s  were in  place*
The beam m elted  th e  copper mounting on th e  low er dee, w hereas, 
w ith  th e  fo cu s in g  p la te  in ,  i t  had g iven  no in d ic a t io n  o f 
s t r ik in g  i t  a t  a l l*  A comparison o f th e  curves A and C, 
w ith  D, shows a th r e e fo ld  improvement in  th e  f r a c t io n  of 
su rv iv in g  beam, w ith  one s e t  o f  s l i t s  on ly  (W estern s e t ) ,  and 
a f iv e f o ld  improvement w ith  b o th  s e t s ,  over th e  f r a c t io n  which 
su rv iv e s  w ith o u t fo cu s in g  s l i t s *  The s l i t s  gave a  n in e fo ld
I*  Wl/Vj Eqs/* and V>/csl 
focusing SHts
0  “ WiMn WcsJ* Sill's only
£" wiTIt no sil/'s
p"wiffi no slits
(feelers on dummy dee)
High Ion 
Source
Arc.
F I G U R E  V I - 3 0 .  3 cam Cross S ection a t  0 9 0 °.
improvement over the situation with feelers on the Western 
side dummy dee*
Figure VI-29 shows results of measurements made with a 
half m*m* wide defining slit, at 225°, on the first revolution* 
The focusing slits appear to give the same sort of improvement 
as without the defining slit* Curves F and G are 
equivalent to D and E except that the ion source output 
was increased considerably* The readings taken with feelers 
on the dummy dee would only include beam which had passed 
through the defining slit, whereas, without feelers, readings 
would include some beam which had passed above, and belos 
the slit* This would tend to give a higher survival fraction 
in the former case*
In Figure VI-30 the pattern in A was sketched from 
the beam intercepts on the focusing plate while it was being 
observed prior to carbon removals* The other patterns were 
obtained by using the 090° carbon plate* It was necessary 
to increase the output of the ion source to obtain much beyond 
the second revolution pattern when operating without the 
focusing slits* No defining slit was used when observing the
beam cross sections*
A b internal defining slits were used to stop down the 
beam» the external measurements made on it would present only 
a restricted picture of what could be expected with a more 
intense beam* For the measurements two sets of external slits 
were used* The first set was just outside the vacuum box* 
and the second some five feet away, clear of the magnetic 
fringing field* Each set of slits consisted of two vertically, 
and two horizontally moving gates, which could be adjusted to 
provide horizontal and vertical slits of variable position, 
and opening*
The variation of beam intensity, perpendicular to its 
axis, as well as the extent of the beam, vertically and 
horizontally, was determined by measuring the beam to the first 
set of gates, as their position was varied. The results of 
these measurements are shown in Figure VI-31* These indicate 
a beam height, at this point, of a quarter of an inch, with a 
horizontal spread of three quarters of an inch* The beam 
intensity appears to be uniform over its vertical extent* The 
horizontal variation shows the peak intensity to be about 
one third of the beam width from its inner edge*
The divergence of the beam was found by setting the first
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e x te rn a l s l i t s ,  and m easuring th e  beam to  th e  second s l i t  
g a te s ,  a s  they  were g iven  v a rio u s  s e tt in g s*  The r e s u l t s  
o b ta in ed , w ith  a f i r s t  s l i t  a p e r tu re  o f 0*050 in ch , a re  
shown in  F ig u re  VI-32* The t r a n s la t io n  o f th e  second s l i t s  
i s  no t shown* The beam appears to  d iv e rg e , v e r t i c a l l y ,  from 
a p o in t 7*5 inches on th e  machine s id e  of th e  f i r s t  s l i t s ,  
w ith  a t o t a l  d ivergence  o f 0 .4 ° , and h o r iz o n ta l ly  from a 
p o in t 6 inches behind th e  f i r s t  s l i t s ,  w ith  a  d ivergence  of 
0*5°.
The h o r iz o n ta l  v a r ia t io n  o f beam in te n s i ty  a t  th e  second 
e x te rn a l s l i t  system (F ig u re  VI-32) su g gests  th e  p o s s ib i l i ty  
o f a  double beam* T his could be due to  th e  s p l i t t e r  p ee lin g  
o f f  p a r t  of th e  beam on each of two re v o lu tio n s , as th e  o rb i t  
c e n tre s  p ro cess . No a ttem p t was made to  c o rre c t t h i s  
s i tu a t io n ,  as w ith  th e  narrow s l i t s  used fo r  experim ental 
purposes (see  Appendix IV) only one peak of th e  e x te rn a l 
beam would be involved*
When being used as  an in je c to r  th e  cy c lo tro n  w i l l  be 
p u lse  operated* Some c o n s id e ra tio n  w i l l  be g iven  to  t h i s  
m a tte r  when th e  machine has been re s ite d *  At p re sen t i t  i s
4 r. * 1 fl.
thought that the ion source will be pulsed, with "on" 
periods of the order of a second or so, while the actual 
period of delivery of beam to the synchrotron will be controlled 
by a deflector system between the two machines«
As the presentation of the material in this chapter has 
followed the chronological order of development of the cyclo­
tron's operation, it has not been possible to divide the 
subject matter into completely separate sections* This will 
now be done in a summarized form*
(a) * Operation with Unrestricted Bearn•
With a first revolution beam of the order of 20 m*A* 
some 3 m*A* of protons have been accelerated to full radius* 
Extraction with a large unrestricted beam is not satisfactory 
due to beam striking the splitter*
(b) * Internal Beam Defining Slits*
When the beam is restricted on one, two, or three of 
its first revolutions, measurements of the orbit centres 
(see Appendix II) are simplified, and shimming for extraction 
made easier* Extraction is more efficient, varying from 50 
to nearly 100 per cent (see Appendix IV) of the accelerated
beam, depending on the size and number of slits used. A further 
advantage of defining slits is that the R.F. is not unduly 
loaded by beam which is unlikely to be extracted.
(c) . Ion Extraction Plate on Dee facing Ion Source.
When this is used the pattern of the first revolution orbit 
is completely changed. Phase bunching is replaced by a radial 
(and energy) bunching of beam. This makes it possible for 
more beam to pass through narrow defining slits on early 
revolutions than could otherwise be so.
(d) . Beam Focusing Slits*
With the cyclotron it is possible to fit focusing slits, 
or plates, to the second electrode of the accelerating gap 
without intercepting beam. These increase the fraction of 
beam which survives to regions where magnetic focusing prevents 
loss of particles. Measurements which have been made show 
that the beam intensity at larger radii is considerably 
increased by this means.
(e) . Conclusion.
With the combination of ion extraction plate, focusing 
slits, and beam defining slits, as well as careful measure­
ments of orbit centres, and proper shimming for extraction
it is believed that a useful external beam of 1 m*A* can 
be obtained* When focused by quadrupole lenses it should 
be possible to deliver this beam to the synchrotron in a 
satisfactory manner*
By using very narrov/ defining slits, of a m*nu, and less, 
the background radiation from the cyclotron can be reduced to 
a level where it becomes much less of a drawback to experimental
work
APPENDIX I
MEASUREMENT OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD.
Using Nuclear Resonance»
The principle of nuclear magnetic induction has been
treated by, for example, Bloch'*'* He shows that nuclei which
are subjected to a strong magnetic field HQ, in the z-direction
can have a forced precession, about H0, impressed on them by
the application of a small oscillating field, in the x-direction,
equal to H'coswt* This is equivalent to two fields, each of
magnitude H'/2, rotating in opposite directions* The direction
of precession will coincide with the direction of rotation of
one of the fields* If the angular frequencies, w and
also coincide, where wT is the Lamor precession frequency for
nuclei in the field HQ, resonance exists, and an energy
transfer is possible between the radio-frequency field H* and 
1* F*Bloch, Phys. Rev*, 70, 460 (1946)*
and th e nuclear spin system.
In measuring th e  m agnetic f i e ld ,  H , o f the cyclotron ,o
t h i s  f i e ld  was varied  through the resonance value by th e  add ition  
o f a small 50 cycle  "wobbling” f ie ld  r e su lt in g  from th e  a p p lica t­
ion o f an A.C. v o lta g e  to  a c o i l ,  w ith i t s  a x is  p a r a lle l to  Hq, 
wound around th e  sample* The apparatus used i s  shown in  Figure 
AI-1* The R.F. f i e ld  H* i s  provided by a R*F* v o lta g e , 
from th e tuned o s c i l la t o r ,  applied  across th e  c o i l ,  w ith  a x is  
in  th e  x -d ir e c tio n , immediately about th e  sample* At resonance 
th e energy fed in to  the nuclear spin system, and f in a l ly  from 
t h is  in to  the m olecular thermal motion, produces an apparent 
change of impedance in  th e c ir c u it  used to  e x c ite  H '• This 
means a change in  th e  s ig n a l appearing at th e p la te  o f th e  EA50, 
fo r  d etection  and subsequent am plification* For a r e la t iv e ly  
la rg e  s ig n a l i t  i s  e s s e n t ia l  to  have s u f f ic ie n t  coupling between 
th e sp ins and th e  thermal m otions o f th e  liq u id  m olecules*
The add ition  o f f e r r ic  ch lorid e  to the water sample provided 
t h i s ,  by v ir tu e  o f th e high magnetic moment o f th e  fe r r ic  ions* 
The s l ig h t  broadening o f the resonance peak was not o f  
consequence in  our case*
In determining the va lu e o f HQ the frequency o f the
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oscillator was varied till w s w^ , at which stage the 
variation in signal was detected visually on the C.R.O. At 
resonance the value of the field is given in terms of the 
frequency and the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton as 
HQ ~ w/^ (V  was taken as 2.6753X104)^*
The accuracy of field measurements depended mainly on 
the accuracy to which the frequency could be measured, except 
where the magnetic field was non uniform over the area of the 
sample, as near the edge of the pole tips* In this case the 
nuclear resonance signal became very broad and difficult to 
set on with any accuracy. The oscillator frequency was measured 
with a Bendix frequency meter*
Using Flip Coils.
Two identical coils were mounted with their axes parallel 
to the direction of the magnetic field, so that they could be 
rotated through 180° about an axis perpendicular to the field, 
and passing through each coil* The apparatus is shown 
diagrammatically in Figure AII-2. If the coils, 1 and 2, 
connected in series opposition, are in fields of strength H-^
2«H*A*Thomas,R*L.Driscoll,J.A.Hipple, Phys.Rev*, 78, 787 (1950)
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and Hg respectively, the charge which will flow through 
the circuit containing the galvonometer, resistance R, and 
the secondary of the mutual inductance M , as the coils are 
yurned through 180° is
where A is the cross sectional area of each coil and N is 
the number of turns on each coil*
The charge induced in the coil circuit by a reversal of 
current i through the primary of the mutual inductance is
By adjusting i so that a null reading is obtained on the
i was about 0*46 m*A* per gauss difference between and Hg*
To ensure that the coils were nearly identical they were
positioned in the field and the primary current i noted for
a null galvanometer reading when the coils were rotated* The
positions of the coils were interchanged and a second reading 
X» This method has been reported^ as a means of measuring 
absolute field values, employing only one coil*
3* C*T#Lane, J* Sc* Instrum*, 5, 214 (1928)
= 2(H1 - H2)AN/R,
Ygalvanometer the relation (H^ - H0) = Mi/^A holds*
With the coils used, N -  1,000 turns, A = 0*458 cm^, M = 10 m*H*
of i taken* If the two readings were not the same, turns 
of winding were appropriately added to or subtracted from one 
coil* This procedure was repeated until interchange of coil 
positions gave no change in i for a zero reading on the 
galvanometer* This still left the possibility that a difference 
in the number of turns on each coil was used to balance a lack 
of parallelism between the coil axis* However, numerical checks 
showed that for a difference in turn number of up to half a 
dozen turns, accompanied by an angle between coil axes of 0*2° 
would lead to negligible errors*
Both of the field sampling systems were mounted so that 
their positions in the magnet gap could be varied radially and 
in azimuth* Whereas the nuclear nesonance method was useful 
for obtaining absolute field values, the flip coils were more 
satisfactory for measuring the difference between field strengths 
of different points. Apart from the relative simplicity of the 
latter systems it had the advantage that any small drift in the 
absolute field strength did not affect the difference values 
obtained* Measurements within the gap, and inside the region 
of large rate of field decrease with radius, were considered 
to be accurate to about one in ten thousand*
APPENDIX II
THE MEASUREMENT OF ORBIT CENTRES.
If extraction is to be efficient, and the extracted beam 
mono-energetic, and not made up of particles extracted over 
several cycles, it necessary to know, and control, the position 
and precession of the orbit centres • In this respect a single 
dee machine has an advantage in that there is ample space 
available for using probe targets to investigate the behaviour 
of the beam orbits*
Ideally four targets are used* One is left in a predetermined 
position, which need not be known with any great accuracy, 
while the others, one at a time, are moved in till half the 
total beam, initially measured on the fixed target, has been 
intercepted. In this way three points on the mean orbit are 
obtained, defining the orbit and its centre* If only three 
targets are used, the position of the fixed one, with a 
correction for beam width, is required as a defining pQint*
When the accelerated beam is confined to particles whose orbit 
centres cover a very small area, and orbit precession is 
negligible, the interpretation of measurements made using 
probe targets is straightforward and simple* However, when 
the orbit Centres cover an area whose dimensions are consider­
ably greater than the turn to turn increase in orbit radius, 
and precession moves the centres at a rate comparable with the 
increase in beam radius per revolution, the interpretation of 
measurements is less straightforward* The greater part of the 
discussion in this appendix is devoted to effects of spread of 
orbit centres and precession on measurements made with probe 
targets*
Initially we shall consider the case where precession is 
absent or negligible* It will also be assumed that the radii 
at which measurements are being made are much greater than the 
dimensions of the orbit centre area, and much greater than the 
distance of the orbit centres from the machine centre* In 
Figure AII-1 let Tg be the fixed target, or "stop target", 
and Tq a target which moves along a radius making an angle 
0 with the axis of Tg* The orbit centres are regarded as 
being distributed over the area extending from X to X* 
along the Tg axis and from Y to Y* at right angles to
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the T axis* Concerning the interception of beam by targetS
Tg it is well to note the following* If XT^ is equal to R, 
and if particles centred on X are regarded, for simplicity, 
as just missing Tg on one revolution, then on the next 
revolution, after an acceleration giving a radius increase of 
^R, those particles centred on the strip XX^, of width /^ R, 
will be stopped by the target Tg* On the next revolution 
the particles centred on the strip X^Xg will strike Tg, and 
so on, till particles centred on the strip Xn^ X n, which 
includes X* are stopped*
Concerning the interception of beam by the target T ,
V
let us consider first of all those particles centred on the
line XX*• As T0 is moved in, the first particles intercepted
will be those centred on the X^-jX^ section* These will have
an orbit radius of R+nßR* If © is less than 90° the first
of the particles centred on Xn_^Xn to be intercepted will be
those revolving about the centre Xn_^, whereas if © is greater
than 90° the first intercepted will be those centred on X**
After its first stopping of particles centred on the strip
X„, tX„ the target T- will have to be moved inwards a distance
equal to ^R(l - cos©) before it will stop any particles
centred on X JC n• In order to intercept the total beam n-l
centred on XX* it will be necessary to move a distance
of ^R[(n-l)(l-cos0)4- (cosölj ♦
Extension of the area of orbit centres perpendicular to 
XX* increases the distance has to be moved to cover the
circulating beam. If, for example, strip Xn_^X' is 
rectangular and measures yny^ at right angles to XX*, target 
Tg will move a distance equal to yny^ sin0-j- j \ f i \cos0| , to 
cover all of the beam centred on this area. Of course, if 
yny^ is considerably larger than ($ i9 beam from other strips 
will be intercepted before all of strip X has been
stopped. It will be noted that, providing the shape of the 
area covered by the orbit centres is not greatly different 
from rectangulat, of dimensions XX* by YY*, the total 
distance it will be necessary to move is
(XX' -ßR) (1-COS0) +  [ ARcos0| + YY * sin0.
Referring to a distribution of centres only on the line 
XX' again, it is well to note that although those particles 
centred on the interval Xn_-jX’ are first intercepted by 
when they have a radius of R-t-nj^ R, they will be intercepted 
at progressively earlier stages of their acceleration, as Tb
is moved inwards* Finally, when the whole beam has been just
stopped by this target, the radius of the Xn_-jX' particles 
will have been reduced by approximately the amount T has
v
moved» For the more real case when the centres spread also 
in the Y direction, it is unlikely that all of the orbits 
centred on one strip will have the same radius when inter­
cepted by T^* For example, when the Xn_^X* strip has a 
second dimension of yny^, and is moved to stop all the
beam centred on the strip, the radius of the first particles 
to be intercepted will have been reduced to approximately 
R+&R r ynyn'sine.
When the spread of orbit centres being measured is 
considerable there will be more than a negligible reduction 
in the energy delivered to the probe target by particles as 
they are intercepted at earlier stages of their acceleration* 
If, accompanying the acceleration, there is a loss of particles 
from the beam, the current to the probe target, as its radius 
is decreased, will increase at a greater rate than is warranted 
by the interception of beam to the stop target* By using 
measurements of beam power and current to the stop target, 
rather than the probe target, these effects are avoided* At 
the same time it should be remembered that, for a large area 
of orbit centres, particles reaching the stop target, Tc, will
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Tg and T^* Thus for © = 180°, the distance T0 must move 
for total interception is equal to (2n - 1)A^> i*®* twice 
the distance covered by the centres in the axial direction, 
less one turn to turn beam radius increase*
At large radii where precession is likely to be rapid, 
and ^R small, measurements of orbit centres are apt to be 
very approximate, unless a small portion of the beam only has 
been selected, during the early stages of acceleration* Measure­
ments under such conditions have been successfully made, as 
discussed in Chapter VI* Rather than attempt any sort of 
systematic treatment of the effects of precession on measure­
ments, we shall make some general remarks on the phenomenon 
now, and refer to it again when presenting examples of actual 
measurements made*
If the precession is in the direction of the stop target 
its effect is to cause an apparent change in the value of ^ R* 
Taking the linear movement of the centres towards Tc, per 
revolution, as pg, we may replace ^R by A/3= Pg*
Should ps be negative and greater than the beam
cannot be intercepted by Tg until the value of Pg changes* 
An example of these conditions prevailing will be given later*
Any component of p recess io n  p e rp en d icu la r to  th e  a x is  o f T
b
m ight he regarded  as  m odifying th e  v a lu e  o f YY*. However, 
i t  i s  w e ll to  n o te  th a t  th e  d i r e c t io n ,  and r a t e ,  o f p re c e ss ­
ion  w i l l  be d i f f e r e n t  fo r  d i f f e r e n t  p a r ts  o f th e  o r b i t  c en tre  
area* Thus i t  i s  only under c o n d itio n s  o f r e s t r i c t e d  
a c c e le r a t io n ,  i . e .  w ith  only  p a r t  o f th e  f u l l  beam being  
a c c e le r a te d , th a t  an i n t e l l i g e n t  guess i s  l i k e ly  to  be su ccess­
f u l  in  in te r p r e ta t in g  th e  p recess io n  e f f e c t  on measurement.
At th e  same tim e i t  i s  s a fe  to  assume th a t  any o therw ise  
unaccoun tab le  la rg e  movement of a probe ta r g e t  to  remove 
com pletely  th e  beam from th e  s top  ta r g e t  i s  due to  p re c e ss io n , 
w ith  a la rg e  component in  th e  d ire c t io n  of th e  probe a x is .
From th e  fo reg o in g  i t  i s  obvious th a t  th e  measurement of 
o r b i t  c e n tre s  i s  not a sim ple g eo m etrica l o p e ra tio n . In making 
such measurements one must be p repared  to  ta k e  in to  account 
th e  fo llo w in g :
( i )  . The e x ten t o f a re a  covered by o r b i t  c e n tre s , and 
p o s s ib le  v a r ia t io n s  in  d e n s ity  o f c e n tre s .
( i i )  • The tu rn  to  tu rn  in c re a se  o f o r b i t  ra d iu s .
( i i i )  . The p recess io n  o f o r b i t  c en tre s  p e r cy c le .
( i v )  . The d i f f e r e n t  a c c e le r a t io n  ages of jb a r t ic le s .
If all of the available beam is accelerated these factors can 
contribute to large errors in the determination of the position 
and motion of orbit centres. By restricting the beam, with 
defining slits at small radii, the Bpread of the orbit centre 
area is reduced, as is the variation in energy of particles 
which left the ion source during the same cycle* Under these 
circumstances the effects of the above factors can be allowed 
for with relative accuracy*
In making measurements, the results of some of which will 
now be discussed, the methods used for detecting the beam, as 
well as the positions of the targets, were not always ideal. 
Although there were ports capable of taking targets at 090°, 
135°, 180°, 225°, and 257°^, their availability was dependent 
on other current requirements. The 090° target had to be 
displaced with respect to the actual 090° radius inorder to 
give clearance to the dee.
In Figure AII-4(a) the ratio of the beam reaching target
090°, as stop, to the total beam, i.e* (t-i)/t, is plotted
against the radius of target 257°, as a probe* Hence $ Z 167°•
The plot looks, at first sight, as a near perfect example of
a typical Te - ^80° case* However the dee voltage at the 
X. Zero degrees is taken in the direction of the dee line axis.
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time the measurement was made, was only 36 K.V., so that [^ R 
would nofbe more than 0*072 inch, at a radius of about 10 
inches, and the 0*3 inch steps in the curve would require a 
precession component towards the stop target of about l/4 
inch per cycle. Calculation of the orbit centres showed a 
precession, which while being in the right direction, was 
almost an order too small. It is with some reluctance that 
one is forced to account for the attractive curve by assuming 
that the distinctive features are due to fluctuations in the 
total beam intensity.
The next example, which appears to be valid, is taken 
from measurements for which the beam was restricted by a l/4 
inch slit on the first revolution. It is shown in Figure 
AII-4(b). The steps in the curve of beam power to ^0s^67° 
plotted against radius of T^ appear consistent with a ^R 
value of about 0.1 inch. Precession was towards the stop 
target.
Figure AII-5 shows plots which are typical of a series 
obtained, using unrestricted beam, with the 090° target as 
stop, and with probe targets at 180° and 257° (with respect 
to the machine). The interesting features are the relation­
ships between the curves indicating power to the probes, and
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,o the ratio of powerthose indicating current. For T ^ ^ q 
to current is greater for greater radii of T^, as would be 
expected. However, in the case of T0-1670 "kb0 ratio decreases 
for larger radii. The reason for this was found to be due 
to the presence of low energy ions which had apparently migrated 
along the dee edge in the 270° direction. At no time has 
there been evidence of electron emission from targets, which 
would of course affect results.
Figure AII-6 shows results of a measurement made at the 
135° target, using a block of copper, in the dee opposite the 
target, as a stop, giving T0-;l8O0* Taking the extrapolated 
values of cut-off for beam to T@, we have 2XX,-^R - 0.5 inch. 
With ^R not greater than 0.2 inch this indicates the 
extent of the area of orbit centres in the XX' direction to 
be not greater than 0.35 inch.
Finally, Figure AII-7 shows a beautiful example of a case 
where the precession component away from the stop target 
becomes greater than the turn to turn increase in orbit radius. 
The curves are for power measured to the stop target, as a 
function of the radius of T^. Below the intercept curves is 
shown the path of the orbit centres, illustrating how the stop 
intercepted the beam at two different occasions: firstly as the 
centres move away from it, and later towards it.
FIGURE AE* 6. Measurements withPaoge at 180° to S top.
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APPENDIX III»
QUADROPOLE FOCUSING LENSES«
1 2  3 4The principle of quadrupole focusing * 9 9 9 is much 
the same as that of the strong focusing employed in A*G* 
synchrotrons* However, as the beam passes through each sector 
of the lens system only once, in the case of quadrupole 
focusing, the theory is simpler in this case, and combinations 
of lenses are amenable to the type of treatment that is used 
in optics* For a single lens, if focusing is achieved in one 
plane, defocusing must be tolerated in a plane perpendicular 
to it* By rotating the second lens of a pair through ninety 
degrees about the lens axis, with respect to the first, over­
all focusing can be achieved in both planes, providing certain
1* E*C*Courant, M*S*Livingston, S.Snyder, Phys«Rev*, 88, 1190(1952)* 
2* C.Nunan, U.C.R.L.-2117 (April, 1953).
3. E.L.Hubbard, E.L.Kelly, U.C.R.L.-2181 (April,1953)*
4. B*Cork, E.Zajek, U*C.R.L*-2182 (April, 1953).
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geometrical requirements are met* In what follows we shall 
regard the focusing forces as varying linearly with the 
particles* distance from the central beam axis* This is 
convenient, and conforms with practice»
Considering the beam as travelling alon the z-axis of a 
Cartesian co-ordinate system, with the requirements that there 
should be focusing in the z-x plane, and defocusing in the 
z-y plane, we have the focusing force F, to which a particle 
is subjected, given by Fx s kx, and Fy s -ky, where k is 
a constant depending on geometry, and field values used»
If an electric focusing field is used, we have 
edv/dx = kx, and edv/dy = -ky, where e is the particle 
charge, and V is the electric potential* For both field and 
potential to be zero on the z-axis we have V r (k/2e)(x^ - y^)» 
Thus the equipotentials are hyperbolae, with axes coinciding 
with the x and y axes, and the required field Bhape is given 
by hyperbolic electrodes, as in Figure AIII+
In the case where a magnetic field is used, we have
evXHy/c - kx, and evXI^/c = -ky ••••••.... *......... AIII-1*
or bv/öx Z (c/ev)ky, and öv/öy Z (c/ev)kx*
\ / -  (-6 / 2?)(XJ-'j‘) 
£  *
re a p e r  for*.
+ v .»/
.x
FIGURE E lec tro des  for Electrostatic Le n s .
3
•X" j-ocusm^ ) s j - ö ( e | O C u S » * ^  
p Q v h ’c k  h i o v i h j  I’vtfe p a y ^
FJQURE ATU-2 .  Pole t ip s  for M agnetic Lens.
a  r>JL Ö  3
In the above relations H is in gauss and e is in e*8«u*
If V = H s 0 on the z-axis the relations are satisfied by 
V2 = (ck/ev) 2x2y2* Again the equipotentials are hyperbolae, 
but in this case they are asymptotic to the x and y axes, 
and the field requirements are met by pole tips as in 
Figure AIII-2*
For focusing the external beam of the Canberra cyclotron 
magnetic lenses were chosen* It was considered that they were 
preferable to the electric type of lens in that insulation 
problems would be negligible with them, and there would be no 
need to take precautions against stray fields from the cyclotron 
magnet, which, if more than about 100 gauss, might lead to 
P*I*G-* type discharges with electric lenses*
Considering the motion of an ion in the x direction, 
as it passes through a single lens we have the equation of 
motion md2ac/dt^*£kx = 0, or
d2x/dz24- K2x = 0 ........................... AIII-2.
where = k/mv^ , and the sign of k, and so K2, will depend 
on the direction of the y component of the field H*
Solutions of Equation AIII-2 are
2x « AsinKz f BcosKz, when K is positive (focusing)*
x e AsinhKz 4- BcoshKz, when is negative (defocusing).
We shall consider a focusing lens as in Figure AIII-3(a), 
where the focusing field extends for a distance s along the 
z-axis, and z is measuröd fron the side of the lens facing 
the oncoming beam* Referring to the figure and evaluating the 
constants of the focusing equation above, wnd of its derivative 
dx/dz s AKcosKz - BKsinKz, we have,
x = B and dx/dz = 0, when z - 0« Thus A sr 0, and within 
the lens x • BcosKz, and dx/dz s -BKsinKz, where B is the 
distance of the approaching particle from the z-axis* When
z = s, we have dx/dz s -BKsinKs - -B/f z -(B - b)/Xp, and 
x * BcosKs * b, where f, and Xp are the focal length of 
the lens, and the distance of the principal plane from the 
surface z ■ s, respectively, as with the optical equivalent.
Thus f * l/(KsinKs), )^•••••••••AIII-3.
and Xp z (1 - cosKs)/KsinKs * f(l - oosKs) )
Treating the defocusing lens with refenence to Figure AIII-3(b) 
we obtain
and
f = l/(KsinhKs) )
^  )Z (coshKs - l)/KsinhKs s f(cosKs - 1).)
AIII-4.
K^ is evaluated as follows. The field in the direction
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Lens. ^
(a) CQNvcRqiNq
Kl- STt^c
vjhtr f/R  is hhe pW/'c/cs
" JauSS- Chi \/c»lu(L ,
F"I (J U RE? AH" 3 Path ok Ion through M agnetic Lexsrs .
of th e  r - a x i s ,  F ig u re  A III -4 , and on th e  a x is  r  i s
Hr  * ( J ^ 4- H y )//2 , w hich, from Equations A III -1 , i s  equal to
(c k //2 e v ) (x  -h y)« Thus Hr  * c k r/e v .
Assuming th e re  i s  no f lu x  leakage  th e  magnetomotive fo rc e  
a long  r  i s  4 7 rn i / l0  s^ H p d r  s  (c k /e v ) \  r d r  a ( c k /e v ) r2/2*
Thus k a  87T n ie v /lO c r^ , and K2 a 8TT ni/lOHR, 
where HR a mvc/e gauss-cm .
5
For 8 Mev p ro to n s  from th e  C anberra machine HR a 4.1X10 , 
and K2 = 6 .1 5 ( n i / r 2)X lc f 5 .
I t  w i l l  be n o tic e d  th a t  Xp, o f Equations A II I -3 , and 
A II I -4 , has a  l im i t in g  v a lu e , as  K ten d s  to  ze ro , o f s /2 .
W ith d ecreasin g  K, X^ (fo cu s in g ) d ecreases  to  s /2 ,  w h ile  
Xp (d efo cu sin g ) in c re a se s  to  s /2 .  In  e i th e r  c ase , f o r  
p r a c t ic a l  v a lu e s  o f K and s ,  no g re a t e r ro r  i s  in tro d u ced  
by ta k in g  Xp a s /2 ,  i . e .  by reg a rd in g  th e  fo c a l p lan es  as  
be ing  s i tu a te d  a t  th e  c e n tre  of a s in g le  le n s  e lem ent. In  
what fo llo w s we s h a l l  assume th a t  th e  $ocal p lan es  o f s in g le  
le n s  elem ents a re  a t  th e  c e n tre s  o f th e  elem ents f o r  a l l  v a lu e s  
o f  n i / r 2.
In  F ig u re  A III-5  th e  fo c a l le n g th  o f s in g le  element le n se s
2
converging and d iv e rg in g , i s  shown as  a fu n c tio n  o f n i / r  , i . e .
Pole ftps ^
FKJURC AE-4. . T ypical M a g n e t i c  Lc n s .
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. . Focal L e n g t h  of 5 in q le  Lens  Cl e m e n t .
th e  r a t i o  o f th e  A m pere-turns a ss o c ia te d  w ith  each p o le  to  
th e  square  o f th e  h a l f  a p e r tu re  o f th e  lens*
Once th e  fo c a l le n g th s  and th e  p o s i t io n s  o f th e  fo c a l 
p lan es  have been determ ined fo r  th e  in d iv id u a l le n s  e lem ents, 
th e  tre a tm e n t o f com binations of elem ents i s  th e  same as  in  
o p tic s*  The n o ta tio n  used  in  t r e a t in g  com binations o f elem ents 
i s  shown in  F ig u re  A III-6* In  t h i s  n o ta tio n  f  in d ic a te s  
fo c a l  le n g th s  o f s in g le  elem ent le n s e s , F^ and F^ r e f e r  
to  two elem ent le n s e s , w h ile  F, w ith o u t a  s u b s c r ip t ,  i s  used 
f o r  th e  fo c a l le n g th  o f th e  fo u r elem ent le n s  system* p and 
P a re  s im ila r ly  used to  in d ic a te  p r in c ip a l  p lan es t unprimed 
l e t t e r s  r e f e r  to  o b je c t space , primed l e t t e r s  to  image space* 
g and G in d ic a te  fo c a l p la n e s , w ith  prim ing and su b sc r ip ts  
s im ila r  to  th o se  used  w ith  p and P* St and z mark th e  
p h y s ic a l l im i t s  o f a two elem ent system , Z  ^ and Z^ mark 
th e  l im i t s  of a fo u r elem ent system* The elem ents o f a  system 
a r e  numbered co n secu tiv e ly  from l e f t  to  r i g h t ,  i t  being 
assumed th a t  th e  beam approaches from th e  le f t*
In  d e riv in g  th e  curves showing fo c a l le n g th s  and th e  
p o s i t io n s  o f fo c a l p la n e s , th e  le n s  elem ents a re  tak en  as 
10 can. in  le n g th , and 10 cm a p a r t ,  i*e* a s  p fp 2 = P3P4 = 20 cm*
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T h is  i s  th e  v a lu e  o f a  u sed  in  c o n s tru c t in g  th e  le n s e s  f o r  fo c u s in g  
th e  c y c lo tro n  beam. The v a lu e  o f A 2 P-^Pg» usec*
c a lc u la t io n s  w ith  a fo u r  elem ent le n s  system , w i l l  v a ry  w ith  
o p e ra t in g  c o n d itio n s*
F ig u re s  A III-7  and A II I-8  show th e  v a r i a t i o n  o f  f o c a l  
le n g th  w ith  A m pere-tu rns f o r  a  two and a fo u r  elem ent system  
r e s p e c t iv e ly .  F ig u re  A II I-9  shows th e  p o s i t io n  o f  f o c a l  p la n e s  
o f  a  two elem ent system , w h ile  th e  fo u r  elem ent case  i s  
i l l u s t r a t e d  in  F ig u re  A III-10*
I f  u and v a r e  th e  d is ta n c e s  o f th e  obj e c t and image 
r e s p e c t iv e ly ,  from th e  fo c a l  p la n e s ,  th e n  v can be d e te rm in ed , 
f o r  a  g iv e n  u from th e  r e l a t i o n  uv Z F^* The f i n a l  q u a n t i t i e s  
in  w hich we a re  i n t e r e s t e d  a r e  t h e  d is ta n c e s  o f  th e  o b je c t  and 
image from th e  p h y s ic a l  ends o f  th e  le n s  system , i* e .  from Z^  
and Zg, f o r  a fo u r  elem ent system* I f  we c a l l  th e  d is ta n c e  o f  th e  
o b je c t  from  Z  ^ and th e  d is ta n c e  o f th e  image from Zg, m and 
n r e s p e c t iv e ly ,  we have m z  u -  GZ-j_> and n = v -  ZgG**
The e f f e c t  o f th e  le n s e s  on th e  e x te r n a l  beam i n i t i a l l y  u sed  
f o r  th e  B ^ ( p ,  'if ) C ^  experim en t i s  shown in  F ig u re  A III-11*  The 
p r i n t s  w ere o b ta in e d  by exposing  d y e - l in e  p ap er to  th e  beam 
im m ed ia te ly  a f t e r  i t  had p assed  th ro u g h  an 0*007" alum inium
window in to  th e  a i r
* >
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APPENDIX V I .
GAMMA RAYS FROM TRANSITIONS TO THE GROUND STATE OF C12 
B? THE REACTION Bn (p , X)C12»
The y ie ld  o f gamma ra y s  from  th e  r e a c t io n  B "^(p ,
has been m easured by Huus and Day^ f o r  p ro to n  e n e rg ie s  up to
2 .8  M ev., and f o r  p ro to n  e n e rg ie s  from 2 Mev. to  5*4 Mev. by
2
B la i r ,  K ington and W illa rd  • The r e v e r s e  r e a c t io n ,
C^1 2 3($f ,p )B n , examined by Cohen e t  a l ia " ' su g g ested  th e  shape 
o f th e  " g ia n t  re so n an ce"  f o r  pho ton  a b s o rp tio n  and im p lied  
th e  p o s s ib ly  o f some form o f f in e  s t r u c t u r e .  I t  i s  claim ed 
t h a t  f i n e  s t r u c t u r e  in  th e  g ia n t  re so n an ce  i s  r e s p o n s ib le  
f o r  th e  "b reak s"  d e te c te d  in  th e  n e u tro n  y ie ld  cu rves 
fo llo w in g  i r r a d i a t i o n  w ith  b e ta t ro n  b rem sS trah lu n g , f o r  th e
1 .  T .H uus,B .D ay, Phys. P e v ., 91, 599 (1 9 5 3 ).
2 .  J .K .B la ir ,J .D .K in g to n * H .B .W illa rd , P h y s .R e v .,1 0 0 , 21 (1 9 5 5 ).
3 .  L.Cohen e t a l* ,  Phys. R ev ., 104, 108 (1 9 5 6 ).
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1 2 11 4-reaction C (Y  ,n)C “, at Saskatchewan •
It was considered that an examination of the gamma ray
yield from the B^(p, )C^?’ reaction, as a function of
Xproton energy up to 7.5 Mev. would indicate more directly 
the shape of the giant resonance than the photon initiated
O  Areactions , r. Having available a large Nal crystal and a 
multi-channel pulse height analyser made possible resolution 
of the gamma ray spectrum so that only ground state transition 
photons would be included in the measured yield. In this 
appendix the experiment to this end is described.
Apparatus.
(a) Proton source.
The cyclotron was operated with a 1 m.m. by 1 cm. 
defining slit on the first beam revolution, followed by half 
m.m. wide slits to define the beam on its second and third 
revolutions. The first and third slits were adjusted for 
maximum full radius beam, then the second slit was introduced
and adjusted in steps of 0.002 inch, moving towards larger
4.L.Katz et al., Phys. Rev.,95, 464 (1954), and 
J.Goldemberg, L.Katz, Phys. Rev., 95, 471 (1954).
X. After the last pull-down of the cyclotron the shorting plate 
had not been re-adjusted for full energy of 8 Mev, this being 
delayed till "after the move".
r a d i i ,  from th e  p o s i t io n  w here i t  a llow ed  maximum beam th ro u g h , 
u n t i l  th e  d e s ir e d  amount o f beam was o b ta in e d . U nder th e s e
c o n d i t io n s ,  and w ith  r e l a t i v e l y  low power to  th e  ion  so u rce  
a r c ,  i t  was p o s s ib le  to  red u ce  th e  s ta b l e  beam to  some 10 to  15 
m icro-A m ps. T here was no d e te c ta b le  lo s s  o f beam from a  r a d iu s  
o f abou t t h r e e  in c h e s  to  f i n a l  r a d iu s ,  a lth o u g h  no fo c u s in g  s l i t s  
w ere u sed  on th e  d e e s . E xcept when s topped  on an in t e r n a l  
t a r g e t  th e  w hole o f th e  beam was e x t r a c te d .
The f i r s t  e x te rn a l  s l i t s  w ere open 0 .075  in c h  h o r iz o n ta l ly  
by 0 .100  in c h  v e r t i c a l l y ,  and stopped  abou t 90 p e rc e n t o f th e  
beam w hich was e x t r a c te d .  The g a te s  o f th e s e  s l i t s  w ere 
m e te red  and in  o p e ra t io n  th e  d e f l e c to r  p o t e n t i a l  was a d ju s te d  
to  m a in ta in  equal beam to  each o f  th e  s id e  g a t e s ,  w hich 
co rresp o n d ed  to  maximum beam th ro u g h  th e  s l i t s .
The q uad rupo le  fo c u s in g  m agnets w ere a d ju s te d  to  g iv e  
th e  fo cu s  shown in  Appendix I I I  (F ig u re  A I I T - l l ) ,  a few in c h es  
on th e  down beam s id e  o f  th e  p o s i t io n  o f  th e  boron t a r g e t .
Beam energy  was v a r ie d  by p a s s in g  th e  p ro to n s  th ro u g h  
v a r io u s  numbers o f alum inium  f o i l s ,  1 .6 4  mg. cm. t h i c k ,  
j u s t  b e fo re  th e  t a r g e t .  A f te r  p a s s in g  th ro u g h  th e  t a r g e t ,  
k e p t a t  80 to  100 v o l t s  p o s i t i v e  to  p re v e n t th e  escape  o f
d e l t a  r a y s ,  th e  beam p assed  in to  th e  le a d  l i n e d  c a tc h e r  w hich 
was m e te red  to  g iv e  re a d in g s  o f in s ta n ta n e o u s  beam c u r re n t  and 
in te g r a te d  beam c u r r e n t .  The g e n e ra l arrangem ent o f  th e  
a p p a ra tu s  i s  shown in  F ig u re  AIV-1, w h ile  F ig u re  AIV-2 shows 
th e  ex p e rim en ta l re g io n  in  more d e t a i l .
I n i t i a l l y  th e  m achine was o p e ra te d  w ith o u t s to p p in g  any 
beam i n t e r n a l l y .  The m ag n e tic  f i e l d  was s e t  to  be c o n s is te n t  
w ith  a f ix e d  dee p o te n t i a l  and d e f l e c to r  p o t e n t i a l .  However, 
a s  th e  m easured d e f l e c to r  p o t e n t i a l  was in f lu e n c e d  s l i g h t l y  by 
d e f l e c to r  c u r r e n t ,  w hich , though  ex ceed in g ly  sm a ll,  was more 
d e te c ta b le  j u s t  a f t e r  s t a r t - u p ,  and a t  tim e s  o f  ta n k  d is c h a rg e , 
i t  was d ec id ed  to  have a  t i g h t e r  method o f  c o n tro n . U sing  th e  
i n t e r n a l  t a r g e t  to  s to p  50 p e rc e n t o f th e  t o t a l  beam th e r e  was 
o n ly  one o p e ra t in g  p o in t  c o n s is te n t  w ith  t h i s  re q u ire m e n t, and 
eq u a l beam to  th e  h o r iz o n ta l  g a te s  o f  th e  f i r s t  e x te rn a l  s l i t s .  
The e f f e c t  o f  v a r i a t i o n  o f  th e  m ag n e tic  f i e l d  when u s in g  th e  
i n t e r n a l  t a r g e t  i s  shown in  F ig u re  AIV-3.
(b) Gamma Ray D e te c tio n .
The gamma ra y s  w ere d e te c te d  by a c y l in d r i c a l  Nal 
c r y s t a l  (T1 a c t iv a t e d ) ,  3 .5  in c h e s  h ig h  by 5 in c h e s  in  d iam eter*  
The c r y s t a l ,  m ounted v e r t i c a l l y  in  a  s t e e l  c a se , 6 in c h es  h ig h
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by 9 inches square, vms situated at the same height as the 
target, in a direction at 90° to the beam direction, 17 inches 
from the target* A five inch Dumont 6364 phototube was 
mounted directly on top of the crystal* From the cathode 
follower output of the phototube pulses were fed into an 
amplifier and thence to the multi-channel pulse height 
analyzer* Between the perspex window of the target tube (see 
Figure AIV-2) and the steel casing of the crystal shielding 
consisted of 8 inches of paraffin, an 0*010 inch sheet of 
cadmium, and three inches of lead* The three inch layer of 
lead surrounded the steel casing. Between the foil racks and 
the crystal three inches of paraffin was replaced by three 
inches of lead, immediately next to the target tube* A one 
inch collimating hole through steel and lead permitted the 
crystal to see the target*
(c) Targets»
Early runs were made using B^O^ targets evaporated 
onto 0.02 mg* cm. gold foil* After some experimenting some 
canbon crucibles were made which were satisfactory for evaporat­
ing pure boron. The greatest difficulty was in achieving a 
proper balance between the electrical resistance of the 
crucible and its heat conductivity to the water cooled copper
e le c t r o d e s  a t  i t s  ends« The t a r g e t  u sed  f o r  m ost o f  th e  
e x p e rim e n ta l ru n s  was pu t down on th e  g o ld  f o i l  a s  a  1*25 in c h  
d ia m e te r  d is c  o f  th ic k n e s s  0*8 mg. cam. • Chem ical t e s t s  
on th e  m a te r ia l  w hich was e v ap o ra ted  to  a  copper p la te  
h o ld in g  th e  f o i l  in d ic a te d  t h a t  o n ly  abou t 50 p e rc e n t o f th e  
t a r g e t  was boron , th e  rem ain d er b e in g  carb o n , com parison 
betw een y ie ld s  from th e  boron and Bg0o t a r g e t s  confirm ed t h i s  
f ig u r e  f o r  th e  f r a c t i o n  o f  bo ron .
E x p erim en ta l P ro ced u re .
Runs o f  s ix  hundred  m icro-cou lom bs in te g r a te d  beam w ere 
made f o r  th e  m a jo r i ty  o f  exposu res  o f  th e  boron t a r g e t  to  th e  
p ro to n  beam. These u s u a l ly  to o k  10 to  12 m in u te s  w ith  beams 
o f  0 .8  to  1 micro-Amp. L a rg e r  beam c u r re n ts  w ere n o t u sed  as 
any f u r th e r  in c re a s e  in  th e  gamma ray  f lu x  te n d e d  to  p roduce 
g a in  s h i f t s  in  th e  p h o to tu b e .
The p u ls e  h e ig h t a n a ly s e r ,  o p e ra te d  w ith  s ix ty  ch an n e ls , 
was b ia se d  so t h a t  on ly  t h e  le a d in g  edge o f th e  18 .86  M ev«(for 
7 .5  Mev« p ro to n s )  gamma ra y  peak due to  th e  A l ^ ( p ,  Y )si^®
r e a c t io n ,  a t  th e  energy  a t t e n u a t in g  f o i l s ,  was d is p la y e d . As 
th e  energy was red u ce d , w ith  more f o i l s ,  and th e  background
1 ( U
increased, there was considerable increase in the gain of the 
phototube resulting in the background display advancing towards 
higher channel numbers.
In counting the gamma ray yield all pulses (above the
cosmic ray background) beyond the fifteenth channel back from
half height of the leading edge of the ground state transition
peak were included. This amounted to counting everything above
12the peak due to transitions via the 4.4 Mev• level of C • It 
was found that background runs were not necessary for proton 
energies greater than about 4.5 Mev. as the background, other 
than that due to cosmic rays, contributed practically nothing 
to the energy region included in the count. Typical spectra 
are shown in Figure AIV-4.
Results.
In Figure AIV-5 the yield of counted gamma rays is shown 
as a function of proton energy. The gamma ray energies shown 
are not corrected for target thickness. The open circles 
indicate the results of three runs using the internal target 
to maintain constant energy of protons from the cyclotron.
The barred circles are results of three runs made without
12 0
600 micro-coulombs
o \  Protons.
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employing th e  in te r n a l  ta rg e t*  The f i l l e d  c i r c le s  a re  th e  
r e s u l t s  of a s in g le  run w ith  th e  in te rn a l  t a r g e t  used* As th e re  
i s  a p o s s ib i l i ty  o f e r ro r  in  choosing th e  f i f t e e n th  channel 
back from th e  le a d in g  edge of th e  counted peak t h i s  has been 
allow ed f o r  in  th e  e r ro r  l im its*  Thus th e  l im i t  s ig n s  re p re se n t 
i ' ( n  ( n * / 2 ) w h e r e  n i s  th e  t o t a l  number o f p u lse s  
counted and n* i s  th e  number o f p u lse s  c o n trib u te d  by th e  
low est energy channel in c luded  in  th e  count* I t  w i l l  be n o tic e d  
th a t  a p a r t  from where th e  p o in ts  f a l l  below a smooth curve 
a t  21*4 and 22 Mev gamma ra y  energy th e  d e v ia tio n s  in  th e  y ie ld  
a re  w ith in  th e  l im i t s  o f e r r o r .  At th e  same tim e th e  
i r r e g u l a r i t i e s  a t  about 20.1 and 20.7 Mev. gamma ray  energy 
tended  to  appear in  most o f th e  in d iv id u a l runs over th e  range . 
The i r r e g u la r i t y  a t  22.5 Mev. showed no co n sis ten cy  w ith  a 
number o f ru n s .
Constancy of C yclo tron  Beam Energy.
A check o f th e  constancy o f th e  energy o f th e  beam from
?7 28
th e  cy c lo tro n  was made u s in g  th e  A l° ( p , y ) S i  reac tio n *
28
The tendency fo r  th e  Si n u c leu s , when e x c ited  to  en erg ies  up
5
to  15 M ev., to  d e -e x c ite  by cascade th rough  4 and 7 Mev. le v e ls
e v id e n tly  p e rs i s t s fo r  h ig h er e x c i t a t i on energ ie s .  This makes_
5*P.M*Endt, C.M.Braams, khyxx Rev. Mod. Phys. 29, 683 (1957).
possible the observation of considerable varaitions in the gamma 
ray yield from direct transitions to the ground state, and 
cascade transitions directly through the 1.78 Mev» level. The 
largest contribution to the yield is from de-excitation through 
the 1.78 Mev. level, with the direct ground state transition 
gamma ray yield showing up as a shoulder to the larger peak.
As the proton energy is reduced from 7.39 Mev. to 7.23 Mev. the 
yield from the observed transitions drops sharply to about half 
value • Foils were used to reduce the proton energy so that 
the yield was half way between the maximum and minimum, and 
its variation was measured for different operating conditions 
of the cyclotron. Results of these measurements, for an 80 
K.V. target, are shown in Figure AIV-6.
Measurements of the variations in beam deflection by an
analysing magnet confirmed the results of Figure AIV-6. In
the magnetic measurements the position of the beam was detected
by dye-line papers exposed to the beam at an aluminium window
fitted with cross-wires. After passing through a 1.6 m.m.
lead slit at the normal target position the beam was focused
to a 2.6 m.m. wide line by the magnet system. This was
X The yield of gamma rays for the reaction has since been 
measured for proton energies down to 5.5 Mev.
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FIGURE AIV-6. I ndication of Beam Energy Variation 
U&inq Reaction Ali 7 (f>, S i2*
consistent with the geometry of the system. Foils were placed 
in the beam and the deflection, as shown on the dye-line papers, 
was measured as the energy was attenuated. Thus the solid 
curve of Figure AIV-7 was obtained. The measured deflection 
of the beam with 15 percent of the beam stopped internally, 
instead of 46 percent, was less than half of that caused by 
one foil. This placed an upper limit of something less than 
40 K.V. change in energy. The measured spread of the image on 
the dye-line paper when all machine controls were varied to 
their limit indicated variation of energy of no more than 40 K.V.
The measurements by the above two methods, in conjunction 
with observed normal operation of the cyclotron, indicate an 
energy stability during a run within the limits ■+• zero and 
- 30 K.V. For most runs it would be considerably less than 
this.
From measurements of increase in width of the analysed 
beam pattern for different foil thicknesses the points of the 
dashed curve of Figure ATV-7 were obtained. The conversion 
of linear measurements to K.V. was made using the solid 
curve. This energy spread is in reasonable agreonent with 
the straggling curve of Figure AIV-8, which was calculated
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according to the Bohr theory . The lower energy part of this 
curve is too high as it v/as plotted without allowance "being 
made for the integrated reduction of energy.
Discussion of Results and Conclusions.
In considering the results obtained for the gamma ray 
yield in the region of the giant resonance(Figure AIV-5) it is 
interesting to compare than with the relavent experiments which 
have been conducted elsewhere.
In so far as the low energy end of the yield curve is
concerned there is quite good agreement with the results of
?Bair, Kington and Willard ,
Apart from the 400 K.V. wide shoulder below 22 Mev 
12excitation of C ' there is nothing to suggest structure of the 
type shown in reference (3). Even when allowance is made for 
target thickness, variation of cyclotron energy and the effects 
of straggling down to low energies the resolution is sufficient 
to detect structure of separation equal to 200 K.V.
The 1953 results of Katz et alia might be considered as
showing some small agreement with our lower energy results 
6. Bruno Rossi "High Energy Particles", Prentice Hall (1952).
However the (^,n) results do not show a break at 22 Mev where 
the (pj'if ) yield increases more sharply, and does show one at 
22.4 Mev. where the gamma ray yield of the inverse type of 
reaction is decreasing at an increasing rate.
An estimate of the cross section for the reaction we have 
studied gives a value of 0*42 mb. This assumes that the 
crystal is black to 22 Mev. gamma rays, that the radiation is 
isotropic, tha.t the contribution due to radiation penetrating 
the shielding is negligible compared with the amount incident 
on the crystal through the collimating hole, and that the pulses 
included in the selected count represent 0.3 of the total 
number of pulses to the phototube. This last assumption is 
based on previous work with the crystal. Using detailed 
balancing the cross section for the inverse reaction is about 
40 mb., or twice that obtained by Cohen et alia.
11 12The examination of the gamma ray yield from the B (p, t )C
12reaction has established the general shape of the C ’ giant
resonance up to nearly 23 Mev. The peak occurs at about 22.3
Mev. and the width at half height of the resonance, assuming
symmetry about the peak, is some 3.3 Mev. Although no strong
evidence has been found for fine structure the results do not
12rule it out entirely. If C ' levels above 22 Mev, of separation
less than about 100 K.V*, contribute to the examined reaction 
they might not be resolved. At lower energies the spacing 
would need to be greater for resolution. Between 21 and 27.5 
Mev. two variations of level density are indicated, while 
there is some evidence for variation at 20.2 and 20*8 Mev.
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